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Resum 
El càncer de mama és el càncer més comú en dones arreu del món i la principal 

causa de mort per càncer en dones junt amb el càncer de pulmó. Aquest càncer 

té molt bon pronòstic en general, amb una supervivència del 80%. No obstant 

això, el pronòstic del càncer de mama triple negatiu és molt pitjor, al no conèixer-

se’n cap diana farmacològica i tractar-se de forma inespecífica. La metformina, 

fàrmac prescrit per a la diabetis, ha mostrat alguns bons resultats preliminars 

com a potencial teràpia. D'altra banda, el principal tractament dirigit de les 

pacients HER2+ és el trastuzumab, que neutralitza el receptor HER2 amplificat; 

tanmateix, un elevat nombre de pacients desenvolupen resistències al 

tractament. Els microRNAs són xicotets RNAs no codificants capaços de regular 

l'expressió gènica epigenèticament, i poden ser secretats de la cèl·lula en 

vesícules anomenades exosomes. 

L'objectiu d'aquest treball és abordar aquestes dues problemàtiques en càncer 

de mama. Són necessaris estudis dels mecanismes d'acció o resistència d'aquests 

fàrmacs a través de la regulació epigenètica per microRNAs. Volem determinar la 

relació del miR-26a i les seues dianes amb l'efecte de la metformina en càncer de 

mama triple negatiu i estudiar les diferències d'expressió dels microRNAs que 

generen resistències al trastuzumab en càncer de mama HER2+, així com estudiar 

la seua manera de transmissió entre cèl·lules. 

Es van realitzar assajos cel·lulars tractant amb metformina les línies MDA-MB-

231, MDA-MB-468 i MCF-7 així com sobreexpressant o inhibint miR-26a i es van 

mesurar les seues dianes teòriques per qPCR. Per a les línies HER2+ es va realitzar 

un Affymetrix Genechip miRNA 4.0 microarray comparant línies SKBR-3wt i BT-

474wt amb les seues respectives línies amb resistència generada a trastuzumab 
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i HCC-1954 com resistent innata. Es van estudiar els microRNAs més rellevants 

de l'array en les línies cel·lulars i en pacients i es va comprovar la seua presència 

a exosomes, així com l'efecte dels exosomes en la transmissió de la resistència. 

La sobreexpressió de miR-26a resultà en una reducció de la viabilitat cel·lular que 

es recuperà parcialment en inhibir-la. E2F3, MCL-1, EZH2, MTDH i PTEN foren 

regulats negativament per miR-26a i la proteïna PTEN també es va reduir en 

sobreexpressar miR-26a. El tractament amb metformina va reduir la viabilitat de 

les cèl·lules de càncer de mama, va augmentar l'expressió de miR-26a i va conduir 

a una reducció en l'expressió de BCL-2, EZH2 i PTEN. La inhibició de miR-26a prevé 

part de l'efecte en la viabilitat de la metformina i la reducció de l'expressió de 

PTEN i EZH2. En les línies HER2+, miR-23b-3p i miR-146a-5p foren els principals 

candidats extrets de l'array. miR-23b-3p va inhibir PTEN significativament en la 

línia BT-474. miR-146a-5p va augmentar la resistència de les cèl·lules SKBR-3 al 

trastuzumab i la seua inhibició va reduir la resistència de les SKBR-3r. L'augment 

de miR-146a-5p en SKBR-3wt va tindre un efecte en cicle cel·lular augmentant la 

fase S i la G2/M, inhibint l'expressió de CDKN1A i augmentant la de CCNB1. Els 

exosomes de les SKBR-3 contenien miR-146a-5p, amb majors nivells en els de les 

resistents (exoR). Els exoR van augmentar la resistència a trastuzumab, la 

transició epiteli-mesenquimal i la migració en co-cultivar-los amb SKBR-3wt, i 

l'angiogènesi de les HUVEC. 

Els nostres resultats suggereixen que l'efecte de la metformina està intervingut 

per una major expressió de miR-26a i reducció de les seues dianes, PTEN i EHZ2. 

Per tant, l'ús de metformina al tractament de el càncer de mama constitueix una 

prometedora potencial teràpia. En HER2+, miR-23b sembla provocar resistència 

a trastuzumab mitjançant PTEN i miR-146a a través del cicle cel·lular. A més, miR-

146a es transmet en exosomes, que són capaços de reduir la sensibilitat al 

trastuzumab de les cèl·lules sensibles i augmentar la TEM, migració i angiogènesi. 
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Resumen 

El cáncer de mama es el cáncer más común en mujeres en todo el mundo y la 

principal causa de muerte por cáncer en mujeres junto al cáncer de pulmón. Este 

cáncer tiene muy buen pronóstico en general, con una supervivencia del 80%. Sin 

embargo, el pronóstico del cáncer de mama triple negativo es mucho peor, al no 

conocerse ninguna diana farmacológica y tratarse de forma inespecífica. La 

metformina, fármaco prescrito para la diabetes, ha mostrado algunos buenos 

resultados preliminares como potencial terapia. Por otro lado, el principal 

tratamiento dirigido de las pacientes HER2+ es el trastuzumab, que neutraliza al 

receptor HER2 amplificado; sin embargo, un elevado número de pacientes 

desarrollan resistencias al tratamiento. Los microRNAs son pequeños RNAs no 

codificantes capaces de regular la expresión génica epigenéticamente, y pueden 

ser secretados de la célula en vesículas llamadas exosomas. 

El objetivo de este trabajo es abordar estas dos problemáticas en cáncer de mama.  

Son necesarios estudios de los mecanismos de acción o resistencia de estos 

fármacos a través de la regulación epigenética por microRNAs. Queremos 

determinar la relación del miR-26a y sus dianas con el efecto de la metformina en 

cáncer de mama triple negativo y estudiar las diferencias de expresión de 

microRNAs que generan resistencias a trastuzumab en cáncer de mama HER2+, así 

como estudiar su modo de transmisión entre células.  

Se realizaron ensayos celulares tratando con metformina las líneas MDA-MB-231, 

MDA-MB-468 y MCF-7 así como sobreexpresando o inhibiendo miR-26a y se 

midieron sus dianas teóricas por qPCR. Para las líneas HER2+ se realizó un 

Affymetrix Genechip miRNA 4.0 microarray comparando líneas SKBR-3wt y BT-

474wt con sus respectivas líneas con resistencia generada a trastuzumab y HCC-

1954 como resistente innata. Se estudiaron los microRNAs más relevantes del array 
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en las líneas celulares y en pacientes y se comprobó su presencia en exosomas, así 

como el efecto de los exosomas en la transmisión de la resistencia. 

La sobreexpresión de miR-26a resultó en una reducción en la viabilidad celular que 

se recuperó parcialmente al inhibirla. E2F3, MCL-1, EZH2, MTDH y PTEN fueron 

regulados negativamente por miR-26a y la proteína PTEN también se redujo tras la 

sobreexpresión de miR-26a. El tratamiento con metformina redujo la viabilidad de 

las células de cáncer de mama, aumentó la expresión de miR-26a y condujo a una 

reducción en la expresión de BCL-2, EZH2 y PTEN. La inhibición de miR-26a previene 

parte del efecto en viabilidad de la metformina y la reducción de la expresión de 

PTEN y EZH2. En las líneas HER2+, miR-23b-3p y miR-146a-5p fueron los principales 

candidatos extraídos del array. miR-23b-3p inhibió PTEN significativamente en la 

línea BT-474. miR-146a-5p aumentó la resistencia de las células SKBR-3 al 

trastuzumab y su inhibición redujo la resistencia de las SKBR-3r. El aumento de miR-

146a-5p en SKBR-3wt tuvo un efecto en ciclo celular aumentando la fase S y la 

G2/M, inhibiendo la expresión de CDKN1A y aumentando la de CCNB1. Los 

exosomas de las SKBR-3 contenían miR-146a-5p, con mayores niveles en los de las 

resistentes (exoR). Los exoR aumentaron la resistencia a trastuzumab, la transición 

epitelio-mesenquimal y la migración al co-cultivarse con SKBR-3wt, y la 

angiogénesis en las HUVEC. 

Nuestros resultados sugieren que el efecto de la metformina está mediado por una 

mayor expresión de miR-26a y reducción de sus dianas, PTEN y EHZ2. Por tanto, el 

uso de metformina en el tratamiento del cáncer de mama constituye una 

prometedora potencial terapia. En HER2+, miR-23b parece provocar resistencia a 

trastuzumab vía PTEN y miR-146a a través del ciclo celular. Además, miR-146a se 

transmite en exosomas, que son capaces de reducir la sensibilidad al trastuzumab 

de las células sensibles y aumentar la TEM, migración y angiogénesis. 
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Abstract 
Breast cancer is the most common cancer in women worldwide and the leading 

cause of cancer death in women along with lung cancer. This cancer has a very 

good general prognosis, with a survival of 80%. However, the prognosis for triple 

negative breast cancer is much worse, as it has no pharmacological target and 

treats it nonspecifically. Metformin, a prescribed diabetes drug, has shown some 

good preliminary results as potential therapy. On the other hand, the main 

targeted treatment for HER2 + patients is trastuzumab, which neutralizes the 

amplified HER2 receptor, but a large number of patients experienced resistance to 

treatment. MicroRNAs are small non-coding RNAs that are part of epigenetics and 

are capable of regulating gene expression, and which can be secreted from the cell 

into vesicles called exosomes. 

The objective of this work is to address these two problems in breast cancer, which 

need to study the mechanism of action or resistance of these drugs, through the 

epigenetics of microRNAs. We want to determine the relationship of miR-26a and 

its targets with the effect of metformin in triple negative breast cancer and to study 

the differences in the expression of microRNAs that process resistance to 

trastuzumab in HER2 + breast cancer, as well as to study its mode of transmission 

between cells. 

Cellular assays were performed treating the MDA-MB-231, MDA-MB-468 and MCF-

7 lines with metformin as well as overexpressing or inhibiting miR-26a, and their 

theoretical targets were measured by qPCR. For the HER2+ cell lines, an Affymetrix 

Genechip miRNA 4.0 microarray was performed comparing SKBR-3wt and BT-

474wt lines with their respective cell lines with generated resistance to 

trastuzumab and HCC-1954 as innate resistance. The most relevant microRNAs of 
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the array in cell lines and in patients were studied and their presence in exosomes 

was verified, as well as the effect of exosomes in the transmission of resistance. 

The overexpression of miR-26a resulted in a reduction in cell viability that was 

partially recovered by inhibiting it. E2F3, MCL-1, EZH2, MTDH, and PTEN were 

down-regulated by miR-26a, and the PTEN protein was also reduced after 

overexpression of miR-26a. Metformin treatment reduced the viability of breast 

cancer cells, increased miR-26a expression, and led to a reduction in BCL-2, EZH2, 

and PTEN expression. Inhibition of miR-26a partly prevents the effect of metformin 

in viability and the reduction of the expression of PTEN and EZH2. In the HER2+ 

lines, miR-23b-3p and miR-146a-5p were the main candidates extracted from the 

array. miR-23b-3p was shown to significantly inhibit PTEN in the BT-474 cell line. 

miR-146a-5p increased resistance of SKBR-3wt cells to trastuzumab and its 

inhibition reduced resistance of SKBR-3r. The increase of miR-146a-5p in SKBR-3wt 

had effect on the cell cycle by increasing the S phase and the G2/M, inhibiting the 

expression of CDKN1A and increasing CCNB1 levels. Exosomes isolated from SKBR-

3 cell lines contained miR-146a-5p, with higher levels in exosomes from the 

resistant cell line (exoR). The exoR were shown to increase trastuzumab resistance, 

EMT, and migration when co-cultivated with SKBR-3wt, and angiogenesis when in 

culture with HUVEC. 

Our results indicate that metformin effectively reduces breast cancer cell viability 

and suggests that the effects of the drug are mediated by an increase in miR-26a 

expression and a reduction of its targets, PTEN and EHZ2. Thus, the use of 

metformin constitutes a promising potential triple negative breast cancer therapy. 

In HER2+ breast cancer, miR-23b appears to elicit resistance to trastuzumab via 

PTEN and miR-146a throughout the cell cycle. Furthermore, miR-146a is 

transmitted in exosomes, which have been shown to reduce the sensitivity to 

trastuzumab of sensitive cells and increase EMT, migration, and angiogenesis. 
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1 CANCER 

Cancer is a group of diseases caused by genetic changes that lead 

to uncontrolled proliferation of abnormal cells capable of invading 

adjacent tissues. It starts with the transformation of a single cell, and 

its origin can be due to both external agents and genetically inherited 

factors. 

Cancer has always existed in humans, recorded as a disease and 

cause of death since ancient Egypt approximately 4,500 years ago. 

Furthermore, the oldest tumour found in a human fossil, 

corresponding to a benign tumour in the vertebrae of an 

Australopithecus sediba, found in the cave site of Swartkrans in the 

Cradle of Humankind, South Africa, dates to almost two million years 

old [1]. However, today, cancer is a disease mainly in developed 

countries [2], due to high life expectancy and lifestyle. After many 

years of being in second place, it has already become the leading cause 

of death in high-income countries, where it causes twice as many 

deaths as cardiovascular disease, according to the findings of a new 

global study [3].  

There are more than 200 types of cancer known, although we 

usually name them by the organ of their primary site (the part of the 

body where the cancer started). Lung and breast cancers were the 

most common cancers worldwide, each contributing 12.3% of the total 
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number of new cases diagnosed in 2018, with 2.09 million cases each 

[4]. Colorectal cancer was the third most common cancer with 1.8 

million new cases in 2018 [5]. In Spain, the most common type of 

cancer was colorectal cancer, and breast cancer was the most common 

cancer among women [6]. The aging of the population increases the 

incidence of cancer and it is expected that by 2030 in Spain there will 

be a new case of cancer every 1.8 minutes, and one death every 3.8 

minutes. Mortality in some types of cancer is still very high, and 5-year 

overall survival rates, at 53%, do not improve quickly enough, being 

the main challenge to reach 70% of cancer survival by 2030 [7]. After 

the economic crisis (between 2010 and 2016) research and 

development spending in Spain has decreased by 1.4 billion euros 

(21%). Since the beginning of the economic crisis in Spain, the decrease 

in the mortality rate to be achieved has slowed down significantly, 

situation that could be exacerbated by the current austerity measures 

in the health system [8]. 

 

1.1 CANCER BIOLOGY 

Tumours, or neoplasms, are groups of abnormal cells that grow 

into a mass or lump that can be encapsulated or not and form a 

protuberance that exceeds the limits of the tissue. The term comes 

from Ancient Greek neoplasma: νέος- neo "new" and πλάσμα plasma 

"formation, creation". Tumour is usually a synonym for neoplasm, 
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although some neoplasms do not form any tumour, like leukaemia and 

some carcinoma in situ. Before the neoplasm, cells usually develop 

dysplasia (delay of differentiation and maturation) or metaplasia 

(differentiated cells that are replaced by another differentiated 

cellular type). Neoplasms can be classified in four types according to 

ICD-10 (internal classification of diseases from the WHO) [9]:  

• Malignant neoplasms if they have invaded nearby tissues 

and sometimes spread to distant tissues through the blood 

or lymphatic vessel (metastatic). 

• In situ neoplasms when it has not ruptured the basement 

membrane and has not spread even to nearby tissues. It is 

considered as pre-malignant. 

• Benign neoplasms when they lack the ability of invading 

tissues or spreading and usually grow slowly.  

• Neoplasms of uncertain or unknown behaviour if the 

pathology report cannot assure if they have any malignant 

potential at diagnosis. 

Cancer cells have defects in the regulatory circuits that govern 

normal cell proliferation and homeostasis. Cancer is a very 

heterogeneous disease, but tumorigenesis in humans is always a 

multi-step process of genetic and epigenetic alterations, caused by 

replication errors, oncoviruses and environmental exposure, that 

transform the normal cells into malignant through a process of 

evolution and clonal selection. Each alteration confers some type of 
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growth advantage or barrier skipping that can be grouped in six 

essential alterations in cell physiology considered the cancer hallmarks 

for dictating malignant growth and for being common for all types of 

human cancers: self-sufficiency in growth signals, insensitivity to 

growth-inhibitory signals, evasion of programmed cell death, limitless 

replicative potential, induction of vascularization, and capacity of 

invasion and metastasis [10]. Also, new hallmarks are being studied 

such as genetic instability [11], immune modulation capacity and the 

importance of the tumour microenvironment [12] (Figure 1). 

 

Figure 1. Update of the D. Hanahan and R. A. Weinberg cancer hallmarks and 

potential therapy strategies to target them.  
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Apart from environmental factors and genetic predisposition 

causing these hallmarks, the capacity of one tissue for developing 

cancer has been proved to correlate strongly to the number of normal 

stem cells divisions required for the tissue homeostasis, increasing the 

risk of progression by time [13], being the cause for many tumours just 

having “bad luck” in DNA replication and reinforcing the concept that 

cancer is also a disease of ageing.   
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2 BREAST CANCER 

2.1 EPIDEMIOLOGY 

Breast cancer is the most common cancer in women worldwide, 

contributing 25.4% of the total number of new cases diagnosed in 

2018. It is also the most common diagnosed cancer among all people 

younger than 60 (Figure 2) [5].  

It ranks as the fifth cause of death from cancer overall (522,000 

deaths) and as the leading cause of cancer death among women 

worldwide [14]. 

 

 

Figure 2. Estimated cases of new cancer cases worldwide in both sexes in 2018, ages 

0-59 (according to the Global Cancer Observatory. https://gco.iarc.fr/)  
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In Spain, breast cancer is also the most frequent neoplasm in 

women, and the probability of developing breast cancer is estimated 

to be 8% [15]. In 2012, 25,215 cases of breast cancer were diagnosed 

in our country, which represents an incidence of 29% of all 

malignancies in women, and caused 6,059 deaths, representing a 

mortality of 15.5% [16]. As in other western countries, the incidence 

of breast cancer has increased considerably, more markedly between 

the 1970s and 1990s [17]. However, mortality rates decreased as a 

result of early detection, diagnostic and improved treatment, which 

led in an increase of 5-year survival, being greater than 75% [15]. 

Less than 10% of breast cancers can be attributed to an inherited 

genetic mutation. Breast cancer is more commonly associated with 

environmental, reproductive, and lifestyle factors, some of which are 

potentially modifiable [18]. Between 5-10% of patients diagnosed with 

breast cancer present a hereditary factor, showing mutations in genes 

with high penetration, such as those responsible for repairing DNA 

damage, BRCA1 and BRCA2. Other clinical factors such as dense tissue 

breasts, menstruation before 12 years of age or menopause after 55 

years of age [19], can also be relevant risk factors.  

In developed countries, most of the risk factors related to breast 

cancer are associated with our lifestyle, such as sedentarism, diet, 

body mass, breast density [20], alcohol and drug intake, smoking 

specially at an early age, hormone replacement therapy during 

menopause, and modern changes in our reproductive habits such as 
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oral contraceptives or late age at first pregnancies and low parity. In 

addition, the incidence of breast cancer is highly related to the 

increasing of age [21]. 

Race is also considered as a risk factor for breast cancer [22], 

being that African American and Hispanic women from the United 

States of America have a lower incidence of breast cancer than White 

women but higher mortality rate. Race could be a biological risk factor 

due to differences in some mutations [23], reproductive factors 

[24][25], or differences in plasma hormone levels [26]. However, many 

studies show that race differences in incidence may be mostly because 

of social risk factors [27][28]. Social determinants such as poverty, lack 

of education, neighbourhood disadvantage, residential segregation by 

race, racial discrimination, lack of social support, and social isolation 

play an important role in breast cancer stage at diagnosis and survival. 

This factors are related to late stage at diagnosis of the disease and 

poorer survival due to inadequate health insurance, barriers to early 

detection as screening such as a lower mammography use, lack of a 

primary care physician and unequal access to improvements in cancer 

treatment [28][29][30]. Even in Spain -where the health system is 

public and universal- gypsy women, that are the main ethnic group 

minority, are two times less likely to have had a mammogram than 

white women, and this inequality could increase mortality caused by 

breast cancer [31]. 
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2.2 CLASSIFICATION 

Breast cancer is a complex and heterogeneous disease in the 

clinical, morphological, and molecular aspects of the tumour. 

Traditional classification is based in histology and stages of the 

tumour, still used for patient management. It included later the 

expression of histological markers ER, PR and overexpression of HER2, 

which was useful to know the response to trastuzumab or endocrine 

treatment, as well as prognosis of the patient. Lately, genomic 

technologies have allowed to classify breast cancer in a molecular way 

according to gene expression panels, comparative genomic 

hybridisation (CGH) and massive sequencing. This new classification in 

smaller and more similar subgroups is heading prognosis and 

treatment towards the aim of personalized therapy.  

 

2.2.1 Morphological and histological classification 

Regarding clinical diagnosis, the classification of breast cancer 

and the choice of adjuvant treatment are still based on traditional 

pathological parameters and on immunohistochemical analysis of 

three main markers: estrogen receptor (ER), progesterone receptor 

(PR) and human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (HER2), which 

divide breast cancer into Luminal (ER+ and/or PR+), HER2 positive and 

triple negative [32]. 
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Macroscopic examination and integration of clinical information 

are essential to determine the diagnosis of the breast cancer entity. 

Macroscopic evaluation should include the description of the lesion, 

its size and location, the evaluation of the resection margins in the 

surgical pieces, and the selection of the samples that will be later 

studied in the microscopic examination. In order to do this diagnostic, 

samples must be preserved and processed first. The most common 

method for preservation is fixing the tissue in 10% formaldehyde, 

which assures good tissue morphology and DNA and protein 

preservation, although RNA integrity is poor [33][34]. After the fixation 

process, the samples are included in solid permanent media such as 

paraffins or plastic resins. For microscopic evaluation, samples are cut 

in sections of 3-5 μm and they are stained with haematoxylin-eosin in 

order to evaluate cellular morphological traits such as size, disposition, 

chromatin, etc.  

In the study of breast pathology, the histological grade must be 

determined, a correct morphological classification has to be 

performed and the staging of the disease must be determined based 

on tumour size, lymph node involvement and the presence or absence 

of metastasis.  The most frequent types of breast cancer according to 

histopathological classification are: 

• Invasive (infiltrating) ductal carcinoma (IDC): these cancer 

cells come from the cells in the milk duct. It represents more 

than 80% of all breast cancer diagnosed cases and 70-80% of 
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all invasive breast carcinomas. It is more common in older ages 

and has a poor prognosis, with a 10-year survival of around 

50%. This prognosis is influenced by the grade, tumour size, 

lymph node involvement, and vascular invasion [35]. 

According to the American Cancer Society, approximately 66% 

of women who are diagnosed with this subtype are 55 years 

or older [36].  

• Invasive (infiltrating) lobular carcinoma (ILC): It is less 

common than ductal carcinoma, occurring in 10% of breast 

cancer patients. Between 80 and 100% of cases present loss of 

E-cadherin expression, which favours the invasiveness of 

epithelial cells, being tumours with poor prognosis [35]. It 

originates in the cells that make up the lobes or glandular acini 

and tend to appear around the age of 60. 

• Pure tubular, cribriform, mucinous carcinomas, metaplastic 

carcinoma with a fibromatosis-like component, and adenoid 

cystic carcinoma have an excellent prognosis, with a 10-year 

survival greater than 80%, with a very low incidence, not 

exceeding 7 % of invasive breast cancer cases. Papillary 

carcinomas are also considered to have a good prognosis, with 

a 10-year survival of 60-80%. Medullary carcinomas, which 

represent 1-7% of all invasive breast tumours, are considered 

as intermediate prognosis, and affects mostly women with 

some BRCA1 mutation. Their cellular morphology is similar to 

aggressive and very anomalous cancer cells, but they do not 
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grow rapidly and the tumour usually does not spread outside 

the breast to the lymph nodes [35]. 

• Histological micropapillary, small cell neuroendocrine 

carcinomas of the breast, clear cell carcinoma, inflammatory 

carcinoma and glycogen-rich carcinoma show a worse 

prognosis. Among all the metaplastic carcinomas of the 

breast, carcinosarcomas specially behave like very aggressive 

tumours [35]. 

2.2.1.1 Staging and grade 

The grade of a breast cancer is a prognosis factor and represents 

the aggressive potential of the tumour. For the determination of the 

histological grade, the recommendations included in the Scarff-Bloom-

Richardson scale [37], later modified in 1999 by Elston and Ellis 

(Nottingham System) [38], are accepted as consensus due to its 

important reproducibility among observers. Various studies have 

demonstrated the concordance of results among pathologists 

[39][39][40][41]. In this scale, three aspects in tumour differentiation 

are quantified: 1) the capacity of the tumour to form tubular 

structures, 2) the degree of pleomorphism or atypia in tumour cells 

and 3) the number of mitoses present in 10 microscopic fields. The 

tumour is scored from 1 to 3 in these different aspects and scores are 

summed: 
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• Grade 1 or well differentiated (score 3, 4, or 5). The cells are 

slower-growing and look more like normal breast tissue. 

• Grade 2 or moderately differentiated (score 6, 7). The cells are 

growing at a speed of and look like cells somewhere between 

grades 1 and 3. 

• Grade 3 or poorly differentiated (score 8, 9). The cancer cells 

look very different from normal cells and will probably grow 

and spread faster [42]. 

The pathologic stage of a breast cancer is a prognostic factor that 

measures how advanced the patient’s tumour is. It is based on the 

tumour size (T) and how far it has spread (lymph nodes affected (N) or 

other parts of the body due to distant metastases (M)). The stages are 

based on the 1977 staging manual of the AJCC (American Joint 

Committee on Cancer) [43]. The stage is determined by examining 

tissue removed during surgery and is important in order to determine 

the right treatment for the patient. According to TNM classification the 

stage of the disease is obtained. In breast cancer, 4 stages are 

distinguished:  stages I and II are considered as early disease; stages 

IIIA and IIIB are locally advanced disease stages, stage IIIC means 

advanced disease and IV corresponds to secondary or metastatic 

disease. The earliest stage breast cancers are stage 0 (carcinoma in 

situ), meaning pre-invasive disease. Apart from TNM classification, 

breast cancer staging includes sometimes also the addition of 

information about ER, PR, and HER2 receptor status along with 
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histological grade, which has made stage grouping for breast cancer 

more complex than for other cancers [44]. 

2.2.1.2 Histological markers 

One of the earliest and most widely used classifications of breast 

cancer nowadays is based on the expression of membrane receptors 

and hormone receptors, all involved in cell division or proliferation.  

These subtypes are described according to the status of the 

Estrogen Receptor (ER), Progesterone Receptor (PR), the epidermal 

growth factor receptor ERBB2 (HER2), and Ki-67 [45][46][47][48]. 

Through this mechanism, it was stablished a quick and easy way to 

classify the breast cancer tumours into different subtypes with few 

resources and using prognostic and/or predictive markers. These four 

markers are determined in histology of every breast cancer patients 

and sometimes more can be added. According to the combination of 

the semiquantitative expression of the previous markers, studied by 

immunohistochemistry, four basic subtypes are separated: 

• Luminal A: ER+/PR+ and HER2- tumours with Ki-67 < 14% 

(luminal cells with low expression of proliferation genes). 

• Luminal B: ER+/PR+ and HER2+/- tumours with Ki-67 > 14% 

(luminal cells with high expression of proliferation genes and 

worse prognosis). 

• HER2 positive: ER+/-, PR+/- and HER2+ tumours. 
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• Triple Negative or basal-like: ER-, PR- and HER2-negative 

tumours with basal-like cells. Furthermore, these tumours are 

positive for other aggressive IHC markers such as CK 5/6 

(cytokeratines) and/or EGFR (epidermal growth factor 

receptor) [49]. 

If the tumour is negative for these 7 markers (ER, PR, HER2, Ki67, 

CK 5/6 and EGFR) it cannot be classified, making it impossible to 

establish these tumours in any of the previously mentioned subtypes. 

Ki-67 threshold cut-off has also been changing for discriminating low 

proliferating from high proliferating tumours, sometimes 15% has 

been used for splitting luminal subtypes A and B and nowadays even 

20% [50]. 

 

2.2.2 Molecular classification 

Although clinicians remain using the histopathological 

classifications, both the stages and grade with the histological 

markers, many new molecular classifications have been performed in 

the last years, using genomic platforms for gene expression and 

massive sequencing in order to better classify the tumours, trying to 

avoid unnecessary chemotherapy and to have better disease 

prognosis. 
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In 2000, Perou et al. [51] used cDNA microarrays measuring 8012 

human genes to characterize the molecular patterns of gene 

expression among different breast tumours and described four 

different subtypes arising from at least two different cell types 

(luminal and basal epithelial cells): luminal-like, basal-like, HER2-

enriched and normal-like. These subtypes corresponded to the 4 IHC 

markers classification because the different mRNA profiles found were 

driven by signalling from ER or HER2 genes.  

• Luminal-like subtype: these tumours according to this 

microarray classification are all the ER positive and were 

subdivided in A and B clusters depending on their profile of 

proliferating genes some years later by Sørlie et al. [52] .This 

subtype is similar to the luminal from IHC classification. 

However, this molecular clusters also classify the ER+/PR+ 

HER2+ tumours as luminal B, also called luminal B-HER2, and 

leaves in HER2 subtype tumours only positive for this marker.  

• Basal-like subtype: these tumours have multiple expression 

profiles according to the microarray and so comprises 

different subgroups that must be studied. They have gene 

expression typical of basal epithelial cells such as EGFR, 

cytokeratines such as CK5, CK6, CK14, CK17, CD44, cadherins, 

caveolin 1 and 2 and nestin. They also usually give negative 

results for ER, PR and HER2, for that reason they also overlap 

with tumours defined as triple negative tumours, with a very 

aggressive and proliferative behaviour, although they are not 
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biologically synonyms [53]. This subtype includes most of the 

tumours of women with mutations in BRCA1 [52]. 

• HER2-enriched subtype: according to this molecular profile 

cluster, this subtype does not include those tumours with ER+ 

or PR+, but only tumours with pure HER2 amplification. These 

other tumours positive for hormonal receptors are now 

considered luminal B and, as they have better prognosis than 

the pure HER2 tumours, this different classification may match 

better for prognosis.  

• Normal-like subtype: these tumours have typical gene 

expression of basal epithelial cells and adipose tissue and low 

gene expression of luminal epithelial cell. It is considered to be 

some normal tissue contamination rather than an intrinsic 

subtype. 

Basal-like, HER2-enriched and normal-like subtypes are all 

negative for ER receptor, considering all ER-positive breast cancers in 

the luminal-like subtype. 

 

Following this discovery, additional subgroups have been later 

described by more authors according to different clustering by gene 

expression, like molecular apocrine [54], interferon-enriched [55] and 

claudin-low subtypes [56]: 
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• Molecular apocrine subtype: these tumours have apocrine 

features on histologic examination, are androgen receptor 

positive (AR+) [54] and usually have amplifications of HER2 

region, which can be used as targets for therapy [57][58]. 

• Interferon-enriched subtype: these tumours have high 

expression of interferon regulated genes, including STAT1 

[59], a transcription factor that mediates interferon regulation 

of gene expression. 

• Claudin-low subtype: these tumours are ER-, PR- and HER2-, 

as well as basal-like subtype. They were initially part of the 

basal-like subtype but they have lower expression of genes 

involved in cell to cell adhesion, such as claudins, e-cadherin 

and occludins [59]. They are a more aggressive subtype and 

present lymphocyte markers and biological properties similar 

to cancer stem cells. 

These new subgroups and more that are arising are still not used 

in the clinics and their impact and potential in treatment or clinical 

management is still unknown. 

 

The most basic characteristics of the different subtypes related to 

the degree of cell differentiation and basic characteristics of each 

subtype are summarized in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3. Schematic representation of the human breast epithelial cell hierarchy and 

its association with the main breast cancer subtypes. Gene expression profiles of 

these cell populations upon fractionation of the mammary gland and cell sorting, 

revealed similarities to specific subtypes of breast cancer. (Prat, A., Perou, C. 

Mammary development meets cancer genomics. Nat Med 15, 842–844 (2009)). 

 

2.2.3 Molecular profiling platforms for prognosis 

Apart from these studies with microarrays, some gene panels 

have been specially designed for the clinical practice, selecting less 

genes and not willing to create new classifications but to classify the 

patients for better diagnostic and according to prognostic gene 

markers. Their objective is therefore based on trying to group the 
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different types of breast cancer into subtypes sufficiently different 

from each other, which can predict tumour prognosis, as well as 

effectiveness against different drugs. 

In order to simplify the genetic signature, Parker [60] developed 

a 50-gene signature that replicated this classification, which he named 

PAM50. This signature consisted of 50 genes related to different 

aspects of the tumour, such as adhesion, cell death, proliferation, 

migration, and which gave a predictive value for the patient's 

prognosis. It is one of the most used for the clinics as it classifies the 

patient tumour into one of the five main subtypes and gives a measure 

of recurrence risk at 5 years. In the United States, the most used test 

for determination of patients who may benefit from chemotherapy is 

Oncotype DX, which predicts profit or not of adjuvant treatment with 

tamoxifen in patients with breast cancer, negative for axillary nodes 

and with estrogen receptor expression [61][62]. This genetic signature 

is based on PCR expression of 21 genes, including 16 cancer-associated 

genes and 5 endogenous genes [62]. MAMMAPRINT studies a panel of 

70 genes and indicates the recurrence risk 10 years after diagnosis 

[63][64][65]. Other similar tests are Veridex 76 gene, MapQuant Dx 

[66] and Theros [67][68]. 

In recent years, second generation tumour prognosis arrays have 

been developed based not only on genes related to proliferation, but 

also on the tumour immune response [69][70]. 
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Although these prognostic panels were thought to replace the 

prognosis based on clinicopathologic parameters [71][72], these 

prognostic signatures must be complementary to the traditional 

factors, such as tumour size and presence of metastasis. Some authors 

also defend that the traditional IHC classification with 4 protein 

markers may be as accurate and sufficient for prognosis as these new 

genetic panels [73]. 

 

2.3 BREAST CANCER TREATMENT 

Along with advances in early detection, the correct selection of 

treatment has made it possible to reduce mortality from this neoplasm 

in recent decades. The treatment of breast cancer has evolved 

considerably in recent years thanks to the incorporation into routine 

clinical practice of the biological markers described before, ER, PR, and 

HER2, and the development of targeted therapies against these 

molecules, avoiding the inspecificity and secondary effects of 

chemotherapy. 

In early and locally advanced disease (stages I, IIA, IIB and IIIA) the 

ultimate goal of treatment is curative, performing local treatment with 

surgery and systemic treatment, whereas in metastatic disease (stages 

IIIC and IV) treatment is palliative, focused in prolonging the life of 

patients with the highest quality of life [74][75]. However, the 
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selection of systemic therapy currently depends on the tumour 

subtype defined by ER, PR and HER2, and the tumour stage 

independent. 

In recent years, the general trend is to perform conservative 

surgery, mainly lumpectomy, avoiding radical mastectomy [76] and 

restricting axillary emptying due to its high morbidity [77]. Surgery 

may be accompanied by radiation therapy in cases where there is 

proximity of the tumour with the resection margins, as this treatment 

reduces the risk of recurrence by 10-20% [76][78]. After surgery 

and/or radiotherapy, patients receive systemic treatment, called 

adjuvant therapy, the main purpose of which is to reduce the risk of 

disease recurrence. The commonly selected treatment consists of 

chemotherapy in combination with hormonal therapy or anti-HER2 

therapy (Figure 4). However, in T2 and T3 tumour sizes, treatment 

prior to surgery is applied, called neoadjuvant therapy, and it aims to 

reduce the tumour size in response to chemotherapy, making it 

possible to perform surgery. Furthermore, this therapy allows assess 

the response to treatment by evaluating the complete pathological 

response, a prognostic factor for disease-free survival [79]. 

Chemotherapy is the most widely used treatment in cancer and 

the different types are classified according to their mechanism of 

action. In breast cancer the most widely used are anthracyclines 

(doxorubicin and epirubicin), whose main mechanism of action is the 

inhibition of topoisomerase II and inducing cell death [80], and taxanes 
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(docetaxel and paclitaxel) with microtubule binding capacity, 

preventing cell division and proliferation [66]. However, after the 

development of gene expression microarrays and the discovery of 

different molecular patterns in cancer, different studies showed that 

there are tumour subtypes that do not benefit from treatment with 

chemotherapy [81]. 

Hormone therapy is currently the therapy of choice for the 

treatment of ER and/or PR positive breast tumours (luminal A and B). 

Its mechanism of action is based on the blocking of cellular activity 

mediated by ER and PR. There are two main groups of these drugs: 

selective ER modulators, called SERMs, with tamoxifen being the most 

used, and aromatase inhibitors, with letrozole being the most used 

[82][83]. These patients also receive treatment nowadays with new 

drugs like everolimus (mTOR inhibitor) [84] and palbociclib (CDK4/6 

inhibitor that inhibits COX II and eventually reduces epithelial to 

mesenchymal transition) [85].  

Anti-HER2 therapy is currently the treatment of choice for those 

patients with breast tumours with HER2 amplification, both in early 

stages and in metastatic disease. It is mainly based in the combination 

of trastuzumab and chemotherapy, until disease relapse or toxicity. In 

cases of progression, it is advisable to continue with anti HER2 

treatment, either lapatinib or trastuzumab in combination with other 

chemotherapeutic agents, or in combination with new drugs like 

pertuzumab or T-DM1, that were developed to overcome resistance 
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to trastuzumab. These therapeutic strategies for HER2 positive 

subtype are deeper developed in the next section. 

The different treatment strategies according to the subtype are 

summarised in Figure 4. 

 

 

 

Figure 4. Breast cancer traditional subtypes by IHC and their main treatment 

strategies.  
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3 THE HER2 POSITIVE SUBTYPE 

HER2 positive breast cancer is a subtype of breast cancer in which 

patients have HER2 gene amplification or HER2 protein overexpression 

(diagnosed by FISH or immunohistochemistry respectively), affecting 

approximately 20% of breast cancer patients. HER2+ breast cancer has 

always been of poor prognosis compared with other subtypes such as 

hormonal, but the use of anti-HER2 targeted therapies in recent years 

combined with chemotherapy has increased survival rates and 

decreased the risk of recurrence, turning HER2 into a therapeutic 

target. 

 

3.1 HER2 RECEPTOR 

3.1.1 Structure 

The HER2 oncogene (ErbB-2/neu) is located on chromosome 

17q12 and encodes the HER-2 glycoprotein, one of the receptors in the 

epidermal growth factor receptor family (known as EGFR or ErbB). This 

protein is overexpressed or mutated in many breast cancer patients 

and its known as HER2+ breast cancer subtype, being approximately 

15-20% of breast cancer total cases [86][87]. 

The EGFR family is composed in humans by four plasma 

membrane receptors with intrinsic tyrosine kinase enzyme activity 
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(also called TKR for tyrosine kinase receptors), which are: the receptor 

for epidermal growth factor (EGFR, ErbB-1 or HER1) and their 

counterparts: HER2 (ErbB-2), HER3 (ErbB-3) and HER4 (ErbB-4). 

Structurally, the receptors of this family are quite similar, and they all 

consist of three domains [86]: 

• An extracellular domain (ECD) that intervenes in ligand 

binding and receptor dimerization. 

• A transmembrane hydrophobic domain (TMD). 

• An intracellular domain (ICD) with intrinsic enzyme activity 

tyrosine kinase. 

The biological function of these receptors usually occurs in the 

following way: the binding of a ligand (growth factor) to the 

extracellular domain of the receptor induces it to form dimers in the 

plasma membrane, both between receptors of the same type 

(homodimers) and between two distinct receptors (heterodimers). 

Ligand binding, in addition to dimerization, involves the activation of 

its cytoplasmic tyrosine kinase activity so that, once the dimers are 

formed, they are capable of transactivating by cross-phosphorylation 

in their tyrosine residues from their cytoplasmic domain. 

Phosphorylated tyrosines serve as “anchors” to proteins possessing 

SH2 and PTB domains. These proteins have also their tyrosines 

phosphorylated by the tyrosine kinase receptors and trigger the 

initiation of a signalling cascade. 
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The extracellular domain of this receptor family is made up of four 

subdomains: I/L1, II/CR1, III/L2 and IV/CR2 (Figure 5), which really 

represent a tandem repeat of a unit consisting of two subdomains (L 

and CR). The structures of the extracellular region of HER1 (sHER1) in 

complex with EGF obtained by crystallography show that the ligand 

binds to subdomains I and III, and that an elongated projection of 

subdomain II mediates dimerization between receptors. However, in 

the crystallographic structures of the non-active forms of sHER1 and 

sHER3, this prolongation of subdomain II is observed forming a contact 

with a pocket of subdomain IV of the same receptor. Based on this, a 

model of activation of these receptors was proposed in which the 

receptors in the absence of ligand appear in an inactive and 

autoinhibitory or “closed” form that when binding its ligand undergoes 

a conformational change due to the reorganization of its domains 

towards an active or “open” form [86]. This conformational change 

brings subdomains I and III closer together, breaking the interaction 

between subdomains II and IV and thus releasing the prolongation of 

subdomain II so that it can participate in the dimerization of the 

receptors [88]. 

The contact between subdomains II and IV that restricts the 

conformational change in the inactive form of sHER1 and sHER3 is not 

found in sHER2 and in its domains I and III are faced. This absence of 

contact between subdomains II and IV could be explained by not 

having conserved two key residues in the contact region of subdomain 

IV (Gly563 and His565 of HER3 are replaced by Pro and Phe, 
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respectively, in HER2). The interaction between HER2 subdomains I 

and III is stable since it forms a core with hydrophobic residues 

shrouded by hydrophilic contacts [88]. This proximity of subdomains I 

and III in sHER2 is very similar to the rearrangement observed in sHER1 

structures in complex with EGF. This constitutively open and active 

structure of HER2 could explain the absence of a high affinity ligand 

for HER2 since it does not require its binding to free itself from an 

autoinhibitory conformation. Having a fixed conformation, HER2 

should also be able to interact with any other receptor that is available 

to dimerize, explaining its predisposition to serve as a co-receptor with 

the rest of the ErbB receptors in the absence of ligand (although it has 

been seen that mainly does with HER3 which lacks intrinsic tyrosine 

kinase activity) [87]. It would also explain why HER2 overexpression in 

culture cells causes its activation and a malignant phenotype, while 

HER1 or HER3 overexpression is not transformative until the ligand is 

added: the closed conformation of these receptors is a protective 

barrier to avoid self-activation. The HER2 lack of this barrier 

contributes in part to its transformative potential when 

overexpressed. 

 

3.1.2 Signalling 

The tyrosine kinase residues of the phosphorylated receptors 

serve as an anchor for numerous adapter or "scaffold" proteins that 

allow the binding of other proteins and initiate intracellular signalling 
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pathways. They bind to phosphorylated tyrosines, proteins with SH2 

or PTB domains, which also recognize the amino acids that surround 

these tyrosines, so that the binding is specific at each receptor. The 

main signalling pathway activated by the HER2 receptor is that of PI3K, 

followed by the MAP kinase pathway (MAPK) [86][89]. The estrogen 

pathway is important in the subgroup of patients who share HER2+ 

with positive hormone receptors (RH). A cross-communication of HER2 

with the IGF-1R receptor pathway has also recently been observed, 

which is notable in some of the resistance to treatments discussed 

below. 

• PI3K pathway: the PI3 kinase pathway begins with the 

phosphorylation of phospholipids present in the cell 

membrane phosphatidylinositol-4,5-bisphosphate (PIP2), 

converting it to phosphatidylinositol-(3,4,5)-triphosphate 

(PIP3). PIP3 enables binding of the Akt kinase (also known as 

protein kinase B [PKB]) via a PH domain that binds to inositols 

with high affinity. By binding to PIP3, Akt can be activated by 

PDK1 (phosphatidyl inositol-dependent kinase 1), which binds 

to the PH domain of another nearby PIP3 and phosphorylates 

Akt. In the same way, the mTOR complex is recruited, a protein 

responsible for the regulation of cell growth, proliferation and 

death, which also activates Akt, which also participates in cell 

growth and proliferation functions regulating various 

transcription factors. This pathway is usually regulated by 

PTEN phosphatase, which dephosphorylates PIP3 back into 
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PIP2. However, an overexpression of HER2 in cancer causes 

overactivation of the pathway in an unapproachable way for 

PTEN, leading to uncontrolled growth and proliferation and 

avoidance of cell death [90][91]. 

• MAPK pathway: MAP kinases are serine-threonine kinases, 

and their signalling pathway begins with the binding of the 

GRB2 adapter protein to the HER2 receptor by its 

phosphorylated tyrosines. Ras comes to GRB2 to join and 

GRB2 activates it. Ras then binds and activates Raf, this one to 

MEK, and this one to ERK, and finally the pathway leads to cell 

proliferation, division and differentiation [91]. 

 

3.2 ANTI-HER2 THERAPY 

The main mechanism of action of anti-HER2 therapy is to block 

the activation of both signalling routes, considerably reducing cellular 

mechanisms happening downstream of these two pathways. 

• Trastuzumab (Herceptin®): It is a monoclonal antibody and 

the most commercialized specific treatment against HER2 for 

breast cancer. Herceptin® binding blocks HER2 signalling but 

its action includes antibody-dependent cell death (ADCC) 

[86][66], blocking of receptor aggregation and stimulation of 

HER2 endocytosis to remove it from the cell surface. Herceptin 

monovalent Fab fragments do not possess the 
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antiproliferative properties of the entire antibody. Herceptin 

also inhibits HER2 from being activated by cleavage of the 

extracellular domain by the area near the membrane, a 

process that usually occurs at very low levels but increases 

when HER2 is overexpressed. Herceptin binds to the C-

terminus of subdomain IV of HER2 (Figure 5) [66], where the 

binding pocket for the domain II loop is in the inactive states 

of HER1 and HER3. Interaction occurs through 3 regions of 

HER2: electrostatic interactions occur in the first and third 

junction loops, and hydrophobic contacts occur in the second 

junction loop formed by the CDR3 loops of the heavy and light 

chains of the antibody. The binding of Herceptin to the 

juxtamembrane region facilitates the action of the endocytic 

machinery while preventing unwanted activation of the kinase 

by functioning as a steric barrier against the direct interaction 

of the transmembrane regions, possibly necessary for optimal 

signalling. Binding at this site also sterically blocks proteolytic 

activation of HER2 and may also block its interaction with 

other proteins. 

• Pertuzumab: It is a recombinant humanized monoclonal 

antibody based on human IgG1 immunoglobulin. It works by 

blocking the association of HER2 with other members of the 

EGFR family, thereby inhibiting the formation of 

heterodimers. Pertuzumab binds to an epitope from 

subdomain II of the HER2 extracellular domain (Figure 5), 
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which is the domains responsible for dimerization. Since the 

binding site of pertuzumab (ECD subdomain II) is different 

from the one of trastuzumab (ECD subdomain IV) they have 

complementary mechanisms of action and can be combined 

for the treatment of breast cancer with HER2 overexpression. 

Furthermore, pertuzumab also activates antibody-dependent 

cytotoxicity with the same potency as trastuzumab 

[66][92][93]. 

• Tyrosine kinase inhibitors: Lapatinib, the main one, is a small 

molecule that is administered orally and inhibits the tyrosine 

kinase (TK) activity of both HER1 and HER2. Although it blocks 

HER1 and HER2 with the same potency, it only has a 

therapeutic effect in HER2-positive breast cancers. Unlike 

trastuzumab or pertuzumab, lapatinib is a small molecule that 

can easily cross the blood-brain barrier, and this could be 

effective in treating metastases in the brain. Studies have 

shown that lapatinib causes a reduction of tumours of the 

nervous system in some of the patients. Furthermore, the 

cardiac risk when treated with lapatinib appears to be lower 

than with trastuzumab [66][93][94]. Other examples of 

inhibitors of tyrosine kinases are neratinib and afatinib 

[94][95]. 

• Inhibitors of heat stroke protein 90 (Hsp90): Hsp90 is a 

chaperone that aids in the folding, maturation, conformation, 

and stabilization of the HER2 protein and substrates 
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downstream of its signalling pathway such as Raf and Akt. 

Geldanamycin and its derivative tanespimycin/17-AAG have 

anti-tumour properties and may decrease the expression of 

Hsp90 substrate proteins, including HER2. Hsp90 is highly 

expressed in most cells, but Hsp90 inhibitors show selective 

action on cancer cells [66][93][96]. Truncated forms of HER2 

continue to require Hsp90, so their inhibitors are effective in 

these cases as well [87].  

• T-DM1: Also known as trastuzumab-DM1 is an anti-HER2 

antibody (trastuzumab) conjugated to a cytotoxic agent 

(emtansine). It is based on the endocytosis mechanism that 

HER2 receptors undergo when recognized by Trastuzumab. 

When conjugated, this conjugate will release its cytotoxic 

agent and cause cell death only to those cells that have been 

recognized by T-DM1 trastuzumab, therefore being much 

more selective than conventional chemotherapy [86][93][96].  

 

The signalling pathways of the HER family and the main target 

therapies among the mentioned against HER2 receptor are schemed 

in Figure 5. 
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Figure 5. Schematic diagram of HER2 and HER family signalling pathways and treatments 

that target HER2 specifically.  
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3.3 RESISTANCE TO TRASTUZUMAB 

The incorporation of anti-HER2 therapy in clinical practice has 

meant an important advance in the treatment of an aggressive tumour 

subtype, increasing five-year disease-free survival. However, 25% of 

patients in early stages do not respond to treatment [97][98]. 

Furthermore, approximately 70% of metastatic tumours that initially 

respond well to treatment progress after 6 to 8 months of continued 

exposure to anti-HER2 therapy [93]. This is mainly because in certain 

tumours there are other alterations involved in the process of tumour 

proliferation or metastasis or because the tumour develops new 

molecular alterations to avoid treatment. In addition, thanks to the 

incorporation of the study of molecular profiles, it has been shown 

that there is an important intratumor heterogeneity, meaning that 

within the same tumour several populations with different molecular 

alterations can be detected and they may not present the same 

behaviour to certain treatments [99]. 

Two types of resistance to treatment can be distinguished: 

primary resistance or acquired resistance. The primary resistance 

model is defined by the presence of molecular alterations when 

diagnosing the disease that cause the tumour cells to evade the 

mechanism of action of anti-HER2 therapy, and so the tumour to be 

unaffected by treatment. According to the intratumor heterogeneity, 

the responses to the treatment in primary resistance may be different. 

In the presence of a monoclonal tumour, in which all tumour cells 
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present the same molecular alteration that confers resistance to 

treatment, progression of the disease will be observed during 

treatment. However, in a heterogeneous tumour, where most of the 

tumour cells are sensitive to anti-HER2 therapy and a smaller 

proportion have primary resistance, a partial response to treatment 

will be observed, eliminating sensitive cells but not the resistant cells, 

but there will be a relapse of the disease in a short time after the end 

of treatment. The acquired resistance model is defined by a primary 

tumour that is sensitive to treatment with anti-HER2 therapy but in 

which new clones with molecular alterations de novo appear after 

continued exposure to treatment and then are able to evade the 

mechanism of action of anti-HER2 therapy, causing a relapse of the 

disease and a non-response to treatment [97]. 

Different molecular mechanisms are involved in trastuzumab 

resistance, both primary and acquired. They have been defined and 

can be classified into three levels: 1) increased expression of EGF 

family ligands; 2) alteration in the HER2 receptor or other members of 

the HER family, or interactions with other receptors; and 3) 

constitutive activation of HER2-mediated signalling pathways. 

 

3.3.1 Increased ligand expression  

The increase in specific ligands of the HER2 family or other 

families of tyrosine kinase receptors has been described as an 
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important phenomenon of compensatory signalling, causing 

resistance to anti-HER2 therapy. Neuregulin (HER3 ligand) 

overexpression has been described as an important mechanism of 

resistance. This ligand is the main activator of HER2/HER3 

dimerization, however it also causes HER4 activation [100][101]. 

Furthermore, the increase of IGF, ligand of IGF1R, causes the over-

activation of the RAS/MAPKs and PI3K/AKT/mTOR signalling pathways 

[102]. 

 

3.3.2 Receptor alteration 

The main alteration of the receptor is the presence of truncated 

forms of HER2 (p95HER2), which lack extracellular domain, therefore 

trastuzumab cannot recognize or bind to the receptor and block its 

kinase activity. The generation of p95HER2 occurs from the proteolytic 

cleavage of total HER2, and it is postulated that trastuzumab 

resistance could be mediated by selection of tumour cells expressing 

p95HER2. The presence of this truncated form correlates with a worse 

prognosis in HER2 patients [103][104]. HER2 and EGFR mutations 

[105][106] have also been described as resistance factors to anti-

receptor treatment.  

Other resistance mechanisms involve the increase or constitutive 

activation of other tyrosine kinase receptors that can activate the 

same cellular signalling pathways as HER2. The overexpression of the 
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c-MET receptor triggers the activation of the PI3K/AKT/mTOR 

pathway, resulting in compensatory intracellular signalling upon 

blocking of HER2 signalling [107]; and the overexpression of the IGF1R 

receptor activates the cascade of RAS/MAPKs and PI3K/AKT/mTOR 

[108]. 

 

3.3.3 Constitutive HER2 pathway activation 

Any constitutive alteration downstream of HER2 receptor in the 

RAS/MAPKs and PI3K/AKT/mTOR signalling cascades would cause the 

proliferation and invasion processes to continue active regardless of 

receptor blocking by trastuzumab. 

One of the main molecular alterations described in breast cancer 

that cause this effect is the loss of expression of the tumour suppressor 

PTEN, the main repressor of the PI3K/AKT/mTOR cascade. This dual 

phosphatase dephosphorylates AKT by preventing the activation 

cascade from continuing. Loss of PTEN has been described as an 

important mechanism of resistance to trastuzumab since it causes 

constitutive activation of AKT, preventing cell arrest and inhibiting the 

apoptosis that would cause trastuzumab [109][110]. This loss of PTEN 

expression has been described in approximately 15% of HER2-positive 

breast tumours, exhibiting poorer disease-free survival and poorer 

response to treatment with anti-HER2 therapy [111]. 
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Mutations in PIK3CA, the catalytic subunit of PI3K, have been also 

described, which cause the same trastuzumab resistance effect [112]. 

These mutations are present in breast tumours with an incidence of 

25-40% and cause the activation of the PDK1 and PDK2 proteins that 

activate AKT. 

There have also identified mutations in AKT1, which cause the 

constitutive activation of the protein and comprise an important 

mechanism of resistance to trastuzumab treatment. These mutations 

have been described in several tumour types, estimating that they are 

present in 6% of breast tumours [113]. 

All these alterations prevent trastuzumab from blocking the HER2 

pathway. Furthermore, a significant number of patients present 

primary or acquired resistance to trastuzumab treatment by other 

mechanisms that remain still unknown, and resistance must be deeper 

studied.  
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4 TRIPLE NEGATIVE BREAST CANCER 

Triple negative breast cancer (TNBC) is defined by the absence of 

expression of estrogen receptors (ER) and progesterone receptors (PR) 

as well as not having overexpression or amplification of receptor 2 for 

human epidermal growth factor (HER2) [114]. 

This breast cancer subtype represents around 15-20% of all breast 

cancer patients and is associated with a high recurrence rate, worse 

prognosis, and poor survival compared to other types of breast cancer 

[114][115]. This is due, among other issues, to the heterogeneity and 

aggressive nature of this disease [115]. But another important factor 

is that there are no well-defined molecular targets to be able to 

undertake the search for therapy directed against them, since this type 

of cancer is defined precisely by the targets that it lacks, and it does 

not present any of its own. Furthermore, TNBC metastases are more 

aggressive compared to the other types and occur mainly in the 

viscera, especially in the lungs and brain [116], and to a lesser extent 

in the bones [117]. 

A first molecular characterization by Perou in 2011 classified the 

TNBC as basal-like (50%), claudin low (30%), and the luminal subtypes 

A, B, and HER2 for the remaining 20% [118]. Furthermore, certain 

clinical trials raised the suspicion of molecular heterogeneity also 

among triple negative breast cancer, since only 20-30% of the patients 

in these trials achieved a complete pathological response to 
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neoadjuvant chemotherapy, which was strongly associated to a 

prolongation of overall survival and event-free survival 

[117][119][120]. Furthermore, these patients with TNBC who 

presented a complete pathological response had the same prognosis 

as patients with breast cancer who were not of the TNBC type [117]. 

However, among patients who did not achieve a complete pathologic 

response, those with TNBC had markedly less favourable outcomes 

(shorter survival due to a higher local early recurrence rate, especially 

between the first and third year after diagnosis) than patients who did 

not have TNBC [121]. This heterogeneous response to neoadjuvant 

chemotherapy suggested that there might be different subtypes of 

TNBC associated with high or low complete pathologic response rates, 

and individualizing therapy by subtype using a molecular profile would 

allow predicting which patients would benefit from the therapy. 

Furthermore, the characterization of this molecular profile could 

reveal new targets of the TNBC against which to develop specific drugs 

for each subtype and stop treating them as a subtype altogether [122]. 

 

4.1 TNBC LEHMANN’S CLASSIFICATION 

This more complete and separate molecular classification of the 

TNBC was carried out also in 2011 by Lehmann and Bauer et al. [123], 

who found that the triple negative subtypes did not correspond to the 

previous classification (Claudin Low, Luminal A, etc.) and that they 
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needed one of its own separate classification. They described 7 

subtypes of TNBC according to their gene expression in chips: they 

found 6 defined subtypes and one unstable group. TNBC subtypes 

were identified using 21 public gene expression profiles of breast 

cancer mRNAs by cluster analysis of more than 500 TNBC cases. The 7 

TNBC subtypes were characterized based on gene ontologies and 

differential gene expression and were called basal-like 1 (BL1), basal-

like 2 (BL2), immunomodulatory (IM), mesenchymal (M), 

mesenchymal stem-like (MSL), luminal androgenic receptor (LAR) and 

unstable (UNS). 

The main TNBC subgroups derived from Lehmann’s classification, 

their characteristics and their proportions are schemed in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6. Lehman's triple negative breast cancer classification, gene ontology and 

proportion. TNBC, triple negative breast cancer; BL1, basal like 1; BL2, basal like 2; IM, 

immunomodulatory; M, mesenchymal; MSL, mesenchymal stem cell-type; LAR, 

androgen luminal receptor; MET, mesenchymal epithelial transition [124].  

• Basal-like subtype 1 (BL1): it is characterized by presenting an 

increase in the activity of the components and routes related 

to the cell cycle and cell division, in addition to possessing high 

levels of genes related to the response to DNA damage such 

as ATR and BRCA1, as well as mutations in the latter gene. 

• Basal-like subtype 2 (BL2): it is characterized by presenting 

high activity in the growth factor pathways (EGF, NGF, MET, 

IGF1R and Wnt/β-CATENIN), and also glycolysis and 

gluconeogenesis signalling pathways. Some markers 

demonstrate the basal/myoepithelial origin of this subgroup. 
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• Mesenchymal Subtypes (Mesenchymal (M) and 

Mesenchymal Stem-like (MSL)): On the one hand, the 

Mesenchymal subtype is related to components and routes 

involved in cell mobility, interaction with extracellular matrix 

receptors, and differentiation pathway (such as the Wnt, ALK, 

and the TGF-β signalling pathways). The Mesenchymal Stem-

like subtype shares biological characteristics with the 

Mesenchymal subtype, including cell motility, cell 

differentiation, and growth pathways. However, some genes 

uniquely represent this subtype, such as genes related to 

growth factors and pathways, including, inositol phosphate 

metabolism, EGFR, PDGF, calcium signalling, G protein 

receptor, and signalling of components like ERK1/2, as well as 

ABC transporters and adipocytokines. 

• Immunomodulator subtype (IM): it presents biological 

functions related to cells and immune processes. These 

processes include immune cell signalling (such as the TH1/TH2 

pathway, the NK cell pathway, B cell receptors, DC pathways, 

and T cell receptor signalling), cytokine signalling (cytokine 

pathways, IL-2 and IL-7 pathways), antigen presentation and 

processing, and signalling through the core of the immune 

signalling pathway. The characteristics of this subtype are 

characteristic of tumour cells and are not the result of any 

infiltration caused by immune response. 
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• Luminal Androgen Receptor Subtype (LAR): this subtype is 

related to hormonal regulatory pathways, including steroid 

synthesis, porphyrin metabolism, and estrogen and androgen 

metabolism. The levels of androgen receptor expression are 

very high, with an average of 9 times more expression than in 

the rest of the subtypes. These tumours also express 

numerous downstream target elements of the androgen 

receptor and coactivators. 

 

Despite all these efforts, the classification of the TNBC is still 

unclear as it has not been shown to be useful in improving the choice 

of treatment [124] so several more have been done recently trying to 

simplify it [125][126] and for attempting a clinical application [127], 

since in practice the immunohistochemical classification continues to 

be used.  

  

4.2 TREATMENT 

A serious problem of the TNBC, that makes it of great interest for 

its study, is the absence of a specific target, with chemotherapy still 

the default treatment. The TNBC shows higher chemosensitivity 

compared to ER positive breast cancer, but instead most of the 

patients with TNBC present residual disease in the breast and in the 
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lymph nodes after neoadjuvant treatment. The absence of targeted 

therapy leads these patients to a greater susceptibility to recurrence 

and therefore to a lower overall survival compared to other types of 

breast cancer [128].  

Anthracyclines, specifically doxorubicin, and combinations of 

taxanes like paclitaxel or docitaxel (with cyclophosphamide and 

doxorubicin) are among the most common treatments used to treat 

TNBC [117][129][130]. However, resistance to doxorubicin is often 

present, comprising a potential obstacle to treatment success 

[98][131]. 

New strategies for finding specific targets for more personalized 

therapy of this subtype have arisen lately, derived from the 

subgrouping of TNBC. Treatment with PARP inhibitors are good 

therapeutic strategies for patients with BRCA1 mutations [132] or 

homologous recombination deficiency [133]. The antiandrogen 

enzalutamide has shown activity in women with advanced TNBC 

whose tumours express the AR [134] (LAR subtype). Also, high PD-L1 

and high lymphocytic infiltrate in tumours (in the immunomodulatory 

subtype) has been described as a prognostic factor for better 

pathological complete response to neoadjuvant therapy [135] and PD-

L1 is also being tested as a target for therapy in this subgroup 

[136][137].  
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5 METFORMIN 

Metformin (1,1-dimethylbiguanide hydrochloride) is an oral 

hypoglycaemic drug with an outstanding safety record that has been 

prescribed worldwide for the treatment of type II diabetes as the most 

common therapy. This drug reduces insulin resistance increasing 

glucose levels by activating the AMPK (AMP-activated protein kinase) 

pathway through specific inhibition of the mitochondrial respiratory 

chain complex 1 in a range of tissues including hepatocytes, skeletal 

muscle, endothelial cells, pancreatic beta cells, and neurons [138]. The 

AMPK activation causes the cell to switch from an anabolic to a 

catabolic state in an attempt to restore energy balance [139] and 

finally inhibits the hepatic gluconeogenesis, lipogenesis and protein 

synthesis while stimulating fatty acid oxidation and glucose uptake in 

the liver [140]. 

Numerous epidemiological data have revealed that oral use of 

metformin in patients with type II diabetes mellitus has a protective 

effect on them by reducing the incidence of different tumours and 

improving the prognosis of cancer patients [141][142]. Recent studies 

show that metformin can inhibit the proliferation of various types of 

cancer, such as carcinomas of the colon, lung and pancreas 

[143][144][145], although the molecular mechanism is unknown. 

Among the different hypothesis, it is possible that treatment with 

metformin lowers serum levels of insulin and IGF-1, thus reducing the 
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stimulus for growth. Given the potential importance of the Warburg 

effect in cancer metabolism, a glucose-rich environment could also 

provide favourable conditions for aerobic glycolysis. Treatment with 

metformin would therefore reduce hyperglycaemia and any 

associated growth advantage in susceptible tumours [146]. Other 

insulin-independent hypothesis support that AMPK could fatally 

reduce ATP levels in the cell [139] or fatty acid biosynthesis (involved 

in HER2 activation [147]). AMPK activation also inhibits inflammatory 

cytokines synthesis, suggesting that metformin could target 

proinflammatory cytokines within the tumour microenvironment, 

inhibiting growth in susceptible cancers [148]. 
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6 MIRNAS 

MicroRNAs (miRNAs or miRs) are small non-coding endogenous 

RNA molecules (approximately 22 nucleotides) found in protein-

coding gene introns, non-coding gene introns, or non-coding gene 

exons, that regulate gene expression at the post-transcriptional level 

[149][150]. 

MicroRNAs are transcribed by RNA polymerase II as a long 

primary transcript (pri-microRNA) that is cleaved in the nucleus by 

RNase III Drosha and its cofactor DGCR8 in a 60-70 nucleotide 

precursor with double helix hairpin structure ( pre-microRNA) (Figure 

7, a) [151]. This pre-microRNA is transferred to the cytoplasm by 

Exportin 5 [152], is processed by RNase III Dicer together with TRBP or 

PACT cofactors into a double-stranded RNA of approximately 22 

nucleotides [153] called microRNA/microRNA* and is divided in two 

strands by the cytoplasmic helicase (Figure 7, b-d). The chain with the 

least stability at the 5 'end (guide chain) is preferably selected and 

incorporated into the RISC complex (RNA-Induced Silencing Complex), 

which comprises the Argonaut proteins, the microRNA chain and other 

factors. In this complex, the microRNA is directed to its target mRNA 

(Figure 7, e). 
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Figure 7. Biogenesis of microRNAs and their effector pathways. a. MicroRNAs are 

transcribed by RNA polymerase II (Pol II) into long primary transcripts of variable size 

miRNA (pri-miRNA), which are recognized and cleaved in the nucleus by the RNase III 

Drosha enzyme, thereby forming a hairpin precursor called pre-miRNA. b. Pre-miRNA 

is exported from the nucleus to the cytoplasm by exportin 5 and is processed by 

another RNase enzyme called Dicer. c. Dicer produces a transient 19-24 nucleotide 

double-stranded miRNA. d. Only one of the strands of the double-stranded miRNA 

(mature miRNA) is incorporated into a large protein complex called RNA-induced 

silencing complex (RISC). e. The mature miRNA guides RISC to cut the miRNA or induce 
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repression of its translation, depending on the degree of complementarity between 

the miRNA and its target. Although the most frequent site of interaction is the 3 

'untranslated region (3'-UTR) of the target mRNA, miRNAs have been described that 

bind to open reading guideline (ORF) sequences, as well as to the 5'- UTR. This latter 

interaction has been associated with activation rather than repression. f. MiRNAs can 

also bind directly to proteins, particularly RNA-binding proteins, in a sequence-

dependent manner and prevent these proteins from binding to their target RNAs. 

These miRNA activities are independent of RISC. g. MiRNAs can also regulate gene 

transcription by directly binding to or modulating methylation patterns at the 

promoter level of their target genes. (Figure extracted from Garzón et al. 2010). 

 

Binding occurs by total or partial base pairing, which leads 

respectively to degradation (frequent in plants) or inhibition of 

translation (more frequent in mammals, which is also followed by 

mRNA degradation) [154]. Binding takes place between the 3'-UTR 

region (untranslated) of the mRNA and nucleotides 2-8 of the 5'-region 

of the microRNA (known as the 'seed' region). Binding is always 

performed at the 3'-UTR of the target mRNA even though the 

microRNA may pair with the 5'-UTR [155][156] region, the promoter, 

or the open reading frame regions, since when the microRNAs bind to 

the promoter region, they do so at the genomic level, returning to the 

nucleus [157] and in this case they can induce gene expression instead 

of repressing it (Figure 7, e) [158][159].  

The study of microRNA biogenesis and its key events has allowed 

its use as a pharmacological target. For example, AC1MMYR2, a small 
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molecule that acts as a specific inhibitor of miR-21, was designed from 

the structural conformation of pre-miR-21. This molecule blocks the 

processing of miR-21 by RNase Dicer, thereby inhibiting tumour 

growth and reversing the epithelial-mesenchymal transition in 

epithelial tumour cells and in an orthotopic model, implanting the 

microRNAs in the same organ of origin of the tumour in nude mice 

[160]. 

On the other hand, microRNAs can be secreted in the circulating 

regions of the tumour or in fluids through vesicles or exosomes in 

order to be transported and protected into other target cells [161]. 

Furthermore, the small size of these microRNAs gives them much 

more stability than mRNAs, which is why, above their usefulness as 

therapy, they can be especially good biomarkers for different types of 

cancer, as they can be extracted from the blood [162][163] and 

biological fluids (urine [164], saliva [165]) such as frozen, paraffinized 

tissues, etc., and since many present a differential expression in 

healthy or tumour tissue [166]. 

MicroRNAs have already demonstrated their potential as 

biomarkers for prognosis in response to therapy in different cancers 

[167][168][169][170][171] and as therapeutic tools in other cancers, 

not only by inhibiting them with drugs [160], but for example also 

introducing them into liposomal vehicles for systemic distribution in 

model mice in lung cancer or hepatocellular carcinoma [172][173]. 
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Molecular signatures of differentially expressed microRNAs have 

been found between the basal and luminal breast cancer subtypes 

[174][175], and could specifically classify ER, PR, and HER2/neu 

receptor states [166][176][177]. However, in subsequent studies it has 

been shown that the TNBC has the highest tendency to form a cluster 

with a unique microRNA signature with respect to tumour samples 

positive for one or more of these immunohistochemical markers 

[178][179]. 

In a previous study by our group [180], significant changes were 

also seen in miR-26a (previously studied in other cancers such as 

kidney or lung) when treating TNBC lines with doxorubicin. These 

expression changes in miR-26a were related to doxorubicin resistance 

due to alterations in its ADME (absorption, distribution, metabolism, 

and drug excretion). This microRNA seems of interest in the 

mechanism of drugs in triple negative breast cancer treatment and we 

aimed to perform more studies with miR-26a in drugs different from 

doxorubicin. 
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7 EXOSOMES 

Exosomes are small extracellular vesicles that mediate 

intracellular communication in short and long distances, needed for 

survival and maintenance of homeostasis in pluricellular systems. They 

measure from 40 to 120 nm and are secreted by almost all types of 

cells. These vesicles carry nucleic acids (mostly miRNAs), proteins, 

lipids, and metabolites contained in their cells of origin (Figure 8). 

However, dysregulation of these communication mechanisms can 

also be involved in cancer development and progression. The recent 

discovery that extra cellular vesicles are able to convey complex 

multimolecular biological messages between cells has the potential to 

revolutionise our understanding of the communication circuitry in 

cancer [181]. Exosomes from tumoral cells of different cancers have 

been shown to send distant messages in order to activate angiogenesis 

[182][183], modify the microenvironment [184] for better tumour 

growth or for preparing a new niche for metastasis [182]. 
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Figure 8. Biogenesis of exosomes. (Figure extracted from Othman et al., 2019). 

 

Exosomes have also been shown to be involved in the 

transmission of resistance to chemotherapy from cell to cell 

[185][186], suggesting that this transmission of resistance does not 

happen only vertically by cell division as we have always assumed, but 

also horizontally by cell to cell communication, working such as 

resistance in bacteria through transmission of plasmids.  

Exosomes have been also proposed as a useful clinical tool, both 

as biomarkers for diagnosis [187] of tumours and for monitoring 
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treatment response in patients [188], since exosomes have been 

shown to be able to provide tumour information from the patient by 

liquid biopsy in a non-invasive way. Their stability in circulation and 

tumour-targeting capacity is showing also their applicability in the 

delivery of anti-cancer molecules as a potential novel treatment tool 

[189][190][191], and specially for immunotherapy 

[191][192][193][194]. Finally, they could also be an interesting target 

to block their supportive role in tumour progression and their function 

blocking a proper response to therapy, such as their implication in 

resistance [195][196]. 
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1 HYPOTHESIS 

Triple negative breast cancer represents around 15% of all breast 

cancers. This type of breast cancer is particularly aggressive, and it is 

very present among young women with a very bad prognosis. 

However, this breast cancer subtype is the only group among breast 

cancer that still lacks a specific treatment nowadays since it does not 

present any direct target. As there are not specific treatment options 

for triple negative breast cancer, it can be only treated by surgery, 

chemotherapy, and radiotherapy.  

Metformin, a drug already commercialised for diabetes mellitus 

type II, has been proved to reduce viability in this breast cancer cells 

in culture. However, the mechanism of action of this drug is still not 

clearly understood. Some microRNAs have been associated with this 

process, including miR-26a-5p. A drug that is already commercialised 

and whose mechanism of action in cancer could be unravelled 

comprises a very attractive alternative to chemotherapy for with triple 

negative breast cancer patients. 
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Apart from the dramatic case of triple negative breast cancer 

patients, another very problematic issue among patients with a 

specific treatment is resistance to trastuzumab among HER2+ breast 

cancer patients. The genetic mechanisms of resistance to this drug 

have been deeply studied. However, there is still not much knowledge 

about the epigenetic mechanisms that could cause resistance, such as 

microRNA dysregulations.  

We think that these small molecules may be implied not only in 

some mechanisms for resistance generation, but also for the 

transmission of the resistance, acting as cell to cell signalling molecules 

through extracellular vesicles. Understanding the paper of microRNAs 

and extracellular vesicles in resistance to trastuzumab may help 

patients in the future to overcome resistance by blocking these 

microRNAs or its targets. 
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2 OBJECTIVES 

The main objective of the present PhD project is to analyse the 

epigenetic mechanisms in terms of microRNA expression 

dysregulations that occur related to these two treatments, metformin 

and trastuzumab, in breast cancer.  

In order to address these issues, we propose the following 

secondary objectives: 

1. To study the effect of the candidate miR-26a-5p in triple 

negative breast cancer and its gene targets in order to explain 

its mechanism of action. 

 

2. To evaluate the effect and mechanism of action of metformin 

in triple negative breast cancer and its relationship with miR-

26a-5p expression. 

 

3. To compare the miRNA expression differences between two 

wild type HER2+ breast cancer cell lines (SKBR-3 and BT-474) 

and their derived resistant cell lines apart from an innate 

resistant cell line (HCC1954) and a triple negative breast 

cancer cell line (MDA-MB-231) in order to describe their 

mechanism of resistance to trastuzumab. 
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4. To evaluate the relevance of the selected microRNAs in 

patient’s survival and their potential targets. 

 

5. To analyse the presence of those microRNAs in extracellular 

vesicles in order to check if they participate not only in 

resistance generation but also in its cellular transmission. 
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1 CELL CULTURE 

1.1 CELL LINES 

For this study we included two pairs of wildtype/resistant breast 

cancer cell lines with HER2 amplification: SKBR-3wt/r and BT-474wt/r. 

We also used HER2 amplified cell line HCC1954, luminal A cell line 

MCF-7 and triple negative breast cancer cell lines MDA-MB-231 and 

MDA-MB-468. All wild type cell lines were obtained from the American 

Type Culture Collection (ATCC, Manassas, VA, USA) and their 

characteristics are shown in table 1. SKBR-3r and BT-474r cell lines are 

resistant to trastuzumab and were obtained from Dr. Federico Rojo’s 

group at the Fundación Jiménez Díaz Hospital (Madrid), where the 

resistance was developed by exposition to the drug as an acquired 

resistant cellular model [197]. 
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Table 1. Clinical and molecular cell line characteristics. 

 

Cell line 
Tumour 

type 
Origin Subtype ER PR HER2* 

BT-474 IDC P. Br Luminal B + + ++ 

SKBR-3 AC PE 
Luminal-

HER2+ 
- - ++ 

HCC1954 IDC P. Br 
ER-negative-

HER2+ 
- - ++ 

MCF-7 IDC PE Luminal A + + - 

MDA-MB-468 AC PE Basal A - - - 

MDA-MB-231 AC PE Basal B - - - 

 

*HER2 overexpression.   

IDC: invasive ductal carcinoma; AC: adenocarcinoma.  P. Br: primary 

breast; PE: pleural effusion. 

Cell subtypes were classified according to their intrinsic gene expression 

profile defined by Perou et al (2000). [198]. 
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1.2 CULTURE CONDITIONS 

Cell lines BT-474, SKBR-3, MDA-MB-468 and MDA-MB-231 were 

cultured in DMEM Ham’s F-12 culture media (Biowest, Nuaillé, France) 

containing 10% FBS (Gibco by Life Technologies, Gaithersburg, MD), 

1% L-glutamine (Gibco by Life Technologies, Gaithersburg, MD) and 1% 

penicillin-streptomycin (Biowest, Nuaillé, France). HCC1954 cell line 

was cultured in RPMI media (Biowest, Nuaillé, France) containing 10% 

FBS, 1% L-glutamine and 1% penicillin-streptomycin. MCF-7 cell line 

was maintained in DMEM media (Biowest, Nuaillé, France) 

supplemented with 10% FBS, 1% L-glutamine and 1% penicillin-

streptomycin. 

Cells were grown in flasks with filter and kept at 37ºC in a 5% CO2 

incubator. Media was replaced with fresh media every 2-3 days after 

a wash with PBS (Biowest, Nuaillé, France). Cells were trypsinized and 

split when they reached 70-80% of confluence using trypsin/EDTA 

0,25% (Gibco by Life Technologies, Gaithersburg, MD). Cell counting 

for seeding in plates was performed with help of a Neubauer chamber 

and trypan blue stain in order to recognize viable cells. Cells were 

frozen in FBS with 10% DMSO (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA). 
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1.3 TREATMENTS 

Metformin (1,1-Dimethylbiguanide hydrochloride) (Sigma-

Aldrich, St Louis, MO, USA) was obtained from the company and was 

reconstituted in water in a 100 mM solution. 

Trastuzumab (Herceptin, Roche, Basel, Switzerland) was obtained 

from the pharmacy service from Hospital Clínic Universitari de 

València in powder and was reconstituted in water in a 21 mg/ml 

solution. 

Trastuzumab was used at a previously stablished concentration of 

15 µg/ml for treatment [197] and it was also added in that 

concentration to complete medium for maintaining SKBR-3r and BT-

474r cell lines. Both for treatment of maintenance of resistance, fresh 

trastuzumab was replaced every 2 days. 

 

1.4 MICRORNA TRANSFECTION 

Transfection of nucleic acids in human cells is a very useful tool to 

study the effect of a gene of microRNA in the cell. Commonly, genes 

are inserted as plasmids but microRNAs are short and single stranded 

and thus very labile, so we need to buy commercial microRNA mimics 

to increase the amount of a microRNA in the cell, or an inhibitor in 

order to decrease it. Transitory transfection can be performed by 
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physical methods such as electroporation, laser or microinjection or 

chemical methods like lipofection. Lipofection method is based on the 

electric charges to interact with the cell membrane, it is very efficient 

and not very cytotoxic. We used this method to transfect our 

microRNA mimics or inhibitors using Lipofectamine 2000 

(ThermoFisher, Whaltham, MA, USA). 

Lipofectamine is a chemical non-viral lipofection agent made of 

several types of lipids, such as cationic cholesterol derivatives and 

diacylglycerol, and polyamine lipid derivatives. Cationic lipids consist 

of a positive charged chemical group bounded to one or two 

hydrocarbon chains. This positive group interacts with the negative 

charged phosphate of the nucleic acid and the transfection complex is 

formed. Lipofectamine gives this complex a final positive charge, 

which allows it to interact with the negative charged cell membrane 

and the complex is finally endocyted by the cell into the cytoplasm.  

The microRNA mimics and inhibitors were bought in powder and 

reconstituted in RNAse free water to a stock concentration of 5µM. 

Cells were seeded 24h prior to transfection so that they reached 70-

90% confluence by the moment of transfection. Lipofectamine is first 

diluted 1:12 in Optimem medium and the miRNA mimic or inhibitor is 

diluted as well with Lipofectamine 1:12 separately. Both mixes are put 

together in a 1:1 ratio and incubated for 15 minutes in order to form 

the transfection complexes described before. Mix was then added to 

non-supplemented medium and added to the cells for 6h. After this 
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time, media was replaced with fresh supplemented media. We used 

10 µl Lipofectamine for every ml of medium without serum nor 

antibiotics and microRNA mimics and inhibitors were used at a final 

concentration of 50 nM after optimising concentrations. Every 

experiment was done by triplicate. 

Products used for transfection protocol: 

- hsa-miR-146a-5p mirVana® mimic #MC10722 (Ambion) 

- hsa-miR-146a-5p mirVana® inhibitor #MH10722 (Ambion) 

- miRNA mimic 2.0 NEG#1, 20N 15511511 (Ambion) 

- hsa-miR-23b-3p mirVana® miRNA mimic #MC10711 (Ambion) 

- hsa-miR-23b-3p mirVana® miRNA inhibitors #MH10711 

(Ambion) 

- hsa-miR-26a-5p mirVana® miRNA mimic #MC11119 (Ambion) 

- hsa-miR-26a-5p mirVana® miRNA inhibitor #MH11119 

(Ambion) 

- Opti-MEM® I (1X) [+]Hepes; [+]2,4g/l Sodium Bicarbonate 

medium; [+]L-Glutamine #31985-070 (Gibco) 

- LipofectamineTM 2000 reagent 10696153 (Thermofisher) 

- 6 well plates and 96 well plates (Corning flasks) 
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2 FUNCTIONAL ASSAYS 

2.1 CELL VIABILITY ASSAY 

Cell viability and proliferation is an important assay for evaluating 

the cellular response to different conditions or treatments. Cell 

proliferation characteristics include cellular metabolic activity and cell 

membrane integrity. One method for measuring metabolic activity is 

to incubate the cells with a tetrazolium salt such as MTT, which is 

cleaved into a coloured formazan product by metabolically active cells. 

Cells are then detected with the proliferation reagent, which is 

converted in live cells from the yellow tetrazole MTT to the purple 

formazan form by a cellular reductase. Cell viability was measured in 

the different breast cancer cell lines using a MTT (3-(4,5-

dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide) tetrazolium 

reduction assay cell growth [199] determination kit (#GDC1; Sigma-

Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA). 
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At the indicated intervals, 10% MTT in uncoloured DMEM media 

was added to each well in sterile conditions and the plate was 

incubated for four hours at 37 ºC. Purple formazan crystals are formed 

from yellow MTT by succinate dehydrogenase in viable cells, since 

dead cells lose the capacity to reduce MTT into formazan. The medium 

was then carefully discarded and 50 µL MTT solvent was added to each 

well to dissolve the formazan crystals. The absorbance at 570 and 690 

nm was measured using a microplate spectrophotometer and 

percentages of surviving cells from each group relative to controls 

were calculated in triplicate. For the viability assays, cells were seeded 

at an initial density of 3 x 103 – 5 x 103 cells in a 96-well plate and 

incubated with medium, transfection reagents, and 50nM mimic 

control miRNA, or nM miRNA mimic/inhibitor, or exosomes for 

different time periods at 37ºC. Media for transfection was replaced 

after 6h. For metformin (Sigma-Aldrich) treatment, 24 h after seeding, 

the cells were treated with metformin (0, 1, 5, 10, 20, 40 mM) and 

viability was measured at 24, 48, and 72 h as described above. For 

trastuzumab (Roche) treatment, 24h after seeding, cells were treated 

with 15 µg/ml trastuzumab and viability was measured at 7 days, 

changing media with fresh trastuzumab every 2 days. 
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2.2 WOUND HEALING ASSAY 

Cellular migration occurs during many important physiological 

processes. For example, regulated cell migration is present in 

embryonic development, tissue damage or wound healing. However, 

in many pathological situations this migration is deregulated, including 

cancer metastasis.  

Wound healing assay studies migration of cells based on the 

observation over time of the change in a monolayer of confluent cells 

that have had a gap or "wound". The cells at the edge of the gap will 

move towards the opening until new cell-cell contacts are established, 

thus closing the wound. The procedure is simple: A physical gap is 

created within a cellular confluent monolayer, and images of living 

cells are captured periodically, finally comparing all images to 

determine the speed of cell migration. 

Cell migration at different conditions was examined by wound 

healing assay [200]. Cells were cultured in six-well plates to 100% 

confluence, having determined different seeding cell number for each 

cell line in order to have a monolayer at 24h. A plastic pipette tip was 

then used to generate a wound area across the centre of each well and 

the wells were washed with PBS. Media was replaced and cells were 

allowed to migrate for hours until closing the wound. Micrograph 

images were taken with a microscope at 40x magnification at the 

indicated time points. Experiments were repeated in triplicate. 
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2.3 CELL CYCLE ANALYSIS 

Flow cytometry is a biophysical technology based on the use of 

laser light, used in the counting and classification of cells according to 

their morphological characteristics, presence of biomarkers, and 

protein engineering. In flow cytometers, cells suspended in a fluid pass 

through a very thin transparent tube on which a thin beam of laser 

light strikes. The light transmitted and dispersed by the passage of the 

cells through the tube is collected by detection devices, allowing 

inferences regarding the size and complexity of the cells. It also allows 

simultaneous analysis of other physical and chemical characteristics, 

evaluating an average of more than two thousand particles per 

second. 

A wide range of fluorophores can be used as labels for fluorescent 

labelling in flow cytometry. Fluorophores are usually chemically bound 

to specific antibodies capable of recognizing a certain target molecule 

on the surface or inside the cell. These fluorescent labels can also be 

chemically bound to almost any chemical compound that has a certain 

affinity for the membrane or some other cellular structure. Each 

fluorophore has a characteristic excitation peak, and also a 

characteristic emission wavelength. However, the emission spectra of 

different labels frequently overlap, therefore, the combination of 

markers that can be used depends on the wavelength of the lamp or 
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the laser used to excite fluorochromes and in the types of detectors 

that are available. 

For cell cycle analysis, cellular DNA was measured using DAPI 

(4',6-diamidinofenyl-indol) a fluorescent marker that binds strongly to 

regions enriched in adenine and thymine in DNA sequences. For this 

protocol, aliquots of 2 × 106 cells in suspension were kept on ice prior 

to fixation. The cells were washed twice with cold PBS, decanted, and 

the pellet was resuspended before the addition of ethanol. The cells 

were then fixed by slowly pipetting 1 ml of 80% ice-cold ethanol into 

the cell suspension while vortexing; the cells were left in ethanol at 

−20 °C for 2 h and were then washed twice with cold PBS. Finally, cells 

were resuspended in 1 ml freshly made DAPI/TX-100 solution and 

incubated for 30 minutes at room temperature before analysis by flow 

cytometry (DAPI excitation at 405 nm and emission at 450 nm). 

 

2.4 EXOSOME ISOLATION BY ULTRACENTRIFUGATION 

For the complete characterization of isolated extracellular 

vesicles (EVs) (TEM, RNA, western blot) at least 8 T175 flasks are 

required, which will generate 160 ml of media. Once cells reached 70-

80% confluence, media was removed and flasks were washed with 5-

6ml of sterile PBS per flask and 3 times for each flask (this washes away 

any residual extra cellular vesicles present due to FBS in the media). 20 
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ml of FBS free media were added to each T175 flasks and were 

incubated for 24 h at 37 ºC and 5% CO2. After 24 h condition media 

was collected and centrifuged at 2,000 g for 30 minutes in order to 

remove dead cells and apoptotic bodies (dead cells can release EVs 

into the sample and potentially contaminate the EV isolate). After 

centrifugation we decanted the supernatant into a new 50ml tube by 

pouring gently (the visible pellet containing dead cells and apoptotic 

bodies will remain at the bottom of the tube). If labelling cells with 

NIR-AZA dye, then dye was resuspended in 20ml of complete media to 

a final concentration of 5µM (enough for 1 T175 flask). Cells were 

washed twice with 5-6ml of sterile PBS per flask. Media/dye was added 

to cells and incubated for 2 h at 37 ºC and 5% CO2. Then media was 

removed, cells were washed with PBS and FBS free media was added 

as described above for 24 h. 

If processing frozen media for exosome isolation, the samples 

were defrosted overnight in the fridge. Twenty to thirty minutes prior 

to running the samples, the ultracentrifuge on and turn so that the 

machine could get to 4⁰C. Equal volumes of media were dispensed into 

the 36 ml ultracentrifuge tubes (ref: 355642 Beckman) reaching a 

maximum of 22 ml. Tubes were balanced in a microbalance to the 

microgram for the ultracentrifuge. The Beckman 70 Ti Rotor was 

carefully placed into the Beckman Optima IE-80K Ultracentrifuge and 

8 tubes with media were placed inside. Tubes must be at least ¾ full 

to prevent them from collapsing under the high forces in the 
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ultracentrifuge, so the remaining volume was filled with filtered PBS 

until approximately 22 ml and equal weight. The first spin for bigger 

extracellular vesicles (microvesicles) is 10,000 g for 30 minutes at 4 ºC 

with slow deceleration. The supernatant was poured gently into 

another ultracentrifuge tube and the microvesicle pellet was 

discarded. The new tubes were weight again and balanced adding PBS 

as necessary. This supernatant containing exosomes was centrifuged 

at 100,000 g for 90 minutes. The supernatant was poured off and the 

tubes were dried from media remaining. The exosome pellet was 

resuspended in 1 ml of 0.2 µm filtered PBS by pipetting up and down 

gently. 20 ml of filtered PBS were added to each tube to prevent 

collapsing and the tubes were weight again and balanced with PBS. 

Tubes were centrifuged again at 100,000 g for 90 minutes and 

supernatant was discarded. The pellet containing exosomes was 

gently resuspended in 100 µl of PBS in total, resuspending together 

every pellet from same condition. 10 µl of the sample were 

immediately fixed in 4% PFA for transmission electron microscopy 

preparation and the rest of the sample was stored at -80 ºC for long 

term. 

 

2.4.1 Transmission electron microscopy 

Exosome samples were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde for 5 

minutes and took to the SCSIE Microscopy Service (Universitat de 
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València, Burjassot). The sample was pipetted onto a 400-mesh copper 

grid and double stained with uranyl acetate for 20 minutes and lead 

citrate for 10 minutes. The grids were then observed under the JEOL 

JEM1010 transmission electron microscope at 80 kV. Images were 

acquired and saved in CCD camera system under the electron 

microscope at 80 kV following automatic settings for the exposure 

time. 

 

2.5 ANGIOGENESIS ASSAY 

Angiogenesis, the formation of new blood vessels from pre-

existing ones, a process that is essential for embryogenesis and organ 

growth, plays a role in several pathological conditions, including 

tumour growth. New vessels supply oxygen and nutrients to tissues, 

remove waste products and promote immune surveillance. This 

process is triggered by hypoxia or insufficient oxygen tension, and it is 

tightly regulated by pro- and anti-angiogenic signals. While 

physiological angiogenesis is a highly organised sequence of cellular 

events, pathological angiogenesis is less well controlled, leading to 

immature blood vessels and poor remodelling. 

Angiogenesis can be studied in vitro culturing endothelial cells 

onto a basement-membrane-like substrate on which the cells form 

tubules. These tubules mostly contain a lumen and the cells develop 
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tight cell-cell and cell-matrix contacts. This powerful semiquantitative 

assay has many advantages: it is quick and easy to perform, can be 

scaled up for high-throughput analysis and can be used for screening 

test molecules that may promote or inhibit angiogenesis, as they can 

be added exogenously to the endothelial cell medium. 

Human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVEC-2) were got from 

Corning and were cultured in EGM-2 medium from Lonza. Matrigel 

was bought from Corning. 

For this assay 120 µl of matrigel was plated per well in a 48 well 

plate and left it at 37 ºC for 30 minutes. Tips and plate were pre-cooled 

leaving them in the freezer overnight the day before the assay so that 

the gel did not set in the process. Each well was filled with 1 ml 

endothelial media and 30,000 HUVEC cells were seeded on top in a 

spiral motion for even distribution. Images were taken after 8 and 24h 

at 10X taking 5 images per well and each condition was assayed by 

triplicate. ImageJ was used for the analysis. Nodes were counted and 

length was measured drawing the outline of the networks visible using 

the straight-line tab and summing the result of each image. Average 

was calculated among all images per well. 
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3 MOLECULAR ASSAYS 

3.1 RNA EXTRACTION 

3.1.1 Total RNA extraction 

RNA purification for studying gene expression was performed 

using the TRIzol method. TRIzol (Invitrogen) is a ready to be used 

reagent for the purification of RNA both from cells or tissue samples. 

It consists of a mono-phase solution of phenol and guanidine 

isocyanate salt which maintains the integrity of RNA during the sample 

lysis and homogenisation. It alters cells stability and dissolves cellular 

components so that the cells are lysed, and RNA can be obtained.  

RNA extraction was performed from 6 well plates containing 

300,000 cells per well and all the protocol was made on ice to prevent 

RNA degradation. Plates were put on ice and wasted media was 

discarded. Cells were washed with 1 ml of cold PBS and scrapped with 

disposable cell lifters. Cells were pelleted by centrifuging 5 minutes at 

400 g and PBS was discarded. Each pellet was homogenised with 500 

µl of Trizol by pipetting gently. 100 µl of chloroform were added to 

each tube and tubes were mixed by inverting them several times. After 

a 3-minute incubation on ice, the tubes were centrifuged for 15 

minutes at 16,000 g and at 4 ºC in a pre-cooled centrifuge. This step 

allows the sample to separate in two phases: an aqueous phase and 

an organic phase with chloroform. RNA remains only in the aqueous 
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phase; thus, this phase was transferred to a new Eppendorf tube and 

the old tubes were discarded with the rest of the sample. For RNA 

precipitation, 250 µl of isopropanol were added to each tube and 

samples were incubated overnight at -20ºC. 

After precipitation, RNA was pelleted by centrifuging the sample 

15 minutes at 16,000 g at 4 ºC. Supernatant was discarded and pellet 

was washed on ice with 500 µl of cold 75% ethanol. Tubes were 

vortexed for 3 seconds for proper washing and then centrifuged 15 

minutes at 16,000 g at 4 ºC. Ethanol was discarded by decantation and 

RNA was resuspended in 30-50 µl of DEPC treated RNAse free water. 

RNA quantification was performed with NanoDrop ND-2000 

spectrophotometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA). RNA was 

stored at -80 ºC. 

 

3.1.2 microRNA extraction 

For microRNA analysis, RNA was extracted with mirVana miRNA 

Isolation Kit that uses a rapid procedure to isolate small RNAs from 

tissue and cells using an efficient glass fibre filter (GFF)-based method.   

Cells were scrapped from 6 well plates on ice with cold PBS and 

pelleted centrifuging 5 minutes at 400 g. Depending on the cell 

amount, 300-600 µl of lysis solution from the kit was added and 

samples were vortexed to homogenise the lysate. We added 1/10 of 
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the previous volume of homogenate additive and incubated the 

sample 10 minutes on ice. Tubes were then vortexed 30-60 seconds 

for mixing and centrifuged 5 minutes at 16,000 g at room temperature 

in order to separate the aqueous phase from the organic phase. After 

centrifuging, the interphase must be compact. The aqueous phase was 

transferred to a new tube and we added 1.25 of the volume of ethanol 

100%. Samples were mixed and passed through a cartridge with a 

fiberglass filter from the kit and then centrifuged for 15 seconds at 

16,000 g. The filter was washed with 700 µl of wash solution 1 followed 

by 15 seconds centrifugation at 16,000 g and then twice with 500 µl of 

wash solution 2/3 followed by centrifuging for 15 seconds at 16,000 g. 

RNA was eluted from the filter with 100 µl of nuclease free water 

which had been pre warmed at 95 ºC and centrifuging 30 seconds at 

maximum speed. Eluted RNA was then stored in a new tube at -80 ºC.  

 

3.2 RNA QUANTIFICATION 

RNA concentration is often determined by measuring absorbance at 

260 nm in a spectrophotometer following the Lambert-Beer Law: 

c = (A * ɛ)/l 

where:  

c = acid nucleic concentration in ng/µl 
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A = absorbance in AU 

ɛ = the wavelength depending on the extinction coefficient in ng-cm/µl 

l = distance in cm 

The extinction coefficient generally accepted for RNA is 40 ng-cm/µl.  

 

The purity of RNA was analysed by the absorbance ratio at 260 

and 280 nm (OD260/280) being 2 the ratio generally accepted for RNA 

samples. If the ratio is lower it may indicate the presence of protein, 

phenol or other contaminants that absorb strongly at or near 280 nm. 

The 260/230 values for pure nucleic acid are often higher than the 

respective 260/280 values. Expected 260/230 values are commonly in 

the range of 2.0-2.2. If the ratio is appreciably lower than expected, it 

may indicate the presence of contaminants which absorb at 230 nm. 

EDTA, carbohydrates and phenol all have absorbance near 230 nm. 

The TRIzol reagent is a phenolic solution which absorbs in the UV both 

at 230 nm and 270 nm. 

 

3.3 REAL-TIME PCR 

Real-time PCR (RT-PCR or qPCR) is a powerful tool for measuring 

relative gene or microRNA expression through calculation of 
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differences in the amount of specific RNAs. This difference is measured 

according to the cycle of PCR in which the fluorescence by the 

amplification of a gene cDNA is in its exponential phase. 

 

 

3.3.1 RNA retrotranscription 

After the RNA extraction it is necessary to convert RNA into cDNA 

by retrotranscription before amplifying. For every assay we 

retrotranscribed 1,000 ng of RNA using commercial kits from Life 

Technologies. 

 

Genes 

For qPCR of genes, we used High-Capacity cDNA Reverse 

Transcription Kit (#4368814, ThermoFisher Scientific). which contains 

random primers, thus retrotranscribing into cDNA the total RNA of the 

sample as detailed in table 2. 
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Table 2. Mix for gene retrotranscription per sample: 

Reagent Volume 

Random primers 4 µl 

dNTPs 1.6 µl 

MultiScribe Reverse 
Transcriptase 

2 µl 

10x RT Buffer 4 µl 

RNA Volume for 1,000 ng 

RNAse free water Up to 20 µl 

Total volume 20 µl 

 

The mixes were put into a thermocycler at 25 ºC for 10 minutes, 

followed by 37 ºC for 120 minutes. Finally, temperature decreased to 

4 ºC for cDNA sample conservation. 

 

 microRNAs 

microRNas were retrotranscripted with its specific kit (REF) for 

which specific primers were necessary. Primers were mixed and 
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diluted 1:100 into a primer pool in TE Buffer 1x. Then for every sample 

we prepared the mix in table 3. 

 

Table 3. Mix for miRNA retrotranscription per sample: 

Reagent Volume 

Primer pool 6 µl 

dNTPs 0.3 µl 

MultiScribe Reverse 
Transcriptase 

3 µl 

10x RT Buffer 1,5 µl 

RNAse inhibitor 0.2 µl 

RNA Volume for 1,000 ng 

RNAse free water Up to 20 µl 

Total volume 15 µl 

 

The mixes were put into a thermocycler at 16 ºC for 30 minutes, 

then at 42 ºC for 30 more minutes followed by 85 ºC for 5 minutes. 

Finally, temperature decreased to 4 ºC for cDNA sample conservation. 
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3.3.2 qPCR 

Quantification of cDNA of both microRNA or gene expression was 

carried out by using specific commercial Taqman probes from Applied 

Biosystems (#4331182, ThermoFisher Scientific) and the commercial 

solution TaqMan Master Mix, which contains all the reagents needed 

for the reaction. TaqMan Gene Expression Master Mix (#4369016, 

ThermoFisher Scientific) was used for quantification of mRNAs and 

TaqMan Universal MasterMIx II- NO UNG (Applied Biosystems) was 

used for qPCR measuring miRNA expression. 

Commercial TaqMan probes from Applied contain for every gene 

or microRNA a mix with two primers (forward and reverse) and a 

specific oligonucleotide called probe that binds to the centre of the 

PCR product amplified by the primers. This oligonucleotide is marked 

covalently in its 5’ by a fluorophore and in its 3’ by a quencher. When 

the fluorophore is excited by a light in the thermocycler, the quencher 

inhibits its fluorescence and no signal is emitted. Every time the PCR 

product is amplified by the polymerase, its 5’-3’ exonuclease activity 

degrades the probe, releasing the fluorophore and the quencher 

separately, and so fluorescence is emitted. This happens in every 

amplification cycle and detected fluorescence is proportional to 

amount of cDNA present in the PCR product. 

The TaqMan probes used in this thesis are detailed in table 4. 
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Table 4. Commercial TaqMan Probes for quantitative PCR. 

Gene Reference 

miR-26a-5p 000405 

miR-23b-3p 000400   

miR-146a-5p 000468 

CASP3 Hs00234387_m1 

CCNE2 Hs01051898_m1 

APAF1 Hs00559441_m1 

ABL2 Hs00943652_m1 

BCL2 Hs04986394_s1 

XIAP Hs00745222_s1 

PTEN Hs02621230_s1 

TP53 Hs02621230_s1 

E2F3 Hs00605457_m1 

CDC25A Hs00947994_m1 

BCL2L1 Hs00236329_m1 

EZH2 Hs01016789_m1 

MCL1 Hs06626047_g1 

MTDH Hs00292707_m1 
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CDKN1A Hs00355782_m1 

CCNB1 Hs01030099_m1 

VIM Hs00958111_m1 

FN1 Hs01549976_m1 

CTNNB1 Hs00355045_m1 

 

Every qPCR reaction both for microRNAs and genes was prepared 

with the previous probes and the mix detailed in table 5. 

 

Table 5. Mix quantitative PCR per sample using Taqman technology: 

Reagent Volume 

2X TaqMan Master Mix 5 µl 

20X TaqMan probe 0.3 µl 

cDNA (100-250 ng) 2 µl 

RNAse free water 2.5 µl 

Total volume 10 µl 

The TaqMan Master Mix used was TaqMan Gene Expression 

Master Mix (#4369016, ThermoFisher Scientific) for quantification of 
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mRNAs and TaqMan Universal MasterMIx II- NO UNG (Applied 

Biosystems) was used for measuring miRNA expression. 

The mixes were prepared in 384 well plates in triplicate for every 

sample and QuantStudio Thermocycler (Applied Byosistems) was 

programmed specifically for this technology. The two first steps were 

heating at 50 ºC for 2 minutes, and then at 90 ºC for 2 minutes for 

cDNA denaturing. This was followed by 40 cycles of two steps that 

allowed cDNA amplification, consisting of 15 seconds at 95 ºC for 

denaturing every time and 1 minute at 60 ºC for annealing and 

elongation. 

 

Fold change calculation 

The fluorescence of each gene or microRNA was determined by 

their Ct (cycle threshold): the number of cycles required for the 

fluorescent signal to cross the threshold (Figure 9). The threshold is set 

automatically by the software when the signal exceeds background 

level but can be adjusted and must correspond to the amplification 

stage where fluorescence in each well is still in the exponential phase 

before reaching the plateau for saturation of the detector. Ct levels are 

inversely proportional to the amount of target nucleic acid in the 

sample. Weak positive Ct of 38-40 usually represent environmental 

contamination. 
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Figure 9. Schematic representation of Ct values in qPCR results. 

 

Ct of every gene or microRNA of interest were normalised to its 

endogenous control (ΔCt). Endogenous control for genes was GAPDH, 

considered a housekeeping gene that should be constant for every 

sample. Nucleolar RNA RNU43 and miR-16a were used as endogenous 

controls of microRNAs and only miR-16a when it came to microRNAs 

present in exosomes. After this normalisation, we followed the Δ(ΔCt) 

method [201] in order to know relative expression of genes or miRNAs, 

meaning the increment between the ΔCt of the studied group 

compared to the ΔCt of a control group, usually untreated cells or cells 

with vehicle of the transfection. The calculation of the ΔΔCt allowed us 

to obtain the fold change expression between two samples using the 
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formula 2-ΔΔCt. The obtaining number estimates the relative expression 

of a specific gene or microRNA between the treated sample and the 

control.  

All this Ct values were obtained using The QuanStudio™ Design and 

Analysis Software v1.4 (Applied Biosystems ™ by Life Technologies ™, 

Carlsbad, California, USA) and data were represented as average ± 

standard deviation. Statistical analysis were carried out using a two-

tailed Student T Test and p-values under 0.05 were considered 

statistically significant. 

 

3.4 MIRNA PROFILING  

3.4.1 RNA integrity analysis 

For the microarray, quality and concentration of total extracted 

RNA was determined with the RNA 6000 LabChip® and the 2100 

Bioanalyzer (Agilent Technologies). 

The integrity of total RNA was determined using Agilent 2100 

Bioanalyzer equipment and Agilent RNA 6000 Nano Assay LabChip® 

(Agilent Technologies Inc., Santa Clara, CA, USA). This technology is 

based on capillary electrophoresis and allows the analysis of total RNA 

concentration between 25 and 500 ng/μl, using 1 μl of sample. The 

result of the analysis can be visualized as a conventional 
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electrophoresis, in which RNA fragments separated by size are 

observed, in addition to providing profiles or electropherograms for 

each sample. This technology applies a complex algorithm that 

automatically determines a value of RIN (RNA Integrity Number), with 

values between 1 and 10. The RIN considers the entire electrophoretic 

profile, including the presence and absence of degradation products, 

resulting in a reliable measure of RNA integrity. RIN value is very 

reproducible and allows us to make a numerical assessment of the 

integrity of the RNA and make comparisons between samples. We only 

used samples having a RIN number of 8 or higher for the microarray. 

 

3.4.2 microRNA microarray 

Measurement of the changes in the expression profile of the 

microRNA (miRNA) is extremely important to decipher the biological 

context of differentially expressed genes. Affymetrix GeneChip™ 

miRNA Arrays are powerful tools for the study of the role of short non-

coding RNA (miRNA, small nucleolar RNA [snoRNA] and small RNA of 

the Cajal body [scaRNA]) in complex diseases such as cancer.  

The term microarray is commonly used to describe a variety of 

platforms including protein microarrays and tissue microarrays (or 

TMAs). A microarray is typically defined as a collection of microscopic 

dots arranged in a matrix or in a grid format and adhered to a solid 
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surface or membrane. These dots usually refer to probes that are 

designed such that each probe hybridizes to a specific nucleic acid 

sequence corresponding to a particular RNA sequence in order to 

study gene or microRNA expression. The sequence that binds to the 

probe, which is often referred to as a target, is labelled with a 

detectable molecule or a fluorochrome. Level of hybridization 

between the probe and the target can be measured by fluorescence 

intensity through an image analysis. 

Affymetrix microarrays are obtained by the synthesis of 

oligonucleotides of 25 mer using the photolithography technique on a 

quartz surface. RNA microarrays are often referred to as dual channel 

microarrays or two-colour microarrays because two samples, each 

marked with a different fluorochrome, are hybridized into a single 

matrix. As a result of the combination of two samples in a single device 

relative expression levels can be determined. Affymetrix high-density 

array provides the most sensitive, accurate, and complete 

measurement of small non-coding RNA transcripts involved in gene 

regulation. This platform is permanently updated, it is highly 

reproducible and accurate.  

We performed an assay using Affymetrix GeneChip™ miRNA 4.0 

Array (Affymetrix, Santa Clara, CA). This matrix contains all mature 

miRNA sequences in miRBase Release 20 including 30,424 mature 

miRNAs (all organisms), 5,214 human, mouse, and rat miRNA, 1,996 
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human snoRNA and scaRNA and 3,770 probe sets unique to human, 

mouse, and rat pre-miRNA hairpin sequences.  

This experiment was performed following the manufacturer’s 

intructions. Briefly, 300 ng of total RNA of each sample was labelled 

with biotin with a commercial Kit FlashTag ™ Biotin HSR RNA Labeling 

Kit (Affymetrix Ltd., Santa Clara, CA). For this, RNA Spike Control Oligos 

were added to the samples with Poly (A) Tailing Master Mix 

(containing 10X Reaction Buffer, 25mM Magnesium Chloride and 1 μl 

of ATP Mix diluted 1: 500 in 1 mM Tris buffer) and was mixed gently. 

The reaction was incubated at 37 ° C for 15 minutes to allow 

attachment of the poly(A) tails. Samples were centrifuged, FlashTag 

Biotin HSR Ligation Mix 5X and 2 μl of T4 DNA ligase was added and 

samples were incubated for 30 minutes at room temperature for the 

ligation reaction until reaction was stopped with HSR Stop Solution.  

The hybridization mixture was prepared with the reagents from 

the kit according to manufacturer’s instructions and added to the 

biotin labelled RNA sample for 5 minutes at 99ºC and 5 minutes at 

45ºC. These reactions were injected in the microarray and incubated 

in the hybridization oven for 18h at 48ºC under agitation. After 

hybridising, microarrays were washed, and probes were stained for 

detection.  

Microarrays were scanned using the GeneChip Scanner GCS3000 

with self-loading (Affymetrix Ltd., Santa Clara, CA) that registered the 
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images with provided software from Affymetrix® GeneChip® 

Command Console® (Affymetrix Ltd., Santa Clara, CA), which 

computed these images, saved them in a file with extension type 

*.DAT, and transformed them into numerical and analysable intensity 

values in *.CEL files. Preparation and detection of Affymetrix 

Genechip® miRNA 4.0 microarrays were performed at multigenic 

analysis service in UCIM (Universitat de València). 

 

3.5 PROTEIN EXTRACTION 

For protein extraction 300,000 cells per well were cultured in a 6 

well plate, cells were treated or transfected and 72h later were 

harvested at 80-90% confluence. For this aim, the plate was placed on 

ice in order to better conserve proteins and media was removed. Cells 

were washed with cold PBS and detached with cell scrappers in the 

PBS. Cells in suspension were collected and centrifuged 5 minutes at 

400 g at 4 ºC for pelleting and supernatant was discarded.  

RIPA Lysis and Extraction Buffer (#89900, ThermoFisher 

Scientific), (100 to 200 µl depending on the pellet size) with a dissolved 

antiprotease and antiphosphatase reagent (#A32959, ThermoFisher 

Scientific) was added to the tubes and pellet was homogenised with 

the solution. Cells were sonicated into this solution in 5 pulses of 10 

seconds at 40% per tube for better efficiency of cell lysis and protein 
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release. Cells were incubated on ice for 50 seconds between sonicating 

cycles and sonication was carried out on ice as well in order to avoid 

protein degradation or denaturing.  

Lysed cells were then centrifuged for 15 minutes at 16,000 g and 

4 ºC in order to pellet and discard the cellular debris. Supernatant 

containing the proteins was collected and transferred to a new tube. 

A small amount was collected for immediate protein quantification 

and the rest of the protein was stored at -80 ºC for long term protein 

conservation. 

 

3.6 PROTEIN QUANTIFICATION 

Protein quantification was performed using the commercial kit 

Pierce BCA Protein Assay Kit (#23227, ThermoFisher Scientific) 

following the manufacturer’s instructions. Bicinchoninic Acid Assay 

(BCA Assay) is based in the biuret reaction, that involves the protein 

capability to reduce Cu+2 to Cu+1 in an alkaline solution and result in a 

purple colour formation by the bicinchoninic acid. The reduction of 

copper is mainly caused by four amino acid residues including cysteine, 

tyrosine and tryptophan that are present in protein molecules. 

However, unlike the Coomassie dye-binding methods, the universal 

peptide backbone also contributes to colour formation, helping to 

minimize variability caused by protein compositional differences in 
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amino acids. Compared to the Bradford assay, the BCA assay is more 

objective since the universal peptide backbone also contributes to 

colour formation. One disadvantage of the BCA assay compared to the 

Bradford assay is that it is susceptible to interference by some 

chemicals present in protein samples, including reducing agents (DTT, 

beta-mercaptoethanol…), copper chelators (like EDTA) and buffers 

with high concentration, which can be avoided by generating diluted 

samples.  

For calculating the concentration from absorbance, we need to 

first measure absorbance of known protein concentrations to stablish 

a pattern curve. We used BSA stock provided at 2 mg/ml and made 5 

serial dilutions in water with a concentration between 0 and 50 µg in 

a total volume of 25 µl made per duplicate. 2.5 µl from each sample 

were diluted 1:10 in 22.5 µl of water and were also measured by 

duplicate, getting the average value. 

Reagent B from the kit was diluted 1:50 in reagent A and 200 µl 

of the mix were added to each pattern or sample replicate in a 96 well 

plate. The plate was incubated for 30 minutes in dark at room 

temperature and absorbance was measured at 562 nm. The 

absorbance readings which fall into the linear section of the standard 

curve drawn with the BSA sample dilutions were used to calculate the 

final concentration of the undiluted protein sample. This absorbance 

values were placed in the equation of the line obtained (y = mx + n) 

substituting the x (the dependent variable). After getting the result for 
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the y (concentration), we had to multiply depending on the dilution of 

the sample to get the protein final concentration. 

 

3.7 SDS-PAGE AND WESTERN BLOT 

Electrophoresis is a technique which allows separating charged 

molecules according to their mobility when they are submitted to an 

electric field. SDS-PAGE stands for SDS poly acrylamide gel 

electrophoresis, a type of electrophoresis which allows proteins to 

separate according to their molecular weight.  

Protein samples were mixed with loading buffer containing 40% 

Glycerol, 240 mM Tris/HCl pH 6,8, 8% SDS, 0.04% bromophenol blue 

and 5% beta-mercaptoethanol. Beta-mercaptoethanol reduces 

disulphide bonds between protein subunits, allowing them to separate 

independently, glycerol makes the sample heavier to stay in the well 

before electric field is applied, and bromophenol blue is used as a 

tracking dye.  

SDS (sodium dodecyl sulphate) is an anionic detergent that 

denatures proteins, making them lose their secondary and tertiary 

structure. The SDS has a high negative charge that overwhelms any 

charge the protein may have, imparting all proteins with a relatively 

equal negative charge (two negative charges (from every SDS 
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molecule) to every two amino acids). It also has a hydrophobic tail that 

interacts strongly with protein (polypeptide) chains. SDS-coated 

proteins have been shown to be linear molecules, 18 Angstroms wide 

and with length proportional to their molecular weight, so the 

molecular radius (and hence their mobility in the gel) is determined by 

the molecular weight of the protein. Since the SDS-coated proteins 

have the same charge to mass ratio, there will be no differential 

migration based on charge. This is the way how SDS-PAGE is capable 

of separating proteins only by their molecular weight, independently 

of their charge. 

Protein samples in loading buffer were boiled for 5 minutes at 95 

ºC in a thermoblock for denaturing them and after this, samples could 

be stored long term at room temperature. 

The acrylamide gels were made using a Bio-Rad system with 

crystals and were designed with two phases: stacking and resolving. 

The stacking gel corresponds to the top centimetres of the gel that 

present a lower acrylamide concentration and the resolving is the rest 

of the gel with an acrylamide concentration of 8-12% depending on 

the proteins to detect (30% Acrylamide/Bis Solution, 19:1 #1610154, 

Bio-Rad). SDS is also present in the gel to make sure that once the 

proteins are linearized and their charges masked, they stay that way 

throughout the run. Table 6 describes the amounts for resolving or 

lower gel and table 7 contains the solutions for the stacking or top gel.  
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Table 6. Mix for resolving gel at 10% acrylamide: 

Reagent Volume 

H2O 2 ml 

30% Acrylamide mix 1.7 ml 

1.5 M Tris (pH 8.8) 1.3 ml 

10% SDS 0.05 ml 

10% APS 0.05 ml 

TEMED 0.002 ml 

Total volume 5 ml (1 gel) 

Table 7. Mix for stacking gel at 9% acrylamide: 

Reagent Volume 

H2O 1.4 ml 

30% Acrylamide mix 0.33 ml 

1.0 M Tris (pH 6.8) 0.25 ml 

10% SDS 0.02 ml 

10% APS 0.02 ml 

TEMED 0.002 ml 

Total volume 2 ml (1 gel) 
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First well of each gel was loaded with 3 µl of Precision Plus Protein 

TM Dual Color Standards (#161-0374, Bio-Rad), and then protein was 

loaded in equal amounts (usually 30 µg per well). The gel was run in 

running buffer (1:10 dilution of 10x Tris/Glycine/SDS pH 8,3 #1610732, 

Bio-Rad) at 80 V for 15 minutes so that protein could concentrate 

through the stacking gel and then at 120 V for 90 minutes allowing 

proteins to migrate and separate through the acrylamide pores.  

Proteins were then transferred from the gel to a nitrocellulose 

membrane by wet electrotransference at a constant voltage of 120 V 

for 90 minutes in cold Tris/Glicina pH 8,3 1X plus 20% methanol. After 

transference, membranes were incubated with 5% powder milk in 1X 

TBS 0.1% Tween-20 (#P9416-100ML, Sigma Aldrich) for 1 hour in 

agitation, in order to block them and prevent unspecific antibody 

binding. Membranes were cut and incubated with the correspondent 

primary antibodies diluted depending on the antibody as described in 

Table 8 in 5% powder milk in 1X TBS-Tween (TBS-T) overnight at 4 ºC 

in agitation.  

The next day, membranes were washed 3 times for 10 minutes in 

TBS-T in order to remove antibody excess and then incubated in the 

correspondent secondary antibody anti-Rabbit (1677074S Cell 

Signalling) or anti-Mouse (1677076S Cell Signalling) diluted 1:2,500 in 

1% milk in TBST-T depending on the species of the primary antibody 

used. Both secondary antibodies were conjugated with horseradish 
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peroxidase (HRP). Membranes were washed 10 min 3 times with TBS-

T for removing the antibody excess. 

Visualization of results of the western blot was perform through 

chemoluminiscence using the Pierce TM ECL Western Blotting Substrate 

(#32106 from Thermo Scientific). The two solutions from the kit were 

mixed 1:1 and the membranes were incubated with the mix for 2-3 

minutes in dark conditions at room temperature. Results were 

obtained by the LAS3000 equipment which detected the signal and 

transformed it into an image. Images were analysed by ImageJ. 

 

Table 8. List of primary antibodies and dilutions used. 

Antibody Dilution 

PTEN (138G6) Rabbit mAb #9559 (Cell Signalling) 1:300 

Calnexin ab22595 Rabbit polyclonal to Calnexin 
(Abcam) 

1:1000 

Tsg-101 ab125011 Rabbit monoclonal [EPR7130(B)] 
(Abcam) 

1:1000 

CD9 ab92726 Rabbit monoclonal [EPR2949] (Abcam) 1:500 

β-Actin (8H10D10) Mouse mAb #3700 (Cell 
Signalling) 

1:1000 

GAPDH ab8245 Mouse monoclonal [6C5] (Abcam) 1:1000 
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4 PATIENT SAMPLES 

In order to validate the results obtained in the cell lines and 

microarray regarding the expression of the miRNAs, breast cancer 

patients of HER2+ molecular subtype were selected, as well as healthy 

breast samples from of breast reductions, through the Pathological 

Anatomy Service of the Hospital Clínico de Valencia. All patients signed 

an informed consent for the use of the extracted biological material. 

 

4.1 RNA EXTRACTION 

There are several extraction kits for FFPE samples (embedded in 

paraffin). We used the RecoverAll Total Nucleic Acid Kit from Ambion. 

4 paraffin sections of 5 to 10 μm were placed in a 1.5 ml eppendorf 

tube, obtained from longitudinal sections of tissue that had been 

previously selected because they had good representativeness of the 

tumour. The sections were dewaxed with two 100% Xilol baths at 50 

ºC for removal of fixation reagents. Once the tissue was dewaxed, it 

was washed with 100% ethanol to eliminate the possible remains of 

Xilol. Protease and a digestion buffer are subsequently added to each 

sample and allowed to incubate for one hour at 50 ºC followed by 15 

minutes at 80 ºC. We added an isolation buffer o the homogenate that 

is filtered through a membrane to which, due to the buffer conditions, 
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all the nucleic acids in the sample specifically bind, while other 

components (such as salts and proteins) They do not and pass through 

the filter without being retained. After this, the membrane is washed 

with two different wash buffers. At this point, the DNA bound to the 

filter is removed by a thirty-minute digestion with DNAse enzyme. 

After this digestion, the DNA fragments are removed by sequential 

washing steps with the two washing buffers. Finally, the purified RNA 

is released from the column by nuclease-free water and the sample is 

stored at -80 ° C. The concentration and purity of RNA is subsequently 

measured by Nanodrop. 

 

4.2 REAL TIME PCR 

As samples came from paraffins, we performed a pre-

amplification step after the retrotranscription to cDNA, in order to 

enrich the cDNA sample, since RNA quantity in samples embedded in 

paraffin is small and not always detectable by real time PCR. We used 

2X TaqMan PreAmp Master Mix (Applied Biosystems), 20X of the 

different probes of the genes of interest (Applied Biosystems), 250 ng 

of cDNA and water to a final volume of 25 µl. Each mix with the sample 

was placed in a well of a 96 plate and the amplification reaction was 

carried out by the following program: 10 min at 95 ºC; 14 cycles of 15 

seconds at 95 ºC and 4 minutes at 60 ºC. Once the samples were 
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amplified, they were frozen at -20 ° C for maintenance and subsequent 

use in real-time PCR (see section 3.3). 

5 BIOINFORMATICS 

5.1 MICRORNA TARGET PREDICTIONS 

The miRBase database (http://www.mirbase.org/), a search 

resource that contains the sequences and annotations of the miRNAs, 

was used to rename all miRNAs with similar criteria. Each entry in the 

miRBase sequence database represents the fork of an immature 

transcript of a miRNA (called mir) and contains information about the 

location and sequence of mature miRNA genes (called miR). The 

miRNA-mRNA interactions were computationally predicted and 

combined by calculating the Union of Diana Genes (Gene Union) using 

the Diana-microT-CDS web service. The web service v2.1 DIANA-

miRPath was used to identify KEGG pathways (Kyoto Encyclopedia of 

Genes and Genomes) that were significant targets of the selected 

miRNAs.  

To analyse the specific targets of miRNAs, the miRWalk2.0 

software was used, which provides a large collection of miRNAs target 

gene interactions, both theoretical and experimentally verified by 

various techniques. This tool combines not only binding sites of miRNA 

within the complete sequence of a gene, but also compares binding 
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sites resulting from 12 prediction programs of miRNA target genes 

(DIANA-microTv4.0, Diana-microT-CDS, MiRanda, mirBridge , 

miRDB4.0, miRmap, miRNAMap, PicTar2, PITA, RNA22v2, 

RNAhybrid2.1 and Targetscan6.2). 

 

5.2 MICROARRAY DATA PROCESSING 

5.2.1 Analysis of expression microarrays 

The oligo package (PMID: 20688976) was used to read the .CEL 

files. The .CEL files store the intensity values of the probes that 

interrogate the different miRNAs in the expression microarrays for 

each sample. Once read, the samples were processed using the RMA 

method implemented in the oligo package. In short, RMA is divided 

into two steps. Background correction and normalization. The 

background correction process aims to eliminate the background 

noise present in the intensity matrix. To achieve this, the algorithm 

assumes that the intensity measurement of each probe can be divided 

into the sum of two components S (signal) and N (noise). Where S is 

assumed to follow an exponential distribution while N would be 

normally distributed. Fitting a model with three parameters to the 

data allows eliminating the noise portion of the intensity values. 

The normalization process is necessary to make the intensity 

distributions of the different samples comparable once the 
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background noise has been eliminated. This is achieved using the 

quantile normalization method. The process generates a new intensity 

matrix in which the columns are samples and the rows are probes. In 

the quantile normalized matrix, the maximum values of each column 

are the same, the second largest values are the same, and so on. The 

final effect is the homogenization of the intensity distributions 

between samples. 

The mirBase hsa.gff3 annotation file 

(http://mirbase.org/help/genome.shtml) contains information 

regarding the genomic location of the set of human miRNAs in addition 

to their names and alternative identifiers. This file was used to 

transform the identifiers of the probes into a format provided by 

Affymetrix into the common use name of each miRNA. 

 

5.2.2 Differential expression analysis 

The differential expression analysis was carried out using the SAM 

method implemented in the R samr package. Acronyms derived from 

Significance Analysis of Microarrays. Sam computes the di statistic for 

each gene i, which measures the level of association between the 

expression of gene i and the variable response (in this case the two 

defined sample groups). SAM uses permutations tests to determine if 

the expression levels of any of the genes are significantly associated 
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with the response variable. The cut-off value of significance is 

determined using the delta adjustment parameter, selected by the 

user based on the false positive rate (FDR). The interpretation of the 

results graph for the SAM analysis is as follows. Those red colored dots 

in the upper right margin are overexpressed miRNAs with a false 

discovery rate value <0.05. On the other hand, the points colored in 

green located in the lower left margin represent downregulated 

miRNAs. Black dots represent miRNA without significant expression 

differences in our sample groups. The line represents a quantile-

qualitative graph (q-q plot) that shows the expected values of di in case 

of no association. Points are actual values plotted against expected 

ones. Points that deviate from the line by more than delta are 

considered differentially expressed genes. 

 

6 STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 

Analysis of the results was carried out by different statistical 

programs such as R and GraphPad Prism 8, performing the most 

suitable tests. ANOVA was applied for studying the microRNAs in 

patient samples. T Student Test was used for cell samples and other 

assays. Every experiment was performed at least in triplicate for each 

condition, from which we obtained the average and standard 

deviation. P-values under 0.05 were considered statistically significant.
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1 EVALUATION OF METFORMIN AS POSSIBLE 

TREATMENT FOR TRIPLE NEGATIVE BREAST CANCER 

The first objectives of this thesis were about studying the 

candidate miR-26a-5p in breast cancer and in order to corroborate the 

hypothesis of metformin being a potential therapy for triple negative 

breast cancer, and to describe the relationship between the drug and 

the microRNA. For this objective, the following batch of experiments 

were performed: 

 

1.1 MIR-26A EXPRESSION MODULATES CELL VIABILITY 

The effect of exogenous miR-26a on cell viability was studied by 

transfecting three cell lines (MDA-MB-231 and MDA-MB-468: triple 

negative, and MCF-7: luminal) with a miR-26a mimetic. Compared to 

miRNA control (Cy3), miR-26a overexpression decreased cell viability 

in all three cell lines at all of the time-points assayed (1, 4, and 7 days), 

and the difference was statistically significant at 4 days (36% (p = 

0.0004), 31.11% (p = 0.0009), and 73.89% (p = 4.7 × 10−10) decrease in 

viability for MDA-MB-231, MDA-MB-468, and MCF-7 cells, 

respectively) and 7 days (75.47% (p = 9.66 × 10−5), and 92.32% (p = 3.78 

× 10−6) decrease in viability for MDA-MB-468 and MCF-7 respectively) 

(Figure 10). 
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Figure 10. The effect of miR-26a on cell viability. MDA-MB-231 (A), MDA-MB-468 (B), 

and MCF-7 (C) at days 1, 4, and 7 after transfection with miR-26a. control with CY3 

miRNA, miR-26a mimetic; 50 nM of pre-miRNA were transfected in all cases. Error bars 

represent the standard deviation of three experiments. Statistically significant 

differences comparing cells transfected with miR-26a to cells transfected with CY3 

miRNA control are shown at the respective time points. (Student t test: * p < 0.05, **p 

< 0.01, *** p < 0.005, **** p < 0.001).  
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C 
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As expected, miR-26a inhibition increased viability, in some cases 

significantly (for example at 24 h in MDA-MB-468). This effect was 

partially reverted when the mimetic and miR-26a inhibitor were 

combined (Figure 11). These data support a role for miR-26a in breast 

cancer cell viability/apoptosis pathways acting as a tumour 

suppressor. 
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Figure 11. Determination of the miR-26a mimetic, the inhibitor, and their combined effects on the 

viability of the (A) MDA-MB-231; (B) MDA-MB-468; and (C) MCF-7 cell lines at 24, 48, and 72 h after 

transfection. miRNa control, cells treated with 50 nM miR-26a mimetic; cells treated with 50 nM miR-

26a inhibitor;  combination of 25 + 25 nM or 50 + 50 nM. Values for statistical significance were 

compared to miRNA control for every timepoint and cell line. Error bars show the standard deviation 

of three experiments. (Student t test: * p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, *** p < 0.005, **** p < 0.001).  
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1.2 EFFECT OF MIR-26A ON CELL MIGRATION 

To evaluate the physiological impact of miR-26a regulation we 

also studied the migration capacity of MDA-MB-231, MDA-MB-468, 

and MCF-7 cell lines when miR-26a was overexpressed in a wound-

healing assay. From 25 h, cell migration was higher in MDA-MB-231 

and MDA-MB-468 cells transfected with the miR-26a mimetic 

compared to control cells, and the effect was more dramatic at 45 h, 

especially in MDA-MB-231 cells (Figure 12). 
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Figure 12. Wound healing cell migration assay comparing cells transfected with 50 

nM miR-26a or CY3 (control). Cells transfected with miR-26a closed the wound before 

the CY3-transfected cells (25 vs. 30 h). (Magnification 100×).. 
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1.3 EVALUATION OF POTENTIAL MIR-26A TARGETS 

We searched for and selected theoretical miR-26a target-genes in 

the miRTarBase and used DAVID Bioinformatics Resources and 

miRBase. From 950 potential targets detected in the miRTarBase, we 

selected 11 based of their relevance to cancer and cell viability and 

apoptosis processes: CASP3, CCNE2, ABL2, APAF1, XIAP, BCL-2, PTEN, 

p53, E2F3, CDC25A, and BCL2L1 ligand (Table 9). We differentiate 

between theoretical and proven targets and note if the targets have 

been validated in cancer. 
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Table 9. Theoretical and demonstrated miR-26a selected gene targets 

obtained with miRTarBase and selected by DAVID Bioinformatics 

Resources and miRBase. Demonstrated targets are experimentally 

proven targets by techniques such as RT-qPCR or Western Blot, 

although none of them are proven in breast cancer. 

miR-26a Target Genes 

CASP3 Theoretical 

CCNE2 Demonstrated 

ABL2 Theoretical 

APAF1 Theoretical 

XIAP Theoretical 

BCL2 Theoretical 

PTEN Demonstrated 

TP53 Theoretical 

E2F3 Theoretical 

CDC25A Theoretical 

BCL2L1 Theoretical 
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We evaluated the expression of these 11 genes in the three breast 

cancer cell lines, after transfecting them with a miR-26a mimetic or 

inhibitor, by RT-qPCR. CASP3 expression significantly increased (p = 

0.012) in the MDA-MB-468 cell line, and CCNE2 expression significantly 

increased in both the MDA-MB-231 (p = 0.002) and MDA-MB-468 (p = 

0.0008) cell lines after transfection with the miR-26a inhibitor (Figure 

4); in MDA-MB-231 cells ABL-2 was diminished after miR-26a 

transfection (p = 0.06) and increased after its inhibition (p = 0.027; 

Figure 4); APAF1 expression was higher in MDA-MB-231 (p = 0.00015) 

and MDA-MB-468 (p = 0.04) cells with miR-26a inhibition, and 

decreased in MCF-7 cells upon mimetic transfection (not significant); 

XIAP expression increased with miR-26a inhibition in the MDA-MB-231 

significantly (p = 0.00025); BCL-2 increased in the MDA-MB-231 (p = 

0.018) and MDA-MB-468 (p = 0.023) cell lines in the presence of the 

miR-26a inhibitor; PTEN expression diminished upon miR-26a 

transfection in the MDA-MB-231 (p = 0.006) and MCF-7 (p = 0.002) cell 

lines, and significantly increased when miR-26a was inhibited in MDA-

MB-468 cells (p = 2.45 × 10−5); miR-26a inhibition increased TP53 

expression in the MDA-MB-468 cell line (p = 0.0009); E2F3 expression 

diminished in all three cell lines after miR-26a transfection and 

significantly increased in MCF-7 cells when miR-26a was inhibited (p = 

0.0005); both CDC25A and BCL2L1 expression significantly increased 

after inhibiting miR-26a in the MDA-MB-468 cell line (p = 0.024 and p 

= 0.001, respectively) (Figure 13). 
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Figure 13. Gene expression of different miR-26a targets four days after transfection 

with either 50 nM miR-26a mimic or its inhibitor in MDA-MB-231, MDA-MB-468, and 

MCF-7 cell lines, as measured by RT-qPCR. CY3: CY3 control miRNA. Values were 

compared to miRNA control for every cell line. Error bars represent triplicate 

experiments. (Student t test: * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; *** p < 0.005; **** p < 0.001). 
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After evaluation of the results, we considered that PTEN and E2F3 

downregulation after miR-26a transfection was the most relevant 

finding because it suggests that these genes are direct targets of miR-

26a. This was especially interesting for PTEN as it has proven relevance 

in cancer processes. It is also very interesting the regulation of BCL-2 

by miR-26a, although the mimic didn’t have much effect, maybe 

because its low levels. Thus, we focused on studying the implications 

of miR-26a in the modulation of PTEN in the context of breast cancer. 

 

1.4 PHOSPHATASE AND TENSIN HOMOLOG (PTEN) REGULATION BY MIR-

26A 

In order to validate PTEN as a miR-26a target in breast cancer, we 

transfected miR-26a mimetic into the MDA-MB-231 cell line and 

analysed PTEN protein expression. Western blot analysis showed that 

levels of this protein significantly decreased (by 35.2% vs. control, p = 

0.008) after miR-26a overexpression (Figure 14), in concordance with 

downregulation of this gene after miR-26a transfection (Figure 13). 
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Figure 14. PTEN protein expression was measured by Western blot 72h after 

transfection with miR-26a or CY3 in MDA-MB-231 cell line. β-Actin was used as a 

control. 

 

1.5 EFFECT OF METFORMIN ON BREAST CANCER CELLS 

In order to study if metformin induces miR-26a overexpression in 

breast cancer, as previously described in renal [21] and pancreatic [22] 

cancer, we tested mRNA and protein expression in metformin-treated 

MDA-MB-231 cells. First, we assessed the effect of metformin on cell 

viability using a MTT viability test at five different concentrations (1, 5, 

10, 20, and 40 mM) at 24, 48, and 72 h of metformin treatment. At 

concentrations of 10 mM or higher, metformin decreased cell viability 

at 48 and 72 h (58% and 66% decrease a, respectively at 10 mM) 

(Figure 15).  
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Figure 15. The effect of metformin on MDA-MB-231 cell line viability at different 

time-points and concentrations. Error bars represent the standard deviation of 

triplicate experiments. Statistically significant differences are shown for the 

comparison between treated cells and the control (0 mM, not treated) at respective 

time-points (Student t test: *** p < 0.001). 

 

We further analysed the effect of metformin on the expression of 

miR-26a and its proposed targets, PTEN and BCL-2. MiR-26a was 

significantly increased after treating the cells with metformin (p = 

0.012), however, both its potential targets showed a significant 

decrease in expression with the same treatment (p = 0.038 and p < 

0.001 for PTEN and BCL-2, respectively) compared to non-treated cells 
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(Figure 16A). PTEN protein levels were also lower after treatment with 

the drug (Figure 16B). These data correlate with our results from RT-

qPCR. 

 

  

Figure 16. (A) Expression of miR-26a and two of its targets in MDA-MB-231 measured 

by RT-qPCR four days after treatment with 10 mM metformin or vehicle (PBS). Error 

bars represent triplicate experiments; (Student t test: * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01). (B) PTEN 

protein expression measured by Western blot. MDA-MB-231 was treated with 10 

mM metformin or PBS, and β-actin was used as a control.  

A 
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Finally, cell migration during metformin treatment was also 

checked using a wound healing assay to see if treatment with this drug 

reproduced the effects seen with miR-26a. Treating MDA-MB-231 cells 

with metformin increased migration, as shown by faster gap-closing at 

24 and 30 h compared to non-treated cells (Figure 17). 

 

Figure 17. Wound healing cell migration assay comparing metformin-treated (10 

mM) MDA-MB-231 cells with non-treated cells at 24 and 30 h. (Magnification 100×). 

 

1.6 EFFECT OF METFORMIN THROUGH MIR-26A ON BREAST CANCER CELLS 

To clarify if the effect of metformin is mediated by upregulation 

of miR-26a we performed viability and expression analysis combining 
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the miR-26a inhibitor and metformin. The cell viability reduction 

induced by metformin was partially rescued by miR-26a inhibitor 

(Figure 18A). We think that PTEN inhibition by metformin via miR-26a 

could explain the increasing in cell migration under the treatment, but 

the metformin antitumor activity must be due to other miR-26a gene 

targets. We further analysed the effect of metformin on other miR-26a 

proposed targets: MCL-1, EZH2, and MTDH, which are proved targets 

of miR-26a in breast cancer and could be responsible of its anti-

proliferative effect. MCL-1 (myeloid cell leukemia 1) is a pro-survival 

member of the Bcl-2 (B-cell CLL/lymphoma 2) family [209], MTDH 

facilitates malignant transformation of normal immortal cloned rat 

embryo fibroblast cells [213], and EZH2 promotes anchorage-

independent growth and invasion of immortalized human mammary 

epithelial cells [213].  

MCL-1, EZH2, and MTDH showed significantly decreased 

expression (Figure 9B) after transfection with miR-26a mimetic (p = 

0.02, p = 0.0004, and p = 0.0004, respectively) as was seen also for 

PTEN (Figure 4 and Figure 18B). Metformin significantly reduced EZH2 

expression (p = 0.02) and the combination of miR-26a inhibitor with 

the drug significantly reversed the expression levels of EZH2 and PTEN 

(p = 0.019 and p = 0.05 respectively) (Figure 18C).
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Figure 18. The effect of metformin through miR-26a on MDA-MB-231 cells. (A) Cell 

viability at 48 h after 10 mM metformin treatment with or without the miR-26a 

inhibitor (50 nM); (B) Gene expression of miR-26a targets after transfection with either 

50 nM miR-26a mimetic or its inhibitor, as measured by RT-qPCR. CY3: CY3 control 

miRNA; (C) Expression of miR-26a targets measured by RT-qPCR after treatment with 

10 mM metformin (in presence or not of miR-26a inhibitor) or vehicle (PBS). Error bars 

represent triplicate experiments. (Student t test: * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; *** p < 0.005). 

A 

B 
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2 EPIGENETIC STUDY OF RESISTANCE TO 

TRASTUZUMAB 

For the objectives of our PhD project involving resistance to 

trastuzumab in HER2+ breast cancer, and to evaluate our hypothesis 

that microRNAs may be involved in its generation and transmission via 

extracellular vesicles, we performed the following experiments: 

2.1 MIRNA EXPRESSION ANALYSIS BY MICROARRAY AFFYMETRIX GENECHIP 

MIRNA 4.0 

BT-474wt/r, SKBR-3wt/r and HCC1954 HER2+ breast cancer cell 

lines pellets were harvested by triplicate for microRNA extraction 

using the mirVana miRNA Isolation Kit. MDA-MB-231 pellets were 

harvested by quadruplicate for microRNA extraction as a non-HER2+ 

breast cancer cell line control for the miRNA microarray. The quality 

and integrity of the RNA of each sample to be included in the miRNA 

chip expression study was evaluated using RNA Integrity Number (RIN) 

from Agilent, a software tool designed to estimate the integrity of total 

RNA samples. This tool determines the integrity of the sample by the 

electrophoretic trace of the RNA sample. This includes detecting the 

presence of degradation products. In this way, the interpretation of an 

electropherogram can be accessed and different samples can be 

compared, thus ensuring the reproducibility of the experiments. The 

assigned RIN is independent of the concentration of the sample, the 
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instrument and the analyst, thus becoming a standard for RNA 

integrity. In our study, the RIN for each sample (including triplicates) 

was in all cases above 8 on a scale of 1 to 10. 

After array normalisation by Robust Multiarray Average (RMA) we 

represented the Kernel density estimator in order to evaluate the 

possible variability among the different arrays composing our cell 

samples. This step is done for evaluating the possibility that some 

sample/array may present an unacceptable level of noise and should 

be removed from the study. The Kernel density estimator showed high 

symmetry for our cell samples (Figure 19A).  
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Figure 19. Logarithmic intensity distribution of probes included in each array. (A) 

Kernel estimator of the intensities for the different microarrays for breast cancer cell 

lines. (B) Box plot representations of the probe level expression for breast cancer cell 

lines analysed. (mi1, 2 and 3 correspond to BT-474wt; mi4, 5 and 6 correspond to BT-

474r; mi7, 8 and 9 correspond to SKBR-3wt; mi10, 11 and 12 correspond to SKBR-3r; 

mi13, 14 and 15 correspond to HCC1954; mi17, 18, 2_4 and 2_6 correspond to MDA-

MB-231). 
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In the same way, we appreciated a very good symmetry in the 

expression variability within array and among all the samples/arrays in 

the box diagrams representation (Figure 19B). In both plots, the mean 

Log Intensity values were around 1. Ensuring the symmetry among 

arrays guarantees that the results from the samples can be 

comparable to each other. 

We analysed the differential expression of 6,631 human miRNAs 

and pre-miRNAs contained in the Affymetrix GeneChip™ miRNA 4.0 

Array. For BT-474r cell line versus BT-474wt the ANOVA statistical 

analysis showed that 261 miRNAs were statistically differentially 

expressed (p-value < 0.05) and after adjusting for biologically 

significant fold change (considering linear fold change of BT-474r 

versus BT-474wt > 2 and < -2) 16 miRNAs remained significant. The 

ANOVA statistical analysis showed that 265 miRNAs were statistically 

differentially expressed between SKBR-3r cell line and SKBR-3wt (p-

value < 0.05) and after adjusting for biologically significant fold change 

(linear fold change of SKBR-3r versus SKBR-3wt > 2 and < -2) 4 miRNAs 

remained significant. Between HCC1954 and BT-474wt 263 miRNAs 

were statistically differentially expressed (p-value < 0.05) and only 16 

were biologically significant (linear fold change of HCC1954 versus BT-

474wt > 2 and < -2). For HCC1954 versus SKBR-3wt 310 miRNAs were 

statistically differentially expressed (p-value < 0.05) and 17 were 

biologically significant (linear fold change of HCC1954 versus SKBR-3wt 

> 2 and < -2). This results and different comparisons are represented 
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in the Venn’s diagram (Figure 20). Values obtained and the complete 

miRNA list are included in Annex I. 

 

 

Figure 20. Venn’s diagram showing miRNAs that are significantly dysregulated 

biologically in the resistant cell lines compared to the sensitive. The diagram 

represents the number of miRNAs differentially expressed in each cell line compared 

to the sensitive cell lines separately and the common dysregulated miRNAs in the 

combination of two and three of the resistant cell lines after applying the fold change 

adjustments . 

The only common overexpressed miRNA after adjustments in 

both acquired resistant cell lines (BT-474r and SKBR-3r) which are the 

ones of most interest for our study and in all three resistant cell lines 
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was miR-146a-5p (MIMAT0000449_st). The differential expression of 

miR-146a-5p comparing sensitive and resistant cell lines where the 

deregulation is statistically and biologically significant is represented 

in boxplots with the values obtained from the array (Figure 21).  

 

Figure 21. Expression intensity of miR-146a-5p in different samples of the GeneChip 

miRNA 4.0 Array of Affymetrix microarray by triplicate. a) SKBR-3wt and SKBR-3r; b) 

BT-474wt and BT-474r; c) BT-474wt and HCC1954. 

 

The ANOVA statistical analysis made a total of 372 different 

miRNAs that were statistically deregulated among all the cell lines 

performing the variance analysis (p-value 0.05) if we go back to the 

total differential miRNAs before applying the fold change adjustments. 

Average linkage hierarchical clustering with data from these 372 

miRNAs was performed to obtain clusters of data set.  
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Figure 22. Hierarchical clustering and visualization of the expression of significantly 

dysregulated miRNAs in HER2+ cell lines (p-value 0.05). Heatmap representing the 

expression of 372 miRNAs that were significantly deregulated in HER2+ breast cancer 

cell lines (p-value 0.05). The expression is shown in different intensities, green for 

values lower than the median, red for values that are higher and black for unchanged 

values with respect to the median.  
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Heatmap representation shows how BT-474r overexpressed 

miRNAs are closer to HCC1954 cell line followed by SKBR-3wt and 

SKBR-3r, showing that resistant cell lines have similar miRNA 

expression. Biological triplicates for each breast cancer cell line 

presented a similar miRNA profile and clustered together in the 

Heatmap representation (Figure 22). These results show a good 

reproducibility among biological triplicates.  

 

2.1.1 Pathway enrichment analysis for breast cancer cell lines 

Pathway enrichment study showed 16 (Figure 23A) and 4 (Figure 

23B) pathways that were significantly dysregulated (FDR adjusted p-

value < 0.05) by the significant miRNAs overexpressed in the cell lines 

with acquired resistance of our study (BT-474r and SKBR-3r). We found 

pathways related with extracellular matrix (ECM) receptor interaction 

(hsa04512), viral carcinogenesis (hsa05203), microRNAs in cancer 

(hsa05206), pathways in cancer (hsa05200), glioma (hsa05214), 

chronic myeloid leukaemia (hsa05220), central carbon metabolism in 

cancer (hsa05230) or proteoglycans in cancer (hsa05205). 

Additionally, we identified pathways related with ErbB (hsa04012), 

TGF-beta signalling (hsa04350) and signalling pathways regulating 

pluripotency of stem cells (hsa04550). Interestingly, fatty acid 

biosynthesis (hsa00061), lysine degradation (hsa00310) and fatty acid 

metabolism (hsa01212) were also deregulated by significant miRNA 
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found. Adherent junctions (hsa04520) were also deregulated by 

significant miRNA found. List of deregulated pathways identified are 

represented in Figure 23. More information about node miRNA’s 

enrichment and FDR p-values associated with each pathway are shown 

in Annex I. 
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Figure 23. Pathways significantly deregulated by miRNA differentially expressed in 

resistant breast cancer cell lines compared to sensitive. Enrichment study was 

performed by DIANA mirPath following Fisher’s Exact Test (hypergeometric 

distribution) as enrichment analysis method and pathways obtained presented an 

ANOVA p-value < 0.05 with a microT threshold of 0.8 and FDR correction. (A) Pathways 

altered by the 14 significant miRNAs (apart from U3 and U8, not shown) dysregulated 

in BT-474r compared to BT-474wt; (B) Pathways in which the 4 miRNA dysregulated in 

SKBR-3r compared to SKBR-3wt were involved. Dot colour indicates a logarithmic 

transformation of Benjamini + Hochberg adjusted p-values (red for most significant 

pathways and yellow for lower p-values). 
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2.2 VALIDATION OF MIR-23B EXPRESSION BY Q-PCR 

One of the most interesting microRNAs dysregulated in the array 

between BT-474wt and BT-474r was miR-23b-3p, since PTEN is a direct 

demonstrated target and this could be one of the main causes of their 

resistance to trastuzumab.  

The nature of the data and the methods used for obtaining miR-

23b-3p from the array can produce false positive results due to the 

technique used or to the stochastic processes. We must then evaluate 

the robustness of the data obtained by the array and confirm that the 

selected miRNAs are dysregulated. For this verification, the expression 

of the most interesting miRNAs was carried out using a more direct 

technique, such as the analysis of the expression by q-PCR. From the 

results of the microarray we obtained miR-23b that was overexpressed 

in BT-474r cell lines compared to BT-474wt and has PTEN as a target, 

thus being very attractive for study as PTEN mutations or expression 

changes are a known way of resistance to trastuzumab (Figure 24). 

In order to confirm this results, new pellets of both cell lines were 

collected, and a new RNA extraction was performed to evaluate miR-

23b-3p expression by real-time PCR. Then we calculated the mean Ct 

between replicates, the standard deviation and obtained the ΔΔCt, as 

previously described in material and methods section. 
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We could see that resistant cell line BT-474r express higher 

amount of miR-23b-3p (Figure 25) than their cell line of origin and this 

difference was statistically significant (p-value < 0.05). 

 

Figure 24. Validation in the array pellets by real time PCR of the expression changes 

for miR-23b-3p obtained in the microarray. For validation, the ΔΔCt method was 

used. As endogenous miRNA, RNU43 was used; the expression of the miRNAs in a 

control situation was considered as standard. Differences in expression between 

sensitive and resistant cell lines were statistically analysed using a T-student test for 

comparison of means. Each expression measurement was performed in triplicate. 
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Figure 25. Validation by real time PCR of the expression changes for miR-23b-5p in 

new cellular pellets. For validation, the ΔΔCt method was used. As endogenous 

miRNA, RNU43 was used; the expression of the miRNAs in a control situation was 

considered as standard. Differences in expression between sensitive and resistant cell 

lines were statistically analysed using a T-student test for comparison of means. Each 

expression measurement was performed in triplicate. 

 

2.3 STUDY OF MIR-23B EXPRESSION IN PATIENTS 

To test the hypothesis of the potential association of miR-23b-3p 

overexpression in resistant cell lines with overall survival (OS), we 

analysed the follow-up data of METABRIC samples with miRNA 

expression data. Specifically, METABRIC miRNA expression data 

includes 1,262 breast cancer patients from which 608 are patients with 

positive HER2 status by IHC. To analyze the prognostic value of miR-
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23b-3p, the patient samples were split into two groups according to 

various quantile expressions of the proposed biomarker. The two 

patient cohorts were compared by a Kaplan-Meier survival plot, and 

the hazard ratio with 95% confidence intervals and logrank p-value 

were calculated. 

 

Figure 26. Representation of overall survival curves for miR-23b expression analysed 

in breast cancer samples from METABRIC. Overall survival in total breast cancer 

patients (1262 patients). (A); Overall survival in HER2+ patients (608 patients).  (B). X 

axis represents the follow-up time by months and Y axis indicates the percentage of 

overall survival. Black curves represent patients with miR-23b low expression and red 

colour line represents patients with miR-23b overexpression. P-values were obtained 

by univariate cox analysis.  

 

A B 
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OS study did not show significant correlation between miR-23b 

expression status and survival for total METABRIC breast cancer 

patients (Figure 26a). However, data was different when restricting 

the study to HER2 positive IHC status patients (Figure26b), where 

survival was lower for high expression of miR-23b. HER2+ patients with 

miR-23b overexpression presented worse prognosis with statistical 

significance (p-value = 0.038).  

In order to corroborate the results from breast cancer cell lines 

and tumour samples from patients, we analysed miR-23b expression 

in FFPE samples from patients to check whether the tendency 

observed in patients from METABRIC was reproducible among the 

Hospital Clínico’s HER2+ breast cancer patients. We had a total of 10 

healthy breast samples, 14 patients which responded to trastuzumab 

treatment and 22 metastatic patients.  
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Figure 27. Analysis of the expression of the miRNA-23b-3p in breast cancer patients 

by real-time PCR. As endogenous miRNA, miR-16a was used; expression levels were 

compared with respect to the inverse value of ΔCt. At the statistical level, normality 

was verified using the Shapiro-Wilk test.  
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The expression levels of this miRNAs were disperse in healthy 

breast samples compared to tumorous ones, being the median higther 

but not significant. The miR-23b-3p expression in responders showed 

a median lighty higher that  in metastatics although it does not reach  

statistical significance (Figure 27). The results didn´t show similarity to 

the data base analysis, however, it is important to highlight  that the n 

evaluated was low (10 healthy samples, 14 responders and 24 

metastatic patients). 

2.4 STUDY OF MIR-23B-3P TARGET PTEN 

We measured the expression of PTEN as a miR-23b-3p target. The 

aim was to study the mechanism of action of this miRNA and its 

involvement in trastuzumab resistance. 300.000 BT-474wt cells were 

seeded per well in a 6-well-plate. Cells were transfected with different 

condition by triplicate: 50 nM of miRNA control, 50 nM of miRNA-23b-

3p mimic or 50 nM of miR-23b-3p inhibitor. After 48h of incubating the 

transfection, cells were harvested, and gene expression was measured 

by real-time PCR.   
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Figure 28. (A) Gene expression by real time PCR of the miR-146a-5p target and 

pathway. For measuring expression, the ΔΔCt method was used. As endogenous 

mRNA, GAPDH was used; the expression of the mRNAs in a control situation was 

considered as standard. Differences in expression between sensitive and resistant cell 

lines were statistically analyzed using a T-student test for comparison of means (* p < 

0.05, *** p < 0.001). Each expression measurement was performed in triplicate. (B) 

PTEN protein expression measured by Western blot. BT-474wt cells were transfected 

either with a microRNA control or with miR-23b-3p mimic, and GAPDH was used as a 

control. 

A 

 B 
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Significant changes were observed in the expression of the direct 

target PTEN comparing the control condition and the one transfected 

with miR-23b-3p mimic (Figure 28A). We could observe that miR-23b-

3p overexpression decreased significantly PTEN expression, suggesting 

a direct regulation of PTEN by miR-23b (p-value < 0.001). The changes 

in PTEN expression after inhibition of miR-23b-3p inhibitor were also 

significant (p-value < 0.05), showing a small increase compared to the 

control situation. Results were reproducible when checked by western 

blot, showing a significant downregulation of PTEN protein with 

transfection of miR-23b mimic (Figure 28B). 
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2.5 VALIDATION OF MIR-146A EXPRESSION BY Q-PCR 

From the results of the microarray we obtained that the only 

statistically and biologically significant miRNA that was overexpressed 

in both cell lines of study with acquired resistance to trastuzumab (BT-

474r and SKBR-3r) was miR-146a-5p, being also overexpressed in the 

innate resistant cell line HCC1954. As for miR-23b-3p, we had to check 

this result by qPCR. 

Results of measuring manually by qPCR the expression in the 

pellets from the array showed significant differences for miR-146a-5p 

between resistant cell lines and the sensitive, specially the acquired 

resistant cell lines compared to its wild type cell line of origin. For this 

reason, we repeated by triplicate the measures in new pellets of BT-

474wt/r and SKBR-3wt/r to validate if the resistant cell lines had 

different expression compared to their wild type. 

We measured the amplification by qPCR, and then we analysed 

the mean Ct values for replicates, the standard deviation and obtained 

the ΔΔCt in order to determine the fold change values for studying the 

relative expression. 

We could see that both resistant cell lines BT-474r and SKBR-3r 

express higher amount of miR-146a-5p (Figure 29) than their cell lines 

of origin and this difference was very statistically significant (p-value < 

0.001). 
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Figure 29. Validation by real time PCR of the expression changes for miR-146a-5p in 

new cellular pellets. For validation, the ΔΔCt method was used. As endogenous 

miRNA, RNU43 was used; the expression of the miRNAs in a control situation was 

considered as standard. Differences in expression between sensitive and resistant cell 

lines were statistically analyzed using a T-student test for comparison of means. Each 

expression measurement was performed in triplicate (Student t test: *** p < 0.001).  

 

2.6 STUDY OF MIR-146A EXPRESSION IN PATIENTS 

To test the hypothesis of the potential association of miR-146a-

5p overexpression in resistant cell lines with OS, we also analysed the 

follow-up data of METABRIC samples with miRNA expression data.  

OS study did not show significant correlation between miR-146a 

expression status and survival for total METABRIC breast cancer 

patients (Figure 30a). However, data was different when restricting 

the study to HER2 positive IHC status patients (Figure 30b), where 
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survival was lower for high expression of miR-146a. Although, no 

significant results were achieved (p-value = 0.056), HER2+ patients 

with higher levels of miR-146a tended to worse prognosis.  

 

Figure 30. Representation of overall survival curves for miR-146a expression 

analysed in breast cancer samples from METABRIC. Overall survival in total breast 

cancer patients (1262 patients). (A); Overall survival in HER2+ patients (608 patients) 

(B). X axis represents the follow-up time by months and Y axis indicates the percentage 

of overall survival. Black curves represent patients with miR-146a low expression and 

red colour line represents patients with miR-146a overexpression. P-values were 

obtained by univariate cox analysis.  

 

We analysed miR-146a expression in FFPE samples from patients 

to check whether the tendency observed in patients from METABRIC 

A  B 
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was reproducible among the Hospital Clínico’s HER2+ breast cancer 

patients.  

The expression levels of this miRNAs were lower in healthy breast 

samples compared to tumorous ones without reach significance. 

When analyzed metastatic patients no increased expression of miR-

146a-5p versus responders could be seen, which could not indicate a 

relationship with a possible resistance to trastuzumab. However, the 

results obtained were from a very smal cohort (10 healthy donors, 14 

responders and 24 metastatic patients) (Figure 31).  
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Figure 31. Analysis of the expression of the miRNA-146a-5p in breast cancer patients 

by real-time PCR. As endogenous miRNA, miR-16a was used; expression levels were 

compared with respect to the inverse value of ΔCt. At the statistical level, normality 

was verified using the Shapiro-Wilk test.  
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2.7 STUDY OF MIR-146A-5P IN CELL LINES 

2.7.1 Cell viability 

The viability of the SKBR-3wt and SKBR-3r cell lines was studied 

under normal conditions and in the presence of treatment 

(trastuzumab). In 96-well plates, initial seedings of 5,000 cells were 

made in triplicate for each cell line. Under normal conditions, cell 

growth was analysed 7 days after time 0 (t0), since it is the established 

time to see the effect of trastuzumab on the viability of this cell line. 

Under the treatment conditions, the cells were treated at a fixed 

concentration of 15μg/ml of trastuzumab and their growth was 

analysed, in the same way as the controls, after 7 days of exposure to 

the drug (from t0, the day on cells previously seeded are treated). For 

the viability analysis, the MTT method was used. The results obtained 

were statistically analysed by means of a comparison T-test. In the case 

of the wild type cell line, viability was statistically significantly reduced 

after 7 days of trastuzumab treatment (p-value = 0,000142). However, 

for the resistant cell line, viability after 7 days of treatment with 

trastuzumab was not significantly reduced (p-value = 0,261660), thus 

agreeing with the expected results for this cell line with acquired 

resistance (Figure 32). To determine whether or not a cell line can be 

considered resistant to trastuzumab, it has been established that, 

regardless of statistical significance, sensitive lines must reduce their 

viability at least a 20% after 7 days of treatment with trastuzumab at 

a concentration of 15 μg/ml in order to consider biological significance 
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according to O’Brien’s algorithm [202], whereas if the decrease in 

viability is less, they would be considered resistant cell lines or cell lines 

that are not responding properly to treatment with trastuzumab. 

 

Figure 32. Viability analysis in SKBR-3wt/r cell lines treated with trastuzumab. 

Viability was measured by MTT at 7 days exposure to 15μg/ml of trastuzumab. Each 

experiment was performed in triplicate and was statistically analysed with a T-Student 

test for comparison of means. Comparisons were made with respect to time zero (t0) 

of the control line. (*** p <0.001).  

After observing the data obtained from the array and the relation 

of miR-146a with a worse prognosis in HER2 + breast cancer patients, 

we proceeded to analyse the possible involvement of this miRNA in 

resistance to trastuzumab treatment. For this, the SKBR-3wt/r cell 

lines were transfected with a mimic or an inhibitor of our miRNA of 

interest. Subsequently, the cell lines were treated with trastuzumab at 

a concentration of 15μg/ml for 7 days and viability was measured by 

MTT. 
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Figure 33. Measurement of viability by MTT in cell lines transfected with mimic and 

inhibitor of miR-146a-5p. Each cell line was transfected with 50nM mimic / inhibitor 

and treated with 15 µg/ml of trastuzumab for 7 days. Each experiment was performed 

in triplicate and was statistically analyzed with a T-Student test for comparison of 

means. Comparisons were made regarding the transfection control of each cell line 

(the condition transfected with the miRNA control for miRNA mimics and inhibitors). 

(* p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; *** p < 0.005). 

 

When we transfected with a miRNA control (scramble) we were 

able to confirm the different effect of trastuzumab treatment over 

viability of SKBR-3wt (decreasing to 60% and being biologically 

sensitive to treatment) or SKBR-3r cell lines (decreasing only to 90% 

compared with untreated) (Figure 33).  
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When transfecting the cells with miR-146a-5p mimic, we didn’t 

observe any statistically significant change in viability under normal 

conditions (without treatment) compared to the transfection control 

without mimics (although viability slightly decreased compared to 

control cells without any transfection reagent, since they are toxic to 

the cells and therefore we used lipofectamine and a scramble miRNA 

in our control condition). When we added trastuzumab together with 

the miR-146a-5p mimic, the reduction in viability when treating the 

SKBR-3 wild type cell line became less evident with respect to the 

levels obtained only with treatment: decrease in viability was 

statistically significant but with less strength (p-value = 0,014176) and 

furthermore, the sensitivity to trastuzumab in the wild type cell line 

was much less biologically significant when transfected with miRNA-

146a mimic, although it didn’t pass the 80% for being considered 

resistant.  

When transfecting the cell lines with miR-146a-5p inhibitor, we 

did not observe any statistically significant change in viability under 

normal conditions (without treatment) compared to the transfection 

control with a scramble miRNA. However, when we also treated the 

cells with trastuzumab together with miR-146a inhibitor transfection, 

statistically significant differences in viability of SKBR-3r cell line were 

observed (p-value = 0.001587) with respect to normal trastuzumab 

treatment (without inhibitor). Furthermore, this viability decrease 
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values were biologically significant (decreased to 73%) compared to 

treatment in control transfection of SKBR-3r (decreased to 88%). 

In summary, a relevant impact on cell viability in SKBR-3r cell line 

was observed after the introduction of miR-146a-5p inhibitor in 

combination with trastuzumab respect to the same conditions of 

treatment with transfection of the miRNA control (Figure 33). 

 

2.7.2 Cell cycle 

After analyzing the effect of an increase or decrease of miRNA-

146a on cell viability, their possible interaction with gene targets was 

studied in order to clarify the possible mechanisms of action 

underlying the decreases and increases in resistance to trastuzumab. 

For this, we analysed genes described either as potential targets or as 

already tested targets of those miRNAs, obtained by the miRWalk2.0 

bioinformatic software, which combines not only miRNA binding sites 

within the complete sequence of a gene, but it also analyzes this 

information along with the binding sites resulting from 12 miRNA gene 

prediction programs (DIANA-microTv4.0, Diana-microT-CDS, MiRanda, 

mirBridge, miRDB4.0, miRmap, miRNAMap, PicTar2, PITA, RNA22v2, 

RNAhybrid2.1 and Targetscan6.2). 

One of the main interesting pathways among the targets 

described for miR-146a-5p was cell cycle. To determine if miR-146a-5p 
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had an overall effect in cell cycle, we made seedings of 300.000 SKBR-

3wt cells in a 6-well-plate. Cells were transfected with different 

conditions: 50 nM of miRNA control, 50 nM of miRNA-146a-5p mimic 

or 50 nM of miR-146a-5p inhibitor. After 72h of incubating the 

transfection, cells were pelleted, and cell cycle was measured by flow 

cytometry. Significant changes were observed in the distribution of 

cell cycle phases in wild type cell lines transfected with miR-146a-5p 

mimic. We could observe that miR-146a-5p overexpression decreased 

the proportion of phase G0/G1, and increased phase S and G2/M 

statistically significantly when compared with miRNA control (Figure 

34). The cells transfected with miR-146a-5p inhibitor showed similar 

cell cycle progression than the control condition (p-value > 0.05). 
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Figure 34. Cell cycle distribution of SKBR-3wt cells overexpressing miR-146a-5p, with 

an inhibitor or with its control. Cell cycle analysis was performed on SKBR-3wt cells 

using PI to stain DNA prior to flow cytometry. All experiments were repeated in 

triplicate. (* p < 0.05).   
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2.7.3 Gene targets 

After observing that miR-146a-5p had an effect in cell cycle, we 

measured the expression of CDKN1A gene as a miR-146a-5p target in 

cell cycle and CCNB1 as a downstream protein in the pathway. We 

made seedings of 300.000 SKBR-3wt cells in a 6-well-plate. Cells were 

transfected with different conditions: 50 nM of miRNA control, 50 nM 

of miRNA-146a-5p mimic or 50 nM of miR-146a-5p inhibitor. After 48h 

of incubating the transfection, cells were harvested, and gene 

expression was measured by real-time PCR.  Significant changes were 

observed in the expression of the direct target CDKN1A comparing the 

control condition and the one transfected with miR-146a-5p mimic 

(Figure 35). We could observe that miR-146a-5p overexpression 

decreased significantly CDKN1A expression, showing a direct 

regulation (p-value < 0.001). The changes in CCNB1 expression after 

transfection of miR-146a-5p mimic were also statistically significant (p-

value < 0.001), showing an increase compared to the control situation 

and thus suggesting an indirect regulation through CDKN1A. 
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.  

Figure 35. Gene expression by real time PCR of the miR-146a-5p target and pathway. 

For measuring expression, the ΔΔCt method was used. As endogenous mRNA, GAPDH 

was used; the expression of the mRNAs in a control situation was considered as 

standard. Differences in expression between sensitive and resistant cell lines were 

statistically analyzed using a T-student test for comparison of means. Each expression 

measurement was performed in triplicate. 

 

2.8 STUDY OF MIR-146A-5P IN EXOSOMES 

2.8.1 Exosome characterization 

In order to study the possible transmission of resistance by miR-

146a-5p through cells horizontally, we proceeded to examine its 

expression in exosomes. Exosomes from SKBR-3wt and SKBR-3r cell 

lines were extracted following the ultracentrifugation method. The 
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presence of exosomes in the sample was confirmed by their 

visualization through electronic microscopy (Figure 36A) and checking 

some of their protein markers by western blot (Figure 36B). 

 

Figure 36. Characterization of exosomes obtained by ultracentrifugation. (A) 

Exosomes were observed and measured by transmission electronic microscopy after 

staining (microscope JEOL1010, 60000x). (B) Western blot was performed for 

measuring the presence of TSG-101 and CD9 typical from exosomes and the absence 

of calnexin as a cellular control. 
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2.8.2 miR-146a-5p expression 

miRNAs are one of the main content of exosomes. In order to 

evaluate the presence of miR-146a-5p in exosomes we extracted RNA 

from 2 µl of the exosome samples by triplicate and real-time PCR for 

some microRNAs was performed. We measured the presence of the 

studied miR-146a-5p, miR-23b-3p and miR-26a-5p in exosomes from 

SKBR-3wt/r cell line and we observed that miR-23b-3p and miR-26a-

5p were not present in exosomes or not in detectable amounts (Figure 

37A). However, miR-146a-5p was present in both exosome samples, 

being much more increased in exosomes from the resistant cell line (p-

value < 0.001). When we compared the relative expression by a new 

real-time PCR in SKBR-3wt/r cell lines and new exosome samples, we 

obtained the same results from exosomes and its relative expression 

compared to housekeeping miRNA miR-16a used as a control was also 

much higher than in cell lines (Figure 37B), showing that exosomes 

have an enrichment in miR-146a-5p when separating from the cell and 

the presence of miR-146a-5p in exosomes is very relevant compared 

to the cell line, especially in exosomes from resistant cell line. 
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Figure 37. miRNA expression by real time PCR in exosomes and cell lines. For 

measuring expression, the ΔΔCt method was used. As endogenous miRNA, miR-16a 

was used; the expression of the mRNAs in a control situation was considered as 

standard. Differences in expression between sensitive and resistant cell lines were 

statistically analyzed using a T-student test for comparison of means. Each expression 

measurement was performed in triplicate.  
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2.9 FUNCTIONAL ASSAYS WITH EXOSOMES 

After seeing the high presence of miR-146a-5p in exosomes from 

resistant cell line SKBR-3r, we proceeded to perform some functional 

assays with them to check if the co-culture of exosomes with other cell 

lines could induce some change in the cells or transmit the resistance 

to trastuzumab. 

For these assays, exosomes were isolated from SKBR-3wt and 

SKBR-3r cells by ultracentrifugation method and had to be filtered with 

0.22 µm filters in order to guarantee the sterility of the culture. 

 

2.9.1 Cell viability 

The viability of the SKBR-3wt cell line was studied under normal 

conditions (Control) and in the presence of treatment (Trastuzumab) 

when coculturing when exosomes from SKBR-3r cell line or 

conditioned media collected from SKBR-3r culture. In 96-well plates 

5,000 SKBR-3wt cells per well were seeded and treated with 

trastuzumab alone at 15 µg/ml, condition media alone, trastuzumab 

with condition media, exosomes alone or exosomes with trastuzumab. 

Treatment was maintained for 7 days as stablished for evaluating 

sensitivity to trastuzumab and then viability was measured by MTT. In 

the case of the coculture with condition media, the viability when 

treating with trastuzumab (p = 0.14) increased with respect to the 
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control treatment (p = 0.003), showing less sensitivity to trastuzumab 

in the sensitive cell line and reversing partially the resistance (Figure 

38). In the case of coculture with exosomes from SKBR-3r cell line, 

treatment with trastuzumab showed less effect in SKBR-3wt than 

without exosomes and the increase in viability was statistically 

significant (p = 0.013). 

 

 

Figure 38. Measurement of viability by MTT in SKBR-3wt cell line with co-culture of 

conditioned media or exosomes. SKBR-3wt cell line was treated with a 50% of 

condition media or exosomes from SKBR-3r cell line with or without 15 µg/ml 

trastuzumab treatment for 7 days. Each experiment was performed in triplicate and 

was statistically analyzed with a T-Student test for comparison of means. Comparisons 

were made regarding the control of each condition. (* p<0.05; **p<0.01; ***p<0.001). 
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In order to check whether the effect from exosomes from SKBR-

3r cell line in the sensitivity to trastuzumab of SKBR-3wt cell line was 

mediated by miR-146a-5p, we did the same experiment but adding a 

condition where miR-146a-5p was inhibited in SKBR-3wt by 

transfection after the co-culture with SKBR-3r exosomes. MTT viability 

results show that while SKBR-3r exosomes could reduce sensitivity to 

trastuzumab in SKBR-3wt cell line (77% of viability), trastuzumab 

sensitivity was partially reverted when inhibiting miR-146a-5p in the 

same condition (62% of viability). In the case of combining exosomes 

with miR-146a-5p inhibitor, treatment with trastuzumab showed a 

significant decrease in viability (62% of viability) (p-value = 0.00548) 

almost reaching the significance showed in the original SKBR-3wt 

treatment with trastuzumab (56% of viability) (p-value = 0.00043), 

while treatment with only co-culture of exosomes showed a less 

significant difference (77% of viability) (p-value = 0.0445) (Figure 39). 

These results show that co-culture with exosomes needs miR-146a-5p 

in order to increase resistance in sensitive cell lines more significantly. 

Of note, it would be interesting to know if miR-146 contained in 

exosomes alone would be enough to induce these changes. 
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Figure 39. Measurement of viability by MTT in SKBR-3wt cell line with co-culture of 

exosomes and inhibition of miR-146a. SKBR-3wt cell line was treated with a 50% of 

condition media or exosomes from SKBR-3r cell line, or the combination of exosomes 

from SKBR-3r and miR-146a-5p inhibitor transfected at 50 nM, with or without 15 

µg/ml trastuzumab treatment for 7 days. Each experiment was performed in triplicate 

and was statistically analyzed with a T-Student test for comparison of means. 

Comparisons were made regarding the control of each condition. (* p<0.05; **p<0.01; 

***p<0.001). 

 

2.9.2 EMT regulation 

Epithelial to mesenchymal transition of the SKBR-3wt cell line was 

studied after co-culture with SKBR-3r exosomes. In 12-well plates 

30,000 SKBR-3wt cells per well were seeded and co-cultured with 

exosomes of the resistant cell line or PBS as a vehicle, in triplicate. 

Treatment was maintained for 72 hours and cells were harvested for 
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RNA extraction. EMT markers expression was measured by qPCR and 

we could see a significant increase in vimentin (mesenchymal marker) 

when co-culturing with exosomes (Figure 40) and a decrease of β-

catenin (epithelial marker) with the co-culture, although the change 

was not significant (p-value > 0.05). Fibronectin expression did not 

change in presence of SKBR-3r exosomes and N-cadherin could not be 

detected. This results altogether show that exosomes from SKBR-3r 

could induce slightly EMT in SKBR-3wt in 72h of co-culture. 

 

Figure 40. EMT markers expression by real time PCR after co-culture with exosomes. 

For measuring expression, the ΔΔCt method was used. As endogenous mRNA, GAPDH 

was used; the expression of the mRNAs in a control situation was considered as 

standard. Differences in expression between control and treated cells were 

statistically analysed using a T-student test for comparison of means. Each expression 

measurement was performed in triplicate. 
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2.9.3 Wound healing assay 

After observing some changes in epithelial to mesenchymal 

transition genes, we studied if exosomes could also induce changes in 

cell migration. For this, we performed a wound healing assay seeding 

SKBR-3wt or SKBR-3r cells into. Then, exosomes were added to media 

of some SKBR-3wt just after realising the wound. We took pictures 48h 

after the creation of the wound and we analysed them by Image J to 

measure the areas without cells. Co-culturing SKBR-3wt cells with 

exosomes from resistant cells SKBR-3r increased migration, as shown 

by faster gap-closing at 48 h compared to non-treated cells (Figure 41) 

reaching levels of migration of SKBR-3r. 

 

 

A 
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Figure 41. (A) Wound healing cell migration assay comparing exosome-treated 

SKBR-3wt cells with non-treated and SKBR-3r at 48 h. (magnification 100×). (B) 

Quantification of the remaining area of the wound at 0h and 48h. 

 

2.9.4 Angiogenesis assay 

We also studied the effect of exosomes derived from sensitive 

and resistant SKBR-3 cells in tube formation when co-cultured with 

HUVEC cells. For that, we performed an angiogenesis assay and 

checked the results at 8h counting node formation and measuring 

relative tubular length. Results showed that exosomes increased in 

both cases angiogenesis significantly, showing its importance in cell to 

cell communication in cancer, in both sensitive and resistant cell lines 

compared to the control HUVEC with normal media, although 

increasement was higher with the exosomes from the resistant cell 

lines (Figure 42).  

A B 

B 
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Figure 42. In vitro Matrigel angiogenesis assay measured at 8h after seeding of 

HUVEC and adding of exosomes from sensitive and resistant cell lines. (A) Pictures 

taken with 5x microscope of samples Control, +exoWT (B) and + exoR (C). (D) 

Representations of the number of branching points and (E) the relative tubular length. 

Statistical significance was measured respect to control (Student T Test: * p < 0,05). 
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1 METFORMIN 

Triple negative breast cancer is characterized by low expression 

or absence of estrogen receptor (ER), progesterone receptor (PGR), 

and receptor for human epidermal growth factor 2 (HER2) [203]. It 

currently represents a minority (15%) of all breast cancers. However, 

despite its low prevalence, this form of cancer is now one of the most 

important targets of cancer research due to its highly aggressive and 

metastatic nature, and because it has a worse prognosis [204] than the 

other breast cancer subtypes [205]. This is mainly due to the lack of 

specific molecular targets [206], which means that conventional 

chemotherapy is the main treatment for these patients.  

Evidence for the implication of miRNAs in cancer processes has 

been growing over the last decade, and many miRNAs have been 

described as being deregulated in cancer [207]. Consequently, 

investigation focusing on these small RNAs has increasingly focused on 

their therapeutic uses. Hence, several strategies have been designed 

based on miRNA inhibition or enhancement by ectopic expression 

[208]. 

We focused on miR-26a because it has been described to play an 

important role in several cancers, including hepatocellular carcinoma 

and lung and breast cancer [209][210][211][212]. Furthermore, some 

authors suggest that metformin, already used to treat diabetes, may 
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modulate the expression of miR-26a. This miRNA is reported to be a 

tumour suppressor [209][210][213] whose increase leads to better 

outcomes in tamoxifen-treated breast cancer metastasis patients 

[214]. However, in lung cancer elevated miR-26a levels have been 

related to higher levels of tumour cell migration and invasion [211]. 

Low levels of miR-26a have been associated with TNBC [212] and with 

stimulating proliferation in ER+ breast cancer [215], and miR-26a 

expression levels have been associated with lymph node metastases 

in breast [212] and lung cancer [211]. Here we aimed to elucidate the 

role of miR-26a in modulating TNBC and ER+ breast cancer cell 

viability. Furthermore, we evaluated some of its targets, and finally, 

we assayed the effect of metformin on miR-26a and these targets. 

The use of drugs already on the market for new medical 

applications significantly streamlines their incorporation into the 

clinical armamentarium. Therefore, compounds already approved for 

certain treatments are being re-evaluated to discover their 

mechanisms of action and to search for possible new therapeutic 

applications. Metformin, a compound approved for treating type II 

diabetes, is being evaluated in cancer with the rationale that the 

incidence of breast cancer is decreased in diabetic patients [141][216] 

and the risk of metastasis and death by cancer is reduced in breast 

cancer patients treated with this drug [217][218][219]. 

The molecular mechanisms of metformin in diabetes control are 

not completely understood; activation of AMP-activated protein 
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kinase (AMPK), inhibition of the mitochondrial respiratory chain 

(complex I) and mitochondrial glycerol-3-phosphate dehydrogenase, 

and a reduction in protein kinase A (PKA) activation have all been 

proposed as potential mechanisms [220]. The mechanisms by which 

metformin affects cancers are also unknown, although a large number 

of publications have shown that metformin could exert its antitumor 

effect by targeting AMPK/mTOR, anti-inflammatory, cell 

cycle/apoptosis, insulin/IGF-1R, and angiogenesis pathways in cancers 

[221][222][223][224]. It has also been shown that it can inactivate cells 

similar to breast cancer stem cells [225], also in triple negative breast 

cancer [226].  Specially, for triple negative breast cancer, it has been 

shown that metformin is able to reverse resistance to cisplatin [227], 

and increase sensitivity to PARP inhibitors [228] and pro-apoptotic 

TRAIL receptor agonists [229] in combination. It has been recently 

published that the mechanism for metformin in triple negative breast 

cancer involves targeting glucose metabolism [230], and this could be 

the reason why metformin is specially effective and toxic to this 

subtype of breast cancer, since TNBC is highly dependent on glucose 

(metabolized by anaerobic glycolysis) and lipids and its mitochondrial 

respiration is deficient [231].  

For our experiments with triple negative cancer cells in culture, 

selected concentration that could kill half of the population (IC50) was 

10 mM of metformin. It has been observed that most of in vitro assays 

use very high concentrations of metformin (>5 mM) to achieve its 
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apoptotic effect in cancer cells compared with the concentrations used 

usually for diabetic patients, who reach levels of 10 µM of metformin 

in plasma. This huge difference in metformin concentration has been 

shown to be due to the high glucose present in the media for cell 

culture conditions, that seems to repress metformin anti-cancer effect 

[232][233]. This also explains why metformin seems more effective in 

TNBC in vitro than in diabetic patients with triple negative breast 

cancer who receive metformin for diabetes treatment, where the 

metastases is reduced but the anti-proliferative effects of metformin 

are less significant than expected [218], as they are receiving less 

metformin dosage in plasma and have hyperglycaemia. Reducing 

glucose levels in combination with metformin could increase its effect 

for breast cancer even in a lower dose. 

Metformin has potent growth-inhibitory and proapoptotic effects 

in pancreatic cancer [234], and several authors suggest that its 

biological effects are mediated through miRNA expression [234][235]. 

Some authors believe that metformin inhibits proliferation by 

upregulating miR-26a expression which consequently downregulates 

the targets of this miRNA [236]. Yang et al. [236] first described the 

involvement of miR-26a and its targets in the metformin mechanism 

of antitumor action in renal cancer. 

Our results confirmed previous data [209] in which miR-26a 

overexpression reduced cell viability, which was rescued with a miR-

26a inhibitor to reverse the effect of the mimetic. Although this effect 
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was slight, it reinforces the potential importance of miR-26a in cell 

viability/apoptosis processes in breast cancer. We detected a bigger 

reduction in cell viability in MCF-7 (luminal/ER+) cells than in the MDA-

MB-468 and MDA-MB-231 (TNBC) cell lines. After evaluating miR-26a 

expression in different mammary cell line subtypes, one group 

reported that this miRNA is highly expressed in non-cancerous 

mammary cell lines but at lower levels in some breast cancer cell lines, 

in particular TNBC cells [212]. Differences in miR-26a expression in 

distinct breast cancer subtypes may also lead to different effects when 

it is exogenously overexpressed or downregulated. Similarly, other 

authors showed that miR-26a expression is higher in ER+ breast cancer 

[212]. In contrast with its effect on cell viability, miR-26 has been 

identified as a key mediator of estrogen-stimulated cell proliferation 

in ER+ breast cancer cells [215]. Furthermore, miR-26a seems to be 

strongly implicated in regulating ER+ breast cancer. Chen et al. [210] 

showed that miR-26a significantly downregulates ERα and prevents 

the stimulation of hepatoma cell growth by E2. Moreover, in MCF-7 

cells, transient transfection of miR-26a initiates apoptosis [213]. 

Using bioinformatics tools, we selected some theoretical miR-26a 

targets based on their relevance in cancer and their implication in 

viability/apoptosis processes (in which we and others have found miR-

26a to be involved). Interestingly, PTEN and E2F3 were 

downregulated after transfection with the miR-26a mimetic; PTEN is 

one of the most commonly mutated tumour suppressors in cancer and 
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has been shown to negatively regulate the AKT/PKB signalling 

pathway, favouring tumour development and progression. Our data 

agree with studies showing that PTEN is a miR-26a target in glioma 

[237][238] and in lung cancer [211]; we also showed that PTEN is 

downregulated at the protein level in breast cancer cells 

overexpressing miR-26a. 

The evaluation of metformin cellular effects reveals, according to 

other authors in kidney, pancreas and renal cancer [235][236], that the 

drug reduces cell viability in a dose-dependent manner in the breast 

cancer cell line MDA-MB-231 and that its administration increases 

miR-26a and reduces BCL-2 and PTEN expression. However, although 

the beneficial effects of metformin on breast cancer patient survival 

rates has been described by several authors 

[217][218][219][239][240][241][242] little is known about the 

mechanism. We show here that metformin up-regulated miR-26a and 

also downregulated its direct target PTEN. It is difficult to explain how 

metformin can have an anti-proliferative effect since PTEN is a tumour 

suppressor gene. Trying to understand how the PTEN inhibition by 

miR-26a can result in an anti-proliferative effect, we checked the 

effect of miR-26a overexpression in some additional targets of this 

miRNA. We identified EZH2, a miR-26a target that is downregulated by 

the miRNA and by metformin. EZH2 is a bona fide oncogene and acts 

as a dual function transcription regulator (not only repressor but also 

activator) [243] by converging on the methyltransferase-activity 
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silencing tumour suppressor genes, which are implicated in neoplastic 

development and the transactivation property-activating genes 

involved in the late-stage process of cancer [244][245]. This gene has 

been implicated in promoting anchorage-independent growth and 

invasion of immortalized human mammary epithelial cells [213]. 

Retrospective studies from clinical breast cancer patients indicate that 

high expression of EZH2 is associated with short survival [246]. 

Therefore, it can be one of the effectors involved in the decrease in 

cell viability after treatment with metformin and overexpression of 

miR-26a and thus justify their anti-proliferative effect. 

When studying cell migration, we observed slightly increased 

migration in the TNBC-model MDA-MB-231 cell line when the cells 

were treated with either a miR-26a mimetic or metformin. Our data 

are consistent with observations about the different behaviour of 

breast cancer subtypes when miR-26a was upregulated. Boning Liu et 

al. [211] demonstrated that miR-26a increases lung cancer cell 

migration and the risk of metastasis by modulating activation of the 

AKT pathway by suppressing PTEN, data which agrees with our results 

in MDA-MB-231 cells. PTEN loss promotes cell migration in cancer 

cells, as previously described in breast cancer [247][248][249]. 

Simultaneous downregulation of PTEN and DLC1 in MCF-7 cells does 

not enhance cell proliferation, however, enhances cell migration 

[247]. DLC1 is negatively regulated by miRNAs in colorectal cancer 
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[250][251], however, the possible DLC1 regulation by miR-26a has not 

been evaluated. 

We believe that PTEN inhibition by metformin via miR-26a could 

explain the increased cell migration under the treatment, but the 

metformin antitumor activity must be due to other miR-26a targets. 

We checked the gene expression levels of MCL-1, MTDH, 

and EZH2 which are proven targets of miR-26a in breast cancer and 

could be responsible of its anti-proliferative effect. We observed 

that EZH2 expression under metformin treatment was also lower than 

in non-treated cells, suggesting that metformin antitumor effect could 

involve this gene [209][213]. We also checked EZH2 expression under 

metformin treatment when transfecting miR-26a inhibitor and their 

levels were partially rescued, suggesting not only that metformin 

antitumor effect can be through this gene, but also that it happens via 

miR-26a overexpression. 

Furthermore, we have verified that it not only alters miR-26a 

levels but, curiously, also those of miR-146a, and that it affects the 

EZH2 and MTDH targets also in HER2 + breast cancer (data not shown). 

By performing bioinformatic database studies, we have also 

found that the miR-23b we studied with trastuzumab is statistically 

significantly altered in studies treating breast cancer cells with 

metformin, so that the metformin pathway could be complex 

regulating various microRNAs. 
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In these experiments altogether, we have confirmed the anti-

proliferative effect of metformin in breast cancer. Our results suggest 

that upregulation of miR-26a and following downregulation of some 

of their miRNA-target genes are part of the action mechanisms of this 

drug. miR-26a is at least partially responsible for the metformin 

antineoplastic effect in breast cancer. These is especially relevant in 

triple negative breast cancer disease, where there is no treatment 

other than chemotherapy, and this drug that is already approved and 

used for diabetes type II could result in a real improvement in treating 

the disease. 

Results of metformin experiments involving miR-26a are already 

published [252] and the article is included in Annex II. 
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2 TRASTUZUMAB 

HER2-positive breast tumours make up between 15-20% of 

diagnosed breast tumours. Initially, what constituted an aggressive 

entity with high mortality has become an entity with a favourable 

prognosis and an important 5-year disease-free survival thanks to the 

incorporation of anti-HER2 therapies into clinical practice, initially with 

trastuzumab and, subsequently, with the incorporation of new drugs. 

However, there are still 25% of HER2 positive patients treated with 

trastuzumab that do not respond to treatment due to the presence of 

resistance mechanisms present in the primary tumour or the 

acquisition of new molecular alterations that limit the action to 

treatment [253][254]. 

Trastuzumab is a monoclonal antibody agonist to receptor HER2 

whose main role is to block this receptor activity, having a mostly 

antiproliferative effect [255]. The concentration of trastuzumab for 

treatment in cell culture was established at 15 µg/ml according to the 

Dr. Rojo’s group that had developed the acquired resistant cell line 

models that we have used for this study [197]. This concentration is 

equivalent to the one detected in plasma from patients treated with 

the drug in preclinical trials [255][256][257], and matches also the 

concentration stablished for the first cellular model of trastuzumab 

resistance ever developed [258].  
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In order to evaluate the microRNAs involved in the mechanisms 

of resistance of our HER2+ breast cancer cellular model of trastuzumab 

resistance, we performed a microarray of microRNAs (GeneChipTM 

miRNA 4.0 Array from Affymetrix) with two HER2+ cell lines sensitive 

to trastuzumab (SKBR-3 and BT-474) and their acquired resistance 

models (SKBR-3r and BT-474r) [197], compared to an innate 

trastuzumab-resistant HER2+ cell line (HCC1954) and a triple negative 

breast cancer cell line as a control (MDA-MB-231).  

Our main objective was to study the expression profiles of 

microRNAs (miRNAs) due to the fact that dysregulation of these small 

non-coding RNA molecules has been described to be common in many 

types of human cancer; because it regulates key transcripts that 

participate both in the initiation and progression of tumours. miRNAs 

can act either as oncogenes or as tumour suppressors, to inhibit or 

exacerbate the expression of target genes related to cancer, as well as 

to promote or suppress tumorigenesis [259][260]. They have been also 

previously described in drug generation in some cancer types 

[261][262], and so we believe they may be also implied in our acquired 

trastuzumab resistance, since differences in gene expression between 

the sensitive and resistant cell lines had been studied [263], but not its 

microRNAs. 

One of the most notable microRNAs that was overexpressed in 

BT-474r cell line compared to BT-474wt was miR-23b-3p. This 

microRNA had been studied before in different types of cancer and 
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had been previously demonstrated by 3’UTR reporter assays that has 

PTEN as a direct target in order to repress its expression [264]. We 

checked the effect of overexpressed miR-23b-3p in METABRIC 

patients’ data, and HER2+ patients with higher expression of miR-23b-

3p showed worse OS than patients with lower levels. However, we 

were unable to see the same results in our patients’ samples, but 

maybe due to the low cohort studied, so further analysis with higher 

number of patients must be done. We then overexpressed miR-23b-

3p by transitorily transfecting microRNA mimics and we could check 

by qPCR and Western Blot the resulting inhibition of PTEN. Knock-

down of PTEN is a well-known mechanism of resistance to 

trastuzumab in HER2+ breast cancer [110][109][111][112] and so, we 

hypothesize that this inhibition of PTEN mediated by microRNAs, 

including its partial repression also by miR-23b-3p, is likely to be the 

mechanism of acquired resistance to trastuzumab developed by our 

BT-474r cell line after overexposure to the drug.  

Among the other dysregulated microRNAs from the array, we also 

found that miR-146a-5p was overexpressed in all resistant cell lines 

compared to the sensitive, thus we thought it could be able to induce 

or modulate resistance in HER2+ breast cancer cells. We checked in 

different experiments that overexpressing miR-146a-5p into SKBR-3wt 

cells was able to slightly reduce its sensitivity to trastuzumab, although 

transfection with the inhibitor of this microRNA had no effect. 

However, when the SKBR-3r cell line was transfected with the 
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inhibitor, it became more sensitive to trastuzumab. These results 

made us think that this microRNA was indeed modulating resistance 

and that repressing it could be an interesting way to turn resistant cells 

again into sensitive, suggesting a combination of trastuzumab with 

miR-146a-5p inhibitor as a possible therapy. 

When studying the targets of miR-146a-5p looking for a possible 

mechanism of resistance generation, we observed that one of the 

main pathways affected by dysregulation of miR-146a-5p were genes 

involved in cell cycle. This microRNA had been previously described as 

well to be involved in cell cycle alterations through its effect on CCND1 

(cyclin D1) [265].  

We then checked cell cycle by flow cytometry and could observe 

a significant increase in S and G2/M phases when overexpressing miR-

146a-5p by transfection and a decrease of G1 phase. Therefore, we 

hypothesized that miR-146a enhanced growth and resistance of BT-

474r and SKBR-3r by promoting cell cycle progression at the G1-to-S-

phase transition. This premise was consistent with our hypothesis of 

resistance and malignancy caused by miR-146a-5p, but other studies 

of miR-146a-5p showed opposite: Yan-Li li had described that the 

implication of miR-146a-5p in non-small cell lung cancer was by 

arresting cell cycle and proliferation through inhibition of cyclin D1 

[265]. However, another more recent paper in cervical cancer by 

Qiming Hu observes that the relation between miR-146a-5p and cyclin 

D1 is indeed the opposite way, by miR-146a-5p increasing levels of 
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cyclin D1 and so increasing phase S, and they explain that this different 

function of miR-146a-5p may be because its oncogenic/suppressor 

role is dependent on the cell type [266]. 

This new results about miR-146a-5p are however also very 

consistent with our observation of an increase of phase S. We looked 

for more miR-146a-5p theoretical gene targets involved in cell cycle 

apart from cyclin D1 and we analysed CCNB1 and CDKN1A, as they 

both appeared described as theoretical miR-146a-5p targets. CDKN1A 

encodes for p21, a protein that directly inhibits the cyclinA:CDK2 

complex activity but also inhibits MPF kinase (cyclin B1/CCNB1:CDK1) 

indirectly [267]. Our results show that CDKN1A acts as a direct target 

of miR-146a-5p as we see a significant inhibition when we overexpress 

the microRNA. However, the oncogene CCNB1 shows a strong 

increasement with overexpression of miR-146a-5p, possibly induced 

by the reduction of its regulator inhibitor p21 (CDKN1A). p21 is the 

protein regulating cell cycle checkpoints such as G1 arrest and G2 

arrest. We hypothesised that lower levels of p21 in resistant cell lines 

by knock-down of CDKN1A mediated through miR-146a-5p is avoiding 

cell cycle arrest in G1 and G2, thus increasing phases S and M as we 

could see in our results. This decreasing of p21 is strongly increasing 

levels of cyclin B1, which promotes cell cycle progression and 

malignancy of resistant cell lines, avoiding apoptosis and generating 

genomic instability (Figure 43). 
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Figure 43. Schematic representation of the cell cycle pathway affected by miR-146a-

5p. (Adapted from Hiroko Ikeda et al., “Expression Profile of Cell Cycle-Related Genes 

in Human Fibroblasts Exposed Simultaneously to Radiation and Simulated 

Microgravity”, Int. J. Mol. Sci. 2019, 20(19), 4791; 

https://doi.org/10.3390/ijms20194791). 

 

Exosomes and other extracellular vesicles have been proved to be 

a potential mechanism to transmit drug resistance cell to cell 

horizontally [268][269][270][271][272]. This way, eukaryote human 

cells could be able to transmit genetic information not only vertically 

in their mitosis but also horizontally, including protection against drugs 

for cancer which leads to resistance to treatment for survival of the 

cell, the same way bacteria do with resistances to antibiotics. This 

genetic material, instead of being DNA plasmids as in bacteria, are 

usually RNAs that can be carried inside the exosomes and released into 

another cancer cell [273]. One of the most common RNA types 
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observed to be involved in this resistance transmission via exosomes 

are microRNAs, described to increase many resistances to different 

chemotherapy drugs in breast cancer and other cancer types in this 

way [274][275][276][277][278][279][280]. 

When it comes to resistance to trastuzumab, exosomes from 

HER2+ cells were previously described to express HER2 receptor in 

their membranes and bind to trastuzumab molecules, thus being able 

to modulate sensitivity to the treatment and tumour aggressiveness 

[281]. About the specific topic of exosomes being able to transmit 

resistance to trastuzumab cell to cell, there was only one recent study 

made parallelly to this PhD project in 2018 that demonstrated that 

resistance could be disseminated through exosome communication 

involving an RNA, in this case a long non-coding RNA [282]. Recently 

this year, another paper about another long non-coding RNA 

promoting resistance to trastuzumab through exosomes has been 

released [283], and also the first paper to involve a microRNA in the 

modulation of resistance to trastuzumab transmitted by exosomes, 

reversing it in this case [284].  

Following those many papers relating microRNAs transferred by 

exosomes as modulators of resistance to chemotherapy in breast 

cancer and the arise of studies relating them to resistance to 

trastuzumab, we think our hypothesis that resistance in our cell lines 

may be transmitted through exosomes involving some microRNAs is a 

good point to prove. Our assays with conditioned media and exosomes 
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from SKBR-3r showed that resistance to trastuzumab in SKBR-3wt cell 

line could be partially induced. We wanted to check if this 

phenomenon had something to do also with microRNAs, as seen in the 

literature. Among the interesting microRNAs from our array, miR-

146a-5p had been previously described to be present in exosomes, 

having a relevant role in several diseases such as sepsis [285], 

myasthenia gravis [286], EV71 infection [287], systemic lupus 

erythematosus [288] acute myocardial infarction [289], hypertension 

[290] or Alzheimer’s disease [291], but also in different cancer types 

[292][293][294][295]. We checked the presence of miR-146a-5p in the 

exosomes of our cell lines and then combined the co-culture of 

exosomes from SKBR-3r (exoR) which had a high expression of this 

microRNA, with the inhibition of miR-146a-5p by transfection. This 

made the increase of resistance caused by exoR to be less potent, and 

we concluded then that the resistance transmitted by exosomes is 

partially mediated by miR-146a-5p. 

In order to better know the effect of exosomes in resistance, that 

seems to be not only through miR-146a-5p, we analysed the 

expression of EMT gene markers after co-culturing SKBR-3wt with 

exosomes and also performed a wound healing assay in presence or 

not of exoR. Results showed that our exoR exosomes from more 

aggressive resistant cells induced in sensitive cells an increase in 

vimentin expression and in healing of the wound, concurring with 
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exosome roles in cancer progression and aggressiveness previously 

described in the literature [296][297][298][299][300][301]. 

The only paper that involves so far exosomal miR-146a-5p with 

breast cancer is a recent study performed this year by Shan-Shan Yang, 

that does not talk about resistances but shows how miR-146a-5p is 

able to activate cancer associated fibroblasts (CAFs) in the tumour 

microenvironment through exosomes derived from breast cancer 

cells, promoting invasion and metastases [302]. Thinking about other 

possible effects that exosome derived miR-146a-5p could have in the 

microenvironment in order to promote resistance and aggressiveness 

of the tumour, we found that this microRNA has been shown to 

promote angiogenesis in HUVECs through different mechanisms 

[303][304]. Given that exosomes are known to promote angiogenesis 

in cancer [305], usually also through microRNAs [306][307][308], we 

conceived that exosomes from our breast cancer cell lines could also 

be promoting angiogenesis among its functions, specially exosomes 

from the resistant cell line, that has shown to be more aggressive and 

has higher levels of pro-angiogenic miR-146a-5p in its exosomes. In 

order to test this idea, we performed an in vitro angiogenesis assay 

culturing HUVECs in Matrigel and checking their capacity to form tubes 

in presence or not of exosomes. Our results show that exosomes in 

general increased significantly the angiogenic potential of HUVEC in 

terms of branches and tube length, but also exosomes from the 
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resistant cell lines showed a slightly bigger increase, concurring with 

their high levels of miR-146a-5p. 

This way, exosomes seem to have an important role in 

transmission of the resistance, partially performed by miR-146a-5p, 

but also in modulation of the microenvironment for tumour 

progression.   

These results about miR-23b-3p and miR-146a-5p aim to 

represent another contribution to the knowledge of trastuzumab 

resistance and role of microRNAs and exosomes in breast cancer, with 

a view to solving the main problem of patients with this subtype of 

breast cancer. Further work needs to be done in order to understand 

the complex regulation between different types of tumour and 

microenvironment cells involving exosomes and microRNAs in cancer. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

1. Overexpression of miR-26a in triple negative breast cancer cell lines 

resulted in a reduction of cell viability, that was partially recovered 

when the microRNA was inhibited. Its overexpression also increased 

the cell migration studied by wound healing assay.  

 

2. The candidate gene targets E2F3, MCL-1, EZH2, MTDH, and PTEN were 

downregulated by miR-26a and the PTEN protein was also reduced 

after miR-26a overexpression. 

 

3. Metformin treatment reduced breast cancer cell viability in MDA-MB-

231 triple negative breast cancer cell lines. MDA-MB-231 cells treated 

with metformin showed an increase in migration when it was studied 

by wound healing. 

 

4. Treatment with metformin increased significantly miR-26a expression 

and led to a reduction of the expression of the genes BCL-2, and PTEN, 

and also PTEN protein, which are targets of miR-26a. Inhibition of miR-

26a partially prevents the effect of metformin treatment in MDA-MB-

231 triple negative breast cancer cell line viability and 

the PTEN and EZH2 expression reduction produced by metformin. 

Thus, we propose that the mechanism of metformin in triple negative 

breast cancer is partially mediated by miR-26a. 
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5. miR-23b-3p was overexpressed in BT-474r cell line compared to BT-

474wt and its overexpression caused a reduction in PTEN expression, 

both at genetic and protein levels, suggesting this mechanism for 

resistance to trastuzumab of this cell line. 

 

6. miR-146a-5p was overexpressed in BT-474r, SKBR-3r and HCC1954, 

being the only microRNA commonly overexpressed in the resistant cell 

lines compared to the sensitives. miR-146a-5p overexpression caused 

a reduction of efficiency of the trastuzumab in SKBR-3wt cells and 

inhibition of the microRNA leads to a higher sensitivity of SKBR-3r 

resistant cell line to trastuzumab.  

 

7. Overexpression of miR-146a-5p has also an effect in cell cycle, as it 

increases phases S and G2/M, reducing G1 phase. This may be 

explained by the decrease of CDKN1A expression when overexpressing 

the microRNA, and the dramatic increase of CCNB1 levels. 

 

8. Exosomes from SKBR-3wt and SKBR-3r cell lines contained miR-146a-

5p, being much higher the levels of the microRNA in the exosomes 

from the resistant cell line than in the ones from the sensitive. Its 

relative expressions were also much higher in exosomes than in the 

cell lines. 
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9. Exosomes from SKBR-3r cell line in co-culture with SKBR-3wt were able 

to reduce the effect of trastuzumab in cellular viability. This suggests 

that exosomes are able to transmit the resistance to trastuzumab. The 

effect of exosomes from SKBR-3r in the efficiency of trastuzumab over 

SKBR-3wt was partially rescued when miR-146a-5p was inhibited, so 

part of the transmission of resistance to trastuzumab by the exosomes 

may be mediated by miR-146a contained in them. 

 

10. Exosomes from SKBR-3r cell line are able of increasing EMT marker 

VIM and reduce CCTNB1 in SKBR-3wt cell line, turning it more 

aggressive, and also increase their migration when studied by wound 

healing. This reveals the importance of exosomes in the progression of 

cancer, beyond the resistance.  

 

11. Exosomes from SKBR-3wt and SKBR-3r were also able to increase 

angiogenesis in HUVECs compared to control media. The increase was 

higher with exosomes from the resistant cell line, showing the 

importance of malignant exosome secretion also modulating the 

microenvironment. 
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Annex I. 

Results obtained in the array of miRNAs expression in the cell  BT-

474wt/r, SKBR-3wt/r, HCC-1954 and MDA-MB-231.  

 

BT-474wt vs BT-474r statistically significant microRNAs: 
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BT-474wt vs HCC1954 statistically significant microRNAs:  
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BT-474r vs HCC1954 statistically significant microRNAs: 
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SKBR-3wt vs SKBR-3r statistically significant microRNAs: 

 

 

 

 

SKBR-3wt vs HCC1954 statistically significant microRNAs: 

Transcript 
Cluster ID 

Transcript 
ID(Array Design) Accession 

SKBR3 
Sensibles 
Bi-
weight 
Avg 
Signal 
(log2) 

SKBR3 
Resistentes 
Bi-weight 
Avg Signal 
(log2) 

Fold 
Change 
(linear) 
(SKBR3 
Sensibles 
vs. SKBR3 
Resistentes) 

ANOVA p-
value 
(SKBR3 
Sensibles 
vs. SKBR3 
Resistentes) 

FDR p-value 
(SKBR3 
Sensibles 
vs. SKBR3 
Resistentes) 

20500778 hsa-miR-146a-5p MIMAT0000449 5,12 7,47 -5,1 0,000347 0,97962 

20506712 hsa-miR-1180-3p MIMAT0005825 2,49 3,59 -2,15 0,010645 0,97962 

20501293 hsa-miR-331-3p MIMAT0000760 1,97 3,08 -2,15 0,014275 0,97962 

20518844 hsa-miR-4462 MIMAT0018986 0,84 1,92 -2,12 0,022156 0,97962 

Transcript 
Cluster ID 

Transcript 
ID(Array Design) Accession 

SKBR3 
Sensibles 
Bi-weight 
Avg Signal 
(log2) 

HCC1954 
Bi-weight 
Avg Signal 
(log2) 

Fold 
Change 
(linear) 
(SKBR3 
Sensibles 
vs. 
HCC1954) 

ANOVA p-
value 
(SKBR3 
Sensibles 
vs. 
HCC1954) 

FDR p-
value 
(SKBR3 
Sensibles 
vs. 
HCC1954) 

20532628 ACA18 ACA18 4,46 5,67 -2,3 0,001655 0,609662 

20506712 hsa-miR-1180-3p MIMAT0005825 2,49 3,97 -2,8 0,002066 0,721015 

20504298 hsa-miR-574-3p MIMAT0003239 4,82 6,01 -2,27 0,003745 0,830061 

20503884 hsa-miR-504-5p MIMAT0002875 0,93 2,75 -3,52 0,00449 0,830061 

20538298 mgh18S-121 mgh18S-121 1,3 2,57 -2,41 0,005179 0,830061 

20517675 hsa-miR-378c MIMAT0016847 1,21 2,71 -2,82 0,012405 0,941234 

20501293 hsa-miR-331-3p MIMAT0000760 1,97 3,1 -2,19 0,014233 0,941234 

20506837 hsa-miR-1246 MIMAT0005898 1,94 0,83 2,15 0,015667 0,941234 

20518785 hsa-miR-4417 MIMAT0018929 3,85 2,65 2,3 0,016222 0,941234 

20500432 hsa-miR-139-5p MIMAT0000250 1,98 3,85 -3,67 0,016799 0,941234 

20517902 hsa-miR-3651 MIMAT0018071 3,48 4,51 -2,04 0,021831 0,941234 

20517816 hsa-miR-3609 MIMAT0017986 2,87 4,06 -2,28 0,026343 0,941234 

20538218 U63 U63 1,21 2,31 -2,14 0,027864 0,941234 

20538149 U23 U23 0,88 1,93 -2,08 0,029479 0,941234 

20502235 hsa-miR-18b-5p MIMAT0001412 2,62 3,83 -2,32 0,034835 0,941234 

20504408 hsa-miR-652-3p MIMAT0003322 3,08 4,62 -2,9 0,03927 0,941234 

20519409 hsa-miR-4634 MIMAT0019691 2,51 3,64 -2,18 0,045097 0,941234 
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SKBR-3r vs HCC-1954 statistically significant microRNAs: 

 

 

 

 

  

Transcript 
Cluster ID 

Transcript 
ID(Array Design) Accession 

SKBR3 
Resistentes 
Bi-weight 
Avg Signal 
(log2) 

HCC1954 
Bi-weight 
Avg 
Signal 
(log2) 

Fold 
Change 
(linear) 
(SKBR3 
Resistentes 
vs. 
HCC1954) 

ANOVA p-
value 
(SKBR3 
Resistentes 
vs. 
HCC1954) 

FDR p-
value 
(SKBR3 
Resistentes 
vs. 
HCC1954) 

20500778 hsa-miR-146a-5p MIMAT0000449 7,47 5,52 3,85 0,000025 0,166382 

20538298 mgh18S-121 mgh18S-121 1,33 2,57 -2,36 0,000603 0,734154 

20500150 hsa-miR-25-5p MIMAT0004498 3,15 1,71 2,72 0,000893 0,734154 

20503884 hsa-miR-504-5p MIMAT0002875 0,74 2,75 -4,02 0,003881 0,871577 

20518432 hsa-miR-3911 MIMAT0018185 1,53 2,66 -2,2 0,005815 0,871577 

20519467 hsa-miR-4669 MIMAT0019749 2,62 4 -2,6 0,008852 0,871577 

20502235 hsa-miR-18b-5p MIMAT0001412 2,45 3,83 -2,6 0,01225 0,871577 

20538204 U55 U55 4,85 6,05 -2,3 0,015208 0,871577 

20500149 hsa-miR-24-2-5p MIMAT0004497 3,55 4,61 -2,08 0,016308 0,871577 

20538256 U81 U81 0,95 2,19 -2,35 0,033478 0,871577 

20519595 hsa-miR-4743-5p MIMAT0019874 1,29 2,38 -2,13 0,045002 0,871577 

20525623 hsa-miR-6831-5p MIMAT0027562 2,13 3,41 -2,43 0,049608 0,871577 
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BT-474wt vs MDA-MB-231 statistically significant microRNAs: 

Transcript 
Cluster ID 

Transcript 
ID(Array 
Design) Accession 

BT474 
Sensible 
Bi-weight 
Avg Signal 
(log2) 

MDA-MB-
231 Bi-
weight 
Avg Signal 
(log2) 

Fold 
Change 
(linear) 
(BT474 
Sensible 
vs. MDA-
MB-231) 

ANOVA p-
value 
(BT474 
Sensible 
vs. MDA-
MB-231) 

FDR p-
value 
(BT474 
Sensible 
vs. MDA-
MB-231) 

20501036 
hsa-miR-
200c-3p MIMAT0000617 9,97 1,4 379,77 0,001354 0,934308 

20500778 
hsa-miR-
146a-5p MIMAT0000449 1,97 6,35 -20,81 0,004525 0,934308 

20515550 hsa-miR-3141 MIMAT0015010 6,12 4,94 2,27 0,007888 0,934308 

20525523 
hsa-miR-
6781-5p MIMAT0027462 2,17 1,15 2,04 0,008821 0,934308 

20506763 
hsa-miR-
1225-5p MIMAT0005572 2,93 1,64 2,45 0,011679 0,934308 

20517824 hsa-miR-3615 MIMAT0017994 1,2 2,67 -2,76 0,021238 0,934308 

20506776 
hsa-miR-
1229-5p MIMAT0022942 3,09 0,87 4,66 0,021949 0,934308 

20518931 hsa-miR-4530 MIMAT0019069 7,4 8,56 -2,24 0,024186 0,934308 

20500723 
hsa-miR-27b-
3p MIMAT0000419 6,37 7,51 -2,2 0,036798 0,934308 

20504372 
hsa-miR-625-
5p MIMAT0003294 4,44 3,25 2,28 0,038022 0,934308 

20500141 
hsa-miR-21-
5p MIMAT0000076 5,07 2,5 5,96 0,038871 0,934308 

20504187 
hsa-miR-455-
3p MIMAT0004784 6,07 7,46 -2,61 0,039515 0,934308 

20504312 
hsa-miR-584-
5p MIMAT0003249 2,85 5,11 -4,78 0,039572 0,934308 

20538113 SNORD123 SNORD123 4,87 3,43 2,71 0,041502 0,934308 

20500120 hsa-let-7d-3p MIMAT0004484 3,45 1,62 3,57 0,04453 0,934308 

20519467 hsa-miR-4669 MIMAT0019749 3,67 2,31 2,57 0,045697 0,934308 

20518432 hsa-miR-3911 MIMAT0018185 3,29 1,63 3,17 0,046304 0,934308 

20504298 
hsa-miR-574-
3p MIMAT0003239 2,98 6,42 -10,81 0,046526 0,934308 
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Transcript 
Cluster ID 

Transcript 
ID(Array 
Design) Accession 

BT474 
Resistentes 
Bi-weight 
Avg Signal 
(log2) 

MDA-
MB-231 
Bi-
weight 
Avg 
Signal 
(log2) 

Fold 
Change 
(linear) 
(BT474 
Resistentes 
vs. MDA-
MB-231) 

ANOVA p-
value 
(BT474 
Resistentes 
vs. MDA-
MB-231) 

FDR p-
value 
(BT474 
Resistentes 
vs. MDA-
MB-231) 

20503907 
hsa-miR-
532-5p MIMAT0002888 3,36 1,1 4,79 0,000023 0,071464 

20518893 
hsa-miR-
4498 MIMAT0019033 3,79 1,81 3,95 0,000032 0,071464 

20500452 
hsa-miR-
183-5p MIMAT0000261 4,1 1,98 4,37 0,000375 0,32577 

20538268 U8 U8 2,14 0,81 2,5 0,000393 0,32577 

20504372 
hsa-miR-
625-5p MIMAT0003294 4,82 3,25 2,97 0,000505 0,334864 

20515617 
hsa-miR-
3185 MIMAT0015065 5,73 4,49 2,37 0,000942 0,417985 

20526861 
hsa-miR-
7150 MIMAT0028211 2,96 1,51 2,73 0,001948 0,578701 

20506763 
hsa-miR-
1225-5p MIMAT0005572 3,14 1,64 2,82 0,002113 0,578701 

20519607 
hsa-miR-
4749-5p MIMAT0019885 2,96 1,55 2,66 0,002619 0,578701 

20503105 
hsa-miR-
486-5p MIMAT0002177 4,73 2,27 5,51 0,002675 0,578701 

20517835 
hsa-miR-
3621 MIMAT0018002 5,83 4,15 3,2 0,002676 0,578701 

20511549 
hsa-miR-
2110 MIMAT0010133 2,66 1,27 2,63 0,003268 0,596435 

20506779 
hsa-miR-
1231 MIMAT0005586 2,97 1,39 3 0,005092 0,695537 

20518425 
hsa-miR-
3180 MIMAT0018178 3,19 1,44 3,35 0,005141 0,695537 

20506771 
hsa-miR-
1227-5p MIMAT0022941 5,99 4,81 2,27 0,005236 0,695537 

20518785 
hsa-miR-
4417 MIMAT0018929 3,19 1,91 2,43 0,005284 0,695537 

20500141 
hsa-miR-21-
5p MIMAT0000076 5,65 2,5 8,9 0,006942 0,695537 

20518940 
hsa-miR-
1587 MIMAT0019077 3,38 1,56 3,54 0,00727 0,695537 

20517824 
hsa-miR-
3615 MIMAT0017994 1,36 2,67 -2,47 0,008186 0,695537 

20500737 
hsa-miR-
132-3p MIMAT0000426 6,02 4,79 2,33 0,00822 0,695537 

20525657 
hsa-miR-
6848-5p MIMAT0027596 2,79 1,62 2,25 0,008525 0,695537 

20505790 
hsa-miR-
885-3p MIMAT0004948 2,37 1,34 2,03 0,009066 0,695537 

20519429 
hsa-miR-
4649-5p MIMAT0019711 4,11 2,39 3,29 0,010224 0,695537 
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20518625 
hsa-miR-
3937 MIMAT0018352 3,95 2,45 2,84 0,010582 0,695537 

20509227 
hsa-miR-
1909-3p MIMAT0007883 3,88 2,61 2,41 0,011625 0,695537 

20519494 
hsa-miR-
1343-5p MIMAT0027038 5,41 3,61 3,48 0,011733 0,695537 

20525557 
hsa-miR-
6798-5p MIMAT0027496 4,32 2,15 4,5 0,012665 0,696306 

20500156 
hsa-miR-
27a-5p MIMAT0004501 5,76 3,92 3,59 0,016092 0,769509 

20518852 
hsa-miR-
4467 MIMAT0018994 6,1 4,46 3,12 0,016283 0,769509 

20538113 SNORD123 SNORD123 4,85 3,43 2,66 0,017921 0,770327 

20525571 
hsa-miR-
6805-5p MIMAT0027510 6,76 5,6 2,24 0,018028 0,770327 

20519524 
hsa-miR-
4706 MIMAT0019806 3,56 1,99 2,97 0,018123 0,770327 

20525535 
hsa-miR-
6787-5p MIMAT0027474 3,39 2,17 2,33 0,020499 0,781206 

20519405 
hsa-miR-
4632-5p MIMAT0022977 5,08 3,95 2,19 0,020818 0,782992 

20517899 
hsa-miR-
3648 MIMAT0018068 3,1 2 2,14 0,024989 0,791829 

20500432 
hsa-miR-
139-5p MIMAT0000250 3,93 2,64 2,44 0,030546 0,791829 

20500746 
hsa-miR-
140-3p MIMAT0004597 5,7 3,99 3,28 0,031458 0,791829 

20500769 
hsa-miR-
126-3p MIMAT0000445 3,65 2,64 2,02 0,032846 0,812703 

20525503 
hsa-miR-
6771-5p MIMAT0027442 4,76 3,65 2,16 0,034748 0,820136 

20500713 
hsa-let-7g-
5p MIMAT0000414 6,32 5,09 2,34 0,035624 0,828808 

20515610 
hsa-miR-
3180-3p MIMAT0015058 2,88 1,73 2,21 0,040297 0,828838 

20501293 
hsa-miR-
331-3p MIMAT0000760 3,36 2,29 2,11 0,043567 0,828838 

20525394 
hsa-miR-
6722-3p MIMAT0025854 5,75 4,74 2,02 0,044582 0,828838 

20519525 
hsa-miR-
4707-5p MIMAT0019807 6,75 5,74 2,02 0,04983 0,828838 

20524053 
hsa-miR-
6132 MIMAT0024616 4,04 2,11 3,82 0,04984 0,828838 
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SKBR-3wt vs MDA-MB-231 statistically significant microRNAs: 

Transcrip
t Cluster 
ID 

Transcript ID(Array 
Design) Accession 

SKBR3 
Sensibles 
Bi-weight 
Avg 
Signal 
(log2) 

MDA-
MB-231 
Bi-weight 
Avg 
Signal 
(log2) 

Fold 
Change 
(linear) 
(SKBR3 
Sensibles 
vs. MDA-
MB-231) 

ANOVA 
p-value 
(SKBR3 
Sensibles 
vs. MDA-
MB-231) 

FDR p-
value 
(SKBR3 
Sensibles 
vs. MDA-
MB-231) 

20504372 hsa-miR-625-5p MIMAT0003294 4,74 3,25 2,81 0,000082 0,542353 

20501280 hsa-miR-342-3p MIMAT0000753 0,56 5,19 -24,76 0,000776 0,777325 

20518893 hsa-miR-4498 MIMAT0019033 2,82 1,81 2,02 0,000888 0,777325 

20518785 hsa-miR-4417 MIMAT0018929 3,85 1,91 3,83 0,00178 0,861931 

20503907 hsa-miR-532-5p MIMAT0002888 2,14 1,1 2,05 0,00197 0,870745 

20504187 hsa-miR-455-3p MIMAT0004784 6,37 7,46 -2,12 0,002904 0,93545 

20519607 hsa-miR-4749-5p MIMAT0019885 3 1,55 2,74 0,004596 0,93545 

20525444 hsa-miR-6741-5p MIMAT0027383 2,58 1,39 2,28 0,00573 0,93545 

20504298 hsa-miR-574-3p MIMAT0003239 4,82 6,42 -3,02 0,006061 0,93545 

20538113 SNORD123 SNORD123 5,25 3,43 3,52 0,008582 0,93545 

20518625 hsa-miR-3937 MIMAT0018352 3,76 2,45 2,48 0,0108 0,93545 

20506712 hsa-miR-1180-3p MIMAT0005825 2,49 3,66 -2,26 0,011276 0,93545 

20526861 hsa-miR-7150 MIMAT0028211 2,73 1,51 2,33 0,014814 0,93545 

20532675 ACA44 ACA44 6,07 7,33 -2,4 0,017157 0,93545 

20534056 
ENSG0000025284
0 

ENSG0000025284
0 6,07 7,33 -2,4 0,017157 0,93545 

20534179 
ENSG0000026628
4 

ENSG0000026628
4 3,66 2,19 2,77 0,022116 0,93545 

20538168 U36A U36A 3,66 2,19 2,77 0,022116 0,93545 

20519494 hsa-miR-1343-5p MIMAT0027038 5,43 3,61 3,52 0,022694 0,93545 

20525571 hsa-miR-6805-5p MIMAT0027510 6,82 5,6 2,34 0,023422 0,93545 

20529782 hsa-miR-8072 MIMAT0030999 8,14 7,12 2,03 0,031464 0,93545 

20517835 hsa-miR-3621 MIMAT0018002 5,96 4,15 3,51 0,033054 0,93545 

20500141 hsa-miR-21-5p MIMAT0000076 4,82 2,5 4,98 0,034644 0,93545 

20517902 hsa-miR-3651 MIMAT0018071 3,48 4,92 -2,71 0,036816 0,93545 

20518852 hsa-miR-4467 MIMAT0018994 5,63 4,46 2,26 0,038438 0,93545 

20525557 hsa-miR-6798-5p MIMAT0027496 4,63 2,15 5,58 0,039323 0,93545 

20518425 hsa-miR-3180 MIMAT0018178 3,13 1,44 3,23 0,042243 0,93545 

20525677 hsa-miR-6858-5p MIMAT0027616 6,87 5,74 2,2 0,044544 0,93545 

20506779 hsa-miR-1231 MIMAT0005586 2,8 1,39 2,66 0,047013 0,93545 

20534176 
ENSG0000026594
1 

ENSG0000026594
1 3,77 1,75 4,05 0,047704 0,93545 

20538169 U36B U36B 3,77 1,75 4,05 0,047704 0,93545 
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SKBR-3r vs MDA-MB-231 statistically significant microRNAs: 

Transcr
ipt 
Cluster 
ID 

Transcript 
ID(Array 
Design) Accession 

SKBR3 
Resisten
tes Bi-
weight 
Avg 
Signal 
(log2) 

MDA-
MB-
231 
Bi-
weigh
t Avg 
Signal 
(log2) 

Fold 
Change 
(linear) 
(SKBR3 
Resisten
tes vs. 
MDA-
MB-231) 

ANOVA 
p-value 
(SKBR3 
Resisten
tes vs. 
MDA-
MB-231) 

FDR p-
value 
(SKBR3 
Resisten
tes vs. 
MDA-
MB-231) 

205043
72 

hsa-miR-625-
5p 

MIMAT00032
94 5,68 3,25 5,41 

0,00036
8 

0,77368
8 

205060
06 

hsa-miR-937-
5p 

MIMAT00229
38 5,39 4,32 2,09 

0,00154
1 

0,77435
9 

205012
80 

hsa-miR-342-
3p 

MIMAT00007
53 1,21 5,19 -15,78 

0,00154
9 

0,77435
9 

205196
07 

hsa-miR-4749-
5p 

MIMAT00198
85 2,6 1,55 2,08 

0,00162
8 

0,77435
9 

205189
40 hsa-miR-1587 

MIMAT00190
77 3,15 1,56 3,01 

0,00188
5 

0,77435
9 

205205
77 

hsa-miR-5196-
5p 

MIMAT00211
28 2,61 1,35 2,4 0,00253 

0,77435
9 

205067
63 

hsa-miR-1225-
5p 

MIMAT00055
72 3,32 1,64 3,21 

0,00291
8 

0,77435
9 

205188
93 hsa-miR-4498 

MIMAT00190
33 3,1 1,81 2,45 0,00313 

0,77435
9 

205184
25 hsa-miR-3180 

MIMAT00181
78 3,65 1,44 4,63 

0,00343
3 

0,77435
9 

205194
05 

hsa-miR-4632-
5p 

MIMAT00229
77 5,38 3,95 2,7 0,00536 

0,82651
4 

205012
77 

hsa-miR-328-
5p 

MIMAT00264
86 6,53 5,42 2,15 

0,00585
8 

0,82651
4 

205177
36 hsa-miR-4281 

MIMAT00169
07 6,89 5,76 2,18 

0,00712
4 0,82898 

205196
09 

hsa-miR-4750-
5p 

MIMAT00198
87 3,46 1,77 3,22 

0,00739
7 0,82898 

205068
01 

hsa-miR-1207-
5p 

MIMAT00058
71 5,88 4,82 2,08 

0,00750
1 0,82898 

205057
90 

hsa-miR-885-
3p 

MIMAT00049
48 3,01 1,34 3,17 

0,00762
9 0,82935 

205067
79 hsa-miR-1231 

MIMAT00055
86 2,55 1,39 2,24 

0,00801
9 

0,83116
6 

205042
73 

hsa-miR-92b-
5p 

MIMAT00047
92 4,17 2,18 3,97 

0,00907
7 

0,83755
4 

205186
25 hsa-miR-3937 

MIMAT00183
52 4,47 2,45 4,07 

0,00971
8 

0,83755
4 

205255
57 

hsa-miR-6798-
5p 

MIMAT00274
96 5,18 2,15 8,14 

0,01049
3 

0,83755
4 

205268
61 hsa-miR-7150 

MIMAT00282
11 2,98 1,51 2,76 0,01379 

0,83755
4 
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205255
35 

hsa-miR-6787-
5p 

MIMAT00274
74 4,03 2,17 3,62 

0,01551
1 

0,83755
4 

205255
03 

hsa-miR-6771-
5p 

MIMAT00274
42 5,24 3,65 3,02 

0,01567
8 

0,83755
4 

205042
98 

hsa-miR-574-
3p 

MIMAT00032
39 4,26 6,42 -4,47 

0,01619
1 

0,83755
4 

205187
85 hsa-miR-4417 

MIMAT00189
29 3,37 1,91 2,74 

0,01711
6 

0,83755
4 

205067
71 

hsa-miR-1227-
5p 

MIMAT00229
41 5,96 4,81 2,22 

0,01784
3 

0,83755
4 

205326
75 ACA44 ACA44 6,28 7,33 -2,07 

0,02121
1 

0,83755
4 

205340
56 

ENSG0000025
2840 

ENSG0000025
2840 6,28 7,33 -2,07 

0,02121
1 

0,83755
4 

205178
35 hsa-miR-3621 

MIMAT00180
02 5,54 4,15 2,62 

0,02176
1 

0,83755
4 

205194
33 hsa-miR-4651 

MIMAT00197
15 6,05 4,88 2,25 

0,02245
6 

0,83755
4 

205001
50 hsa-miR-25-5p 

MIMAT00044
98 3,15 1,28 3,64 

0,02301
7 

0,83755
4 

205255
23 

hsa-miR-6781-
5p 

MIMAT00274
62 2,63 1,15 2,8 0,02352 

0,83755
4 

205255
65 

hsa-miR-6802-
5p 

MIMAT00275
04 3,61 1,89 3,3 

0,02656
3 

0,84503
3 

205194
94 

hsa-miR-1343-
5p 

MIMAT00270
38 5,25 3,61 3,1 0,02726 

0,84503
3 

205196
36 

hsa-miR-4763-
3p 

MIMAT00199
13 7,12 6,01 2,15 

0,02798
5 

0,84503
3 

205254
44 

hsa-miR-6741-
5p 

MIMAT00273
83 2,47 1,39 2,11 

0,02862
8 

0,84503
3 

205255
71 

hsa-miR-6805-
5p 

MIMAT00275
10 6,78 5,6 2,28 

0,02892
5 

0,84503
3 

205255
13 

hsa-miR-6776-
5p 

MIMAT00274
52 2,75 1,63 2,18 

0,03020
3 

0,84503
3 

205156
03 hsa-miR-3175 

MIMAT00150
52 4,38 2,21 4,5 

0,03066
2 

0,85275
7 

205039
07 

hsa-miR-532-
5p 

MIMAT00028
88 2,4 1,1 2,46 

0,03241
9 0,86745 

205194
39 

hsa-miR-4655-
5p 

MIMAT00197
21 1,96 0,93 2,04 

0,03396
6 0,86745 

205194
29 

hsa-miR-4649-
5p 

MIMAT00197
11 3,97 2,39 2,98 

0,03449
2 0,86745 

205188
52 hsa-miR-4467 

MIMAT00189
94 5,93 4,46 2,78 

0,03693
4 0,86745 

205261
78 

hsa-miR-7110-
5p 

MIMAT00281
17 4,37 2,52 3,61 0,03999 0,86745 

205156
17 hsa-miR-3185 

MIMAT00150
65 5,98 4,49 2,8 

0,04114
2 0,86745 

205092
27 

hsa-miR-1909-
3p 

MIMAT00078
83 3,72 2,61 2,15 0,04204 0,86745 

205057
91 

hsa-miR-877-
5p 

MIMAT00049
49 5,64 4,51 2,2 

0,04301
1 0,86745 
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205341
79 

ENSG0000026
6284 

ENSG0000026
6284 3,41 2,19 2,32 

0,04372
9 0,86745 

205381
68 U36A U36A 3,41 2,19 2,32 

0,04372
9 0,86745 

205010
36 

hsa-miR-200c-
3p 

MIMAT00006
17 3,82 1,4 5,32 

0,04605
1 0,86745 

205001
41 hsa-miR-21-5p 

MIMAT00000
76 4,46 2,5 3,9 

0,04685
3 0,86745 

205253
94 

hsa-miR-6722-
3p 

MIMAT00258
54 5,81 4,74 2,1 

0,04747
4 0,86745 

205381
13 SNORD123 SNORD123 4,84 3,43 2,65 

0,04773
4 0,86745 
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Annex II. 

The results presented in this Doctoral Thesis have been partially 

collected in the next published paper: 

Cabello, P.; Pineda, B.; Tormo, E.; Lluch, A.; Eroles, P. “The Antitumor 

Effect of Metformin Is Mediated by miR-26a in Breast Cancer.” Int. J. 

Mol. Sci. 2016, 17, 1298. 
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